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Recent months in the Community have seen momentous events,
The completion of the transitional period, the decisions taken
at the Conference of Heads of' State or Government at The. Hague;
the advance begun towards establishment of an economic and
monetary union 
- 
to lead to the introduction of a common Community
currency within the next few years and the resumption of
negotiations on enlarging the Community, are rnajor decisions marking
a crucial turning point in the life of the Community.
The Commission provided the requisite psychological shock and
enabled this batch bf decisions to be made when, in the spring of 1969,
it decided.against any extension of the transitional period.
' Thb Community has thus emerged from its transitionat period
'and is entering into a new phase of its history.
ln future it will have to examine issues in terms of a long-range
view of the coming decade and not in the light of the next
Council meeting.
Emerging in this way from the fourth crisis in the twe'nty years
'since its inception, the Community will be able, with increased
energy, to tackle its new tasks and answer the question of the younger
generation which considers that Europe has already been created but
asks i*elf and us "what Europe do we want to construct?".
We shall discuss these probtetms with the younger generation
at the forthcoming seminar. The tenor of our reply is already known
- 
a more democratic, mote social and more generous Community
with greater stress on its major wofld responsibilities.
Jean Rey,
President of the Commission
of the European Communities
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TF{E CASE FOR A COMA/TON INDUSTRIAL POLICY
by H.E. Guido Colonna di Paliano,
member of the Commission
On 18 March last the Commission adopted a memorandum
orr an industrial policy, representing its -first consistent and
comprehensive endeavour to outline an industrial strategy at
Community level.
Such a step must, of course, be fitted into the framework of
the guidelines for development which, since the Hague Summit,
have defined the outlook for our Community.
At a time wheh the integration process is moving towards the
qualitative transition from the level of custbms union ro that of an
economic and monetary union,.the Commission has deemed it
essential to define a structural policy directed essentially to an
integrated industrial network. The common market of products
having been established, the time has now come to press for
creation of a production apparatus commensurate with the scale of
the new market.
Secondly, on the eve of the major negotiations on accession,
the Commission has felt it essential to open up a new horizon and
offer new scope for the enlargement process. the fact of the matter
is that entry of the United Kingdom and other would-be members
into the Common Market, bringing with them their industrial and
technological potential, would make industrial policy one of the
development fields par excellence of the enlarged Community.
The common industrial policy is thus part and pareel of the
process of strengthening and enlarging our Community.
The argument which the Commission has endeavoured to
develop in its memorandum starts froq two fundamental points.
Firstly, the inadeqqate degree of efficiency and, by the same
token, competitiveness of Community inclustry, when measured by
the standards of its main rivals and more particularly the United
States. The Commission has certainly not seen itself in the role
-s 
- rszo
of a woeful Cassandra but has sought to draw the attention of the
political world, occupational associations and public opinion to the
Iong,16*, danger of ihe Community dropping behind the vanguard
of industria\ized countries unless it commits itself resolutely 
- 
and
a6ove all politically.
The second point is that although the Community has
achiev6d a unified consumer market this has not reshaped our
industrial structures to Community level and scale. The market
has attained continental dimensiohs; the production structures,
with rare exceptions, have remained national. Not that the
establishment of the Common Market has failed to act as a,spur to
restructuration of our industrial apparatus. But this occurs mainly
-in the national framework or as a result of arrangements berwebn
Community enterprises and their counterparts in non-member
countries, more particularly the United States. There is no Com-
munity priority-when it comes to restructuration, indeed the
opposite-seems to be the case in a way. This is disquieting, for
reslfucruration on exclusively national lines is fraught with many
dangers 
- 
above aIl, the risk that new national industrial groups
of a monopolistic or semi-monopolistic nature may emerge. You
, do not need a crystal ball to realize that if such a development goes
. beyond a certain point it will {eprive the unified market of any
real meaning and stultify'its effects.
It must also be i.*.*b"red that in some fields, in particular
the growth industries, the Community is too small for rirore than a
handful of industrial groups. A national industry, even if it
acquires a monopolistic paftern, would inevitably be in danger of
failing to'attain the minimum size and financial capacity for econo-
mically competitive production. On the other hand, the whole
possibility of an independent development of the Community's
technological branches might be prejudiced if takeovers of Commu-
nity enterprises by firms from outside countries were to assume
excessive proportions. trn a world of innovation, such a develop-
ment could lead to the Communiry specializing in traditionalindustries area where it would often have to compete with
the developing countries, entailing obvious economic and political
disadvantages. This is why the fundamental objective defined by
th'e memorandum on an indusmial policy is to create an integrated
industrial nefwqrk. In particular 6y cross-frontier reorganiiation
of firms in Member States.
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It looks as if quch reorganization can alone guarantee, at the
same time, the reality of the unified market, the maintenance of
effective competition and sufficient industrial and technological
independence.
Furgherrnore, the creation of an integrated industrial network
with the denationalization of economic interests wich it entails,
would offer irreversible bases for the economic unity of the Com-
munity.
Formulating an industrial development strategy is tanta-
mount, in a certain sense, to sketching a socio-economic develop-
ment.model. The Commission was aware of these implications
and its memorandum indicates a whole series of qualitative aims.
A Community industrial development model must not, of course,
copy pa'tterns which have been established in other countriesl on
the tontrary, it must seek to express and sum up the specific features
of Community industrial conditions.
The Europ eafl areais above all an area of.processing industry,
and thus heavily influenced by the outside world. Europe must
be " ourward-looking','not only by political choice but as a matter
of practical need. So competitiveness is a necessity and a constraint
which the Community cannot escape.
Secondly, our society possesses a high degree of social soli-
darity which increasingly tends to transfer the burden of the indivi-
dualts risks to the people as a body. As regards the aims of an
industrial policy, this means that the process of permanent change
which is J feature of modern econornies cannot be left to market
forces alone. It also signifies that iollective solidarity must operate
at Community as well as at national level.
Competitiveness and ,o.iri solidariry. Such is the synthesis
the Community model is required to provide.
, /.. /"L .-^- "
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I. A F{ISTORIC DATE: TFIE COMPLETION
In the history of the Communities the night of 2L April L970 wil *"rk 
--
the effective completion of the common market with the achievement of a global
agreement between th6 Six on pending problems. The agteements in principle
reached at the marathon of December 1969 and in February 7970 arenow final,
the reservations of certain Governments on the whole having been removed
after agreement 
- 
difficult to reach 
- 
on the disputed point of the organization
of the wine market.
This agreement 
- 
of particular political importance 
- 
has given concrere
form to the change in climate rioted within the Comniunity since the aurumn
of. 1969, ahd which had showed itself clearly dt the Conference of Heads of
State or Government at The Hague on 1 and 2 December 7969. The first
aspect of the "triptych" 
- 
completion, strengthenrng, enlargement 
- 
is now
complete, ryith the exception of one or two minor details, and the common
market has really entered its definitive phase.
At the pres'ent time, the way is clear for the next two stages: strengthening
and eplargement. But already the Governments, the Council and, of course,
the Commission have each made a certain number of decisions, begun discus-
sions, or drawn up proposals which 
- 
in these fields 
- 
are prompted by the
final Hague communiqud. 'lTithout waiting for the agreement on the overall
arrangement concerning completion (called into question several times) a start
has already been made on the two new phases in the construcion oI Europe. -
At,the end of hpfil1.lZO, results achieved, projects under study, and pro-
posals made, are alrcady quite impressive. The irreversible nature of what has
been achieved and the concrete steps made towards future successful operations
are not to be underestimated, as is shown by the simple account of the facts.
Compl,etion
The agreement reached at the Council's session of 20/27 April in Luxem-
bourg con-firmed and completed the decisions of the Six in December 7969
and Eebruary 7970.t 'Completion" bqars therefore on the following points:
Own resoutces
In February the Council agreed a decision reiterating in legal form the
principles it laid down in December 1969. This decision provides in parricular
1 See Bulletin 3-70,Pat Onq Ch. tr.
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for the Communities' expenditures to be met by levies, customs duties and, in
the final period, revenue from value-added tax.l
The system chosen will comprise two phases:2
An intermediary period (1,971-L974). As from 1 January L97L, the levies
will be completely 
- 
and customs duties gradually 
- 
allocated to the
Community, and the balance covered by national contributions;
A normal period from 1 lanaary 1975. The Communiry's resources will
then be made up as follows: the whole of the levies and the sugar contri-
bution, all revenue from the CCT, and receipts corresponding to a rate
of one percentage point at most of the basis of assessment of uniform
value.added tax for 1r" ee66rrnif[.
Increased budgetary powers for the European Parliament
After long discussions on this matter in the last few months, the Repre-
sentatives of the Governments of the Member States met on 22 Apil 1,970
in Luxembourg and "adopted and signed the Treaty amending cerrain budge-
tary provisions of the Treaties establishing the European Communities and the
Treaty establishing a single Council and a single Commission of the European
Communities. The Treaty which has just been signed musr be ratified by
the High Contracting Parties in accordance with their respective constitutional
provisions", states the officizrl communiqud published afrer this meeting. It is
this Treaty which provides for a strengthening of the powers of the European
Parliament.
The Council 
- 
specifies the communiqui 
- 
had earlier adopted the
following declaration:
"L. On the occasion of the signing of the Treaty amend.ing cemain budgetary
provisions of the Treaties establishing the European Communities and of the
Trcaty establishing a single Council and a single Commission of the European
Communities, the Council noted attentively the points of view expressed by
the European Parliament which were communicated to it in the Resolutions of
10 December 1969,3 February and 11 March 7970 and, in an aide-mdmoire
dated 79 April l%0.
2. The Commission accordingly notified the Council of its intention to table
proposals on the subject, after the ratification by all the Member States of the
Trcaty sicned on ?2 April and within a period of rwo years ar mosr.
See Bulletin 3-7},Parr One, Ch. tr.
See Bulletin 1-70,Pat One, Ch- tr, and Official Gazette L94,28 Aptil7970.
I
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3. Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 236 of
the Treaty, the Council will examine these proposals in rhe light of the debates
to be held in the Parliaments of the Member States, of the evolution of the Euro-
pean situation and of the instirutional problems raised by the extension of the
Communities."-
Following these most recent deliberations of the Council, the Commission
.expressed certain reservatiops'which, on 23 April, were the subject of the follow-
ing statement, communicated to the press by its spokesman:
'oAs regards the budgetary powers of the European Parliament, the
Commission regetted that the decisions taken do not make sufficient allowance
for the wishes of the Parliament. It regretted that the proposals it made to rhe
Council in Luxembourg were not adopted and consequently it has not been
able to participate in fhe final ddcisions; it made clear to the Council that these
decisions committed only the Council itself.
The Commission infolmed the Council of its intention to provide the
competent Committees of the Parliament first, and then the Parliiment itself
in plenary meeting at the May session, with all necessary information on this
matter.
The Commission would wish, however, that the Parliament take into
consideration the very great iolitical importance of the corpus of agreements
reached and stresses that, in any case, thE increase in the Parliament's budge-
tary powers will have to be reconsidered in due course and at the latest tn 1972,
and before the entry into force of the provisions drawn pp for rhe normal
period L974-75."
Financing of the common agricultural policy
-The text agreed by the Council lays down the rules governing the admin-
istration of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF),
the Guarantee Section of which finances refunds on exports to non-member
countries and buying in operations to stabilize.markets wirhout the Member
States having to pre-finance this expenditure. The credits of the Guidance
Section (the amount of which 
- 
it is known 
- 
has been provisionally fixed,
as in the past, at 285 million u.a. per annum) are devoted to common activities
decided on to increase agricultural productivity. The regulation will be appli-
cable as from L January 1977 it the necessary conditions for the entry into force
of the provisions on the replacement of Member Srates' contributions by "own
resources" are fulfilled by this date. A further regulation lays down comple-
mentary provisions for the financing of the common agricultural policy to ensure
that this financing is continued atter L970 until the definitive system comes inro
force.l
1 See Bulletin 3-70,'Part One, Ch. tr, and Official Gazettel94128 ApnlT%0.
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Common oiganization of agricultural markets
Tobacco
-The 
completion of the common organization of markets in this sector
was already the subject 
- 
in February 1970 
- 
of Council decisions or resolu-
tions dealing with ihe problem of tobacco in its three aspects: agricultural,
fiscal and competitive (monopolies).1 The global agreement reached at the
session of 2O/2l April confirmed the decisions adopted by enabling the Govern-
ments to withdraw their reservations on the whole complex.
'Wine
The differing opinions on the organization of the market in vine products
delayed urftil 22 April, the general agreement whose essential points seemed
to have been accepted since December 1969. Behind schedule on the dates
planned in December, and despite the resolution adopted unanimously by the
Council on 6 February 1W0,2 a basic regulation and implementing regulations
were adopted in Luxembourg;'their main provisions are to come into force
on 1 June L970.
The communiqud publislqed on this mafter after the session states: "The
Council adopted a basic regulation laying down additional provisions relating
to the commOn organization of the market in vine products. This regulation
is the legal formulation of the contents of the Council's Resolution on the matter
of 6 February 7970,r laying down the general provisions of this resolution in
detail so as to make them enforceable. It takes accouflt of the special nature
of the market in wine and of specific regional production conditions.
The rggulation, together with the essential implementing regulation which
are to enter into force at the samd time, sets up a Community organizaion of.
the market in vine products, with free intra-Community circulation of wine.
The regulation includes a system of prices and intervention measures
for table wines subiect to'a number of quality requirements, a system for made
with third countries, common production rules, provides for the control of
vineyard development and for common standards for oenological definitions
and practices, and for the circulation and supply for consumption of wine.
Further, the special definitions for the free circulation and marketing, within
a Member State, of wines produced before the entry into force of the regulation
are laid down." These different provisions are analysed closely in the Council's
com-uniquC.
1 See Bulletin 3-7l,Paft One, Ch, II, and Official Gazettel 94r 28 April 7970, arid C 50, 28 April
t970,a Official Gazette.C 19,73 February 797O.
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Strengtbening
since the Hague sirmmit, a number of fresh initiatives have been taken
by- the- porymuniry institutions or Governments as regards the general line's
{efined !y the final communiqud of rhe conference. oiher points-- on which
the Heads of State or Government had not come to a decisio-n 
- 
have been the
subject of proposals which bring out the varied narrue of the commission,s
activities.
These new steps have compl.tbd thore taken in 1969 n cerrain insrances
with an eye to the end of the transitional period, and whose importance needs
no stteising. This is the case for a batch oi commission proposais: memoranda
on. the regional pol.y and the balance of agricultural maikets (measures to
'reduce surpluses, closely linked with the,problem of the srrucrures of agricul-
ture), proposals on the implementation of the first guidelines for a co--
munity energy policy.
Action undertaken since the Hague Con-ference bears essentially on fourfields. 
,
Creation of 
"o ""ooomic and monetary 
rrnion
The final commupiqud of the Hague sumrmit provided that 
- 
on the
basis of the memorandurn'on tbe co-ordiiation of ecoiomic policies and rnone-
tary co-operation within the communiry presented by the Commission on
12 February 19691 
- 
a plan in stages will 6e worked out during L970 with a
view to the creation of an economic and monetary union. It emphasized that
monetary co-operation should'be based on the harmgnization of economic
policies and even envisaged the possibility of setting up a European reserve
fund.
_ Thir strengthe-ning of economic and monetary sotidariry between the
six, advocated for some years by the commission, has begun to take positive
shape since the beginning of L970. on 26 Januai) the-council determined
"the bases of economic pnd monetary union,"z to quote the very terms used by
M, R. Barre, vice-President of the commission. At this session the Ministers
adopted a series of important decisions coneerning the harmonization. of
medium-term policies, the procedures for preliminary consultations" between
the Member States on current economic policy, the approval of an agreement
establishing a system of short-term monetary support befween the central
Banks (which entered into force on 9 February) and the pursuit of work on
medium-term financial assistance.
1
2
See Supplement to Bulletin 3-69. ,
See Bulletin 3-70, Editorial and Part Two, Sec. 9
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The idea of a plan in stages with a view to the creation of an economic
and monetary union was the subiect, in February, of. proposdls by the Gerrtuan,
Belgi.an and Luxembour! Gouernmenfs. At the same time the Cornmission
prepared a memofandum (which it adopted on 4 March) on the elaboration
of such a'plan.l The Finance Ministers of the Six, meeting in Paris on
23/24 Febraary, devoted part of their. discussions to the same problem. And
the Council, at its session of 6 March 7970, decided to set up a committee
p-resided over by M. Pierre'!7erner, Luxemboug Prime Minister, to draw up
the various proposals and bring out clearly the fundamental options of the
implementation by stages of the Community's economic and monetary union.
The Committee began its work on 20 March.
Technological co-operation and industrial development
In this field, the Heads of State or Government at The Hague had "reaf-
firmed their readiness to continue more intensively the activities of the Commu-
niry with a view to co-ordinating and Promoting industrial research and deve-
lopment in the principal pacemaking sectors, in particular by means of common,
programmes, and to supply the financial means for the purpose."
Three new elements are to be noted in this respect. On 6 March 1970
the Council debided to bring together in the following month at the latest
panels of experts, at whose meetings representatives of the nine non-member
lountries in Europe, invited beforehand to join 'the Six in joint scientific and
technological activities proposed by the Working Party on scientific and technical
research polier, would takepart The activities chosen by this working PafrY,
and to which the Council has agreed, concern data processing, telecommuni-
cations, new means of Eansport, metallurgy, nuisances, meteorology and oceano-
graphy. The first of these meetings of experts, who were fifteen in number,
was held on L5 April in Brussels.
The Commission adopted on L8, and submired to the Council on
20 March, an important memorandum on the Community's industrial policy,
analysing the problems arising for the Six in this field and defining a certain
iumber of general lines. This document examines in succession the state of
Community industry, ir.nprovement of the envitonment of enterprises, the
capacity of Community industry to adapt and, finally, the promotion of the
$owth industries.
At its session of. 2O/2L March'the Council stufied a tnernornndwm lrom
the Frencb Gouernmen, on the methods of strengthening European co-operati.on
in industrial and scientific deueloprnent, The suggestions it formulates are,
to a large extent, similar to those advocated by the Commission. The commu-
I See Supplement to Bulletin 3-70.
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niquc issued after the session stated that rhd Council "tobk note of this memo- 
.
randum and agreed to study the proposals together with other {ocuments and
proposals on the internal development of the Community.,
Future activities of Euratom
-The Hague Conference had emphasized "rhe necessiry of making fresh
efforts to work out in the near future a research programme for the European
Atomic Energy Community designed in accordance with the exigenlies of mod-
ern iqdustrial management, and making it possible to ensure the most effectirte
use of the Joint Research Centie."
In this spirit, snrdies are being carried out in the Commission and the
Council on the restrucfirration of the Joint Research Centre. In March the
Commission asked a panel of four high-ranking experts to frame proposals
on the future role of the JRC in the general context of research activities in the
Community. It also submiaed to the Council an initial communicaqion on the
restrucfuration of the centre.
Social policy
The Opinion rendered by tfie Commission in June L959 on the need ro
reform tbe European Social Fund was greeted favourably at the Hague Confe-
rence, since the final communiqud recognizes the advisabiliry for such a reform,
as part of a close conceftation of social policies. 'Work in this field is moreover
progressing rapidly; the Parliampnt and the Economic and Social Committee
have already rendered their Ofinions.
The Commission is also preparing a rnet orandum on soci.al policy,
which will be submitted to the Council probably during June.
Finally, the conference on erruployment problems, at the end of April
in Luxembourg which brought together for the first time at Community level
management, labou-r and the Governments, is a notable achievement.
Enl,argirnent
Progress has alsq been recorded in this field, where the Hague Conference
agreed on the opening of negotiations with those eountries applying for member-
ship.
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Esthblishment of a common basis for negotiations
The Council dealt with this problem at three sessions: 6 and,Z}/ZLMarch,
and20/21, April. Iq reached agreement on the problems concerning the transi-
tional period, free movement of goods, econo*ic and monetirry union, the
ECSC. It also discus'sed problerrs arising with the Commonwealth, changes
to be made in the various institutions in connection with enlargement, and the
negotiating procedure. According to the programme which it has set itself,
the preparatory work on the.establishment df a common basis for negotiations
should normally be coppleted by June 1970. As a result of the agreement
reached'on "completion" on 22 April and the favourable development of the
work on the common basis for negotiations with the applicant countries, the
different Ministers for Foreign Affairs felt, in the statements which they made.
the day after the meeting in Luxembourg, that the deadline agreed at The
Hague would be kept, i.e. the negotiations could open by 1 July 7970 at latest. 
-
The Council communiqud issued after the session of 11./72 May 1970 in fact
states thar it "envisaged proposing to the candidate States that the formal opening
of the negotiations should take place at Luxembourg on 30 June next."
Association of youth with these activities
For some months this problem has been in the mind of the Commission,
wtrlch has decided to orgurrir" a "Youtb Seminar" fuom !2 to L4 June L97Ot.
At the Hague Conference, the Heads of State or Government were also concerned
with this matter, and the last point of the final communiqud declared:
'oAll the creative activities and the actions conducive to European growth decided
upon here will be assured ol a greater futue if the younger generation is closely
associated with them. The Governments have endorsed this need and the
Communities will make provisions for it."
In order to give effect to this statement, several ineasures have been taken.
In February 1970 the Belgian Gouernmenl suggested the convening of a Council
session with the parcicipation of the Ministers of Education of the six member
countries.
This initiative was greeted favourably by the Coitmission, which in an
aide-mdmoire submitted to the Council in March expressed its satisfa4ion
at this comnritment and declared its-elf ready to participate both in the prepara-
tion of such a session and the studies which would result from it. In a second
memorandum, submittdd to the Council in April, the Commission specified
its point of view on the effect to be given to the last point of the final Hague
communiqud. In its opinion the initiatives to be taken in this resllect within
the Community framework should concern mainly school education, but also
out-of-school activities. [t suggested regular, permanent concertation betlveen
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itself and thelt[ember States 
- 
in the framework of a "Standing Committee on
Youth and EducitisnD 
- 
both for the definition 
"i "Li."i"". *i tfr" elaboration.of a harmonized and coherent programme.
I+stly, at the session of 20/21April, the ltalidn Minister for Foreign
Affairs presented to the Council a mernorandum dn the need to associate the
younger generation with the construction of European unity even more closely.
It stresses the advisability and urgency of convening a "constituant assembly"
of the younger generationr.of creating a European university, of stimulating ini-
tiatives in thd press, on TV, in school institutions and educational organizations.
The Cguncil agreed to examine this problem at its May session.
Problems of political uiion 
-
Stilt in the spirit of the Hague Con-ference (which instructed the Ministers
forForeign Affairs do,study the "best way of achieving progress in the matter
of political uni.fication, within rhe context of enlargement," and ro,make propo-
sals to this effect by the end of laly 1970), an intergovernmenral meering was
held on 6 March 7970 at the Ch6teau de Val Duchesse. The Ministers decided
to create a committee of high civil servpnts, composed of Directors-General
of political affairs at the Ministries for Foreign Affairs in each of the six member
countries, and instructed it to draw up a report bn this matter. This committee
met on 14 April in The Hague, and fixed its next meeting for 11 May, in order
to allow the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the'Six to study its first draft report,'
during talks they are to.have at the end of May,in Rome, in connection with
the session of NATO.
A further positive factor is that France has shown its intention to partici-
pate once more in the Work of the Council of Vestern European Union (fol-
lowihg the agreement reached between the member countries of \?EU).
i
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II. TFIE COMMI.JMTY'S SOCIAL POLICY
AT TTil, BEGINNING OF' THE NINETEEN.SEVENTIES
. 
Statements by M, Lionel,l,o Leui Sand,ri,
Viee-President of tbe Commission,
in bis ad'd,ress to tbe European Parl,iament
The end of the transitional period of implementation of the EEC Treaty
would seem a suitable occasion on which to strike a balance, that is to say,
to survey the chief results obtained, at Community level and in the Member
States, and to scan the prospects before us and trace the general lines of future
action.
Firstly, we ought to ask ourselves whether, during the transitional period,
the social situation in the Community has developed in the direction desired
by the authors of the Treaty of Rome and indicated in explicit provisions of that
Treaty. This means that we must ask ourselves whether we have achieved
a constant improvement of living and working qonditions in the Community
so as to equalize them upwards.
In order to answer 
- 
or at any rate to begin to answer 
- 
that question,
we can quote some figures. But I shall not confine myself to pointing out
the increase in the per capita gross nati.onal product achieved berween 1958
and L968 
- 
an increase which, at current prices, amounted to !04.4o/o for the
Community as a whole. Nor shall I recall merely the increase in volume of
this same per capita gross national product (52'/'). Because, to gauge social
progress', we have to know not only whether wealth has increased and by how
much, but primarily how it has been distributed, how the benefits from the
expansion have been shared out.
In this connection, other figures are more significant. Let us take, in
particular, those for employmenf and unemployment. In 1958, when the inte-
gration process started, the number of employed persons in the Community
(wage- and salary-earners and self-employed) was slightly under 69.5 million; the
number of unemployed was 2.5 million. By ttre end of 1968, there were
72 620 000 persons in employment and 1. 640 000 unemployed. The fac.. that,
to a great extent, this unemployment is still structural in character and concerns
particular regions undoubtedly poses grave problems which still have to be
tackled; but it does not detract from the value of the progress achieved.
Further significant figures are those for wages, prices and purchasing
power; Between 1958 and 1968, increases in the gross hourly wages of indus-
trial workers in the Community ranged from a minimum of.78% in Luxembourg
- 
where, in absolute value, they were running at the highest levels 
- 
to a
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miltimum of 738o/o in the Netherlands. During the same period of eleven
years, increases in the general consumer price indices ranged from a minimum
ol2l% in Luxembourg to a maximum ot 46% in France. Finally, the biying
pouer of these wages increased by percentages ranging fuom 40% in Franci
to 690/o in the Netherlands
The improvements to social secwri.ty sysrems should also be mentioned
here. The extension of many social insurance schemes to categories which
had formerly been excluded from rhem, and the increases in benefits, have
caused social security expenditure in all Member States to grow much faster
than national income. In 1958 the percentage of national income devoted to
social security expenditure varied between a minimum of 12.36 in Italy and a
maximum of 18.58 in Germany. At the end of L967 @rtortunately we have
no more recent data), Italy and the Federal Republic still represent the two ends
of the scale, but the difference is now trom 79.5o/o in Italy to 22.09% in Germany.
The gap has therefore shrunk considerably, promoting harmonization upwards.
Luxembourg alone can be considered as having outstripped the other Member
Statesu with a rate of. 23.2%.
I might also draw attention to the reduction in bours of ouork in the main
branches of activity; all the countries exhibit a firm rrend towards the 4Q-hour
week of five working days, as well as to longer annual paid holidays.
Nobody claims that this favourable development of the social situation
is entirely due to t-he. process of European integration and to the activity of the
Community institutions. Most of the measures leading to the improvi:mentsjust quoted have been the work of the national Parliaments, Governmenrs,
and both sides of industry acting via collective bargaining. But it is obvious
that these measures have been rendered possible by economic development
and by the increase of income recorded in the Communiiy (4.3o/o per year
during the transitional period) 
- 
an increase which, to a large parr, I would
say for the most part, is due to the gradual establishment of the common
market, freedom of movement of persons and goods, implementation of the
first comgron policies, and specific social actions undertaken by the community
institutions. In this connection, it should be stressed that all the specific social
policy actions which the Treaty of Rome prescribed for complerion during the
transitional period have been completed, and even i.n aduance of the targei
dateslud down, and that we have also proposed other reforms when and where
they appeared advisable (I have in mind here social security for migrant workers
and the European Social Fund). We have likewise laid the foundations for.
the harmonization by stages of social security schemes, thanks to close collab-
oration, encouraged and stimulatpd at all levels (berween the Governments
and between the organizations of employers and workers), on all social problems
&
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by means of studies, consultation in the most diverse forms, and joint and
tripartite bodies created to support the Commission's work but ilso capable
of promoting action ontheir own dccount.
Rich with this experience of twelve years of intense activity 
- 
seventeen,
if we take into account the ECSC and all it has achieved, notably in the fields
of research, Iow-cost housing, and joint co-operation to harmonize terms
of employment (nor should I like to overlook Euratom's efforts in the field
of .health protection) 
- 
rich with this experience, tr say,'the Commission is
entering the nineteen-seventies with a uery full progrd.rnflre of utork r in the social
sphere as in the others, in order to cope with the novel and more complex pro-
blems arising from the new reality that we have created and helped to create.
This new reality consists first and foremost of the European Community
itself, which, having weathered the uansitional period of application of the
Treaty, has now entered its defini.ti.ue pbase. This phase is characterized by
the existence of a customs union, dready complete from the point of view of
tariffs, but still in need of being perfected as r'egards harmonization of laws and
the implementation in stages of an economic and monetary union. The pri-
mary elements of this latter union include increased transparency of the market,
the common policy on agricultural markets and prices, free movement of wor.
kers, medium-term economic programming, and the fust steps towards harmo-
nization of taxation, a common commercial po]icy, a common translrort policy
and collaboration in monetary matters.
In the changed circumstances, social policy also necessarily assumes an
importance other than that which the authors of the Treaty of Rome thought
they could attribute to it. Many of its aspects will no longer be able to remain
pureb national. For example: an economic union within which common
economic and monetary policies are being implemented cannot permit the exis-
tence of independent 
- 
not to say conflicting 
- 
national employment policies.
For the situations which will have to be tackled as regards employment originate,
to a large extent at least, in the Community policies themselves.
But the social situation facing us today also has another aspect which
it would be absurd not to bring within the purview of the Community's activities.
The past year has been mark'ed by an intense social ferment which has
troubled, to varying extent, relations between Governments, employers and
workers. Howeve:, this social turmoil has not affected labour relations only.
European youth, European stirdents have been and remain in the forefront of
movements which, to use the stock expression, contest, protest against the
existing systerns and demand new and different forms of communal life; they
rebel against what they call the alienation of man in modern society, they wish
to make of that man an active, responsible agent in a society where he will
{.
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be able to assert his personality to the full. And the Commission has at least
had to ask itself whether, in giving priority everywhere to economics and techno-
logy, sufficient account has been taken, in our society, of the human and social
aspects of the problems.
This is a purely rhetorical question. For the ans$rer is certain, and it
is in the negative su-fficient account-has notbeen taken of these human and
social aspects.
More decisive and more drastic social action, on the part of both Commu.
nity and Member States, will be absolutely necessary in the years to come.
This necessity was recognized at the Hague summit conference, which, in affirm-
ing the desirability of reforming the European Social Fund, also stresbed the
need for closely concerting the social policies of the Member States. And
it is significant that the Hague conference also recognized the need to associate
Europe's yorlng people in the work of building Europe.'
This more decisive social action is essential notably in order to achieve
greater coherence between economic and social matters 
- 
that is to say, in order
to pursue the social objecives of the integration process, those social objectives
whose'attainment is thb most solid basis for the development of our Communiry
towards ever more closely.knit forms of uniori.
Moreover, this greater coherence berween economic and social metters
becomes increasingly necessary as the economic system, spurred on by the ad-
vance of integration and intensified competition, both ihternal and international,
as well as by the implementation of the common policies, evolves and changes
through profound modifications of production structures at the level of both
individual firms and industries. These modifications aflect. employment nega-
tively or positively, creating new and more complex.problems of vocational
6s4ining, retraining and further training, of guarantees of employment and in-
come, of safety at work and of social secwity.
In this connection our thoughts immediately turn to the agricultural
sector and to the changes which have taken place in it or are planned for the
years ahead. But agriculture is onlj' one chapter, albeit an important one,
of the Community economy in process of transformation. There are others,
formed by numerous industries undergoing contraction or expansion. Among
the contracting industries, it will be sufficient to quote coalmining and textiles;
among the expanding industries, chemicals and the advanced technology indus-
tries, notably electronics and aeronautical engineering.
In order io deal with at any rate some of these problems, the Community
should shortly have at its disposal a particularly effective instrument, the-refor-
med European Social Fund. This is to be recast along the lines approved by
the Parliament in December, so I shall not stop to explain the principles on which
,b
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the reform is based. I would, however, emphasize yet again how important
it is for the elaboration and application of a social and economic policy in our
Community.
But more decisive and more radical action is also needed in the social
field in order to meet the new problems created by modern industrial society.
It may be a matter of laying down the social objectives appropriate to economic
development in a society that, though called the affluent sociery, often neglects
so many essential needs of health, education, housing. It may be a matter of
enabling the individual to e:cpress his personality at his job and in society, to
assume his own share of responsibility, and not to be the slave of a system he
does not know or understand. Filally, it may be a matter of assuring for con-
temporaries and preserving for future generations a human environment in
which natural balance will be established and respected. All these are so many
social problems or groups of social problems, par excellence, which the Commu-
nity cannot afford not to solve, before which it cannot shirk its responsibilities.
For if these problems are not solved by Europe, by its civilization, in which man
has always played the leading role, no other civilization will be able to tackle
them and solve them with the respect due to hu-an digrrty and personality.
Thus, as we embark on the definitive period of the Common Market, it
is necessary to have a broader and more complete vision of what must be done,
of what must be undertaken in the social field if we want the final objectives
of the integration process to be really achieved, if we want the new economic
and political reality we are in course of creating to crystallize in structures and
systems adapted to the n6eds of the new society and acceptable to the peoples
of Europe.
The experience we have acquired through what we have done during the
transitional period, and more parricularly through what we have tried to do
and have not been able to do, shows us straightaway how hard the task will be.
The difficulties do not arise solely from the weakness and flimsiness of
the provisions of the Tr,eaty on which we have to base ourselves and in which,
as we say, we have to find the legal foundation for our work. The main
difficulties are obiecive ones, arising from the disparities in the social situation
as between the Member srates, disparities which impose on ihe Governments,
polltic{ bodies, and employers' and workers' organizations different priorities
and different programmes at national level, thus rendering community harmo-
nization, and even the co-ordinatioq of national policies, hard and, in fact,
often impossible in the shorr term.
a
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A first step towards surmounring these obstacles could be taken by
defining the aims to be aphieved in the longer term and by allowing a certain free-
dom, a certain flexibility in fixing the duration of the periods for attaining
them in the light of requirements and priorities in the various countries. In
other words, common aims, points of reference and guidelines should be fixed,
towards which, over an adequate length of time, the policies of the various
Member states of the communiry should converge, so that the attainment of
these various aims would end in that upward harmonization of the social sys-
tems to which the Treaty refers.
For some time past the Commission's departments have been working
hard on drawing up a document to meet this requirement. In it, endeavours
will be made to particularize the general aims of social policy imposed on the
Communities in the Treaties of Paris and Rome by defining a series of objeccives
concerning, not only t'he world of labour, the conditions in which labour is
performed, and the guaranrees of security for the worker, but also the acnral
Iiving conditions of the individual, his position in society and in the environmenr
in which he is required to Iive and work. This is not a kind of programme of
activities for the Commissign or the Community but a statement of the aims
which the community must have, in all its institutions and all its parrs, from
Governments to the rwo sides of industry, and to the achievement of which
everyone will have to conuibute within his respective field of operation. The
aims defined will not be abstract and theoretical ones directed towards a *Civitas
Dei", desirable but unattainable, bur realistic aims elaborated and laid down on
the basis of the work done so far, aims which will have ro be pursued and achiev-
ed if we really want to assure the primacy of the social element fixed by the
Treaties in the development of our Community. Implementation of these aims
is planned to take ten years, in combination with other forecasts of developments
in the community, notably in agriculture, whose evolution is, for that matter,
especially important from the social point of view.
^ 
I have spoken. of a "document" here in a general sense, because this text
will not be presented as a formal Community act calling for formal decisions
by the institutions or the Governments. Its purpose is rather to serve as a
basis for broad and deep discussion within all the Communiry bodies 
- 
notably
the European Parliament 
- 
and national bodies, at the level both of the Govern-
ments and of the main organizations representing the economic. and social
forces. If, as I hope, unanimous alreement can be reached on the ideas and
aims set forth in it, we shall then be able to lay down procedures and time-
Iimits, so that, within the framework of the closely concerted policy to which
the Hague communiqud refers, appropi'iate action can be taken at both national
and Community level. The flimsiqess of the Treaty provisions will be no
f.
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obstacle if the political will to advance along the road iiidicated has been affirmed
at the start. And such action will also provide us with valuable data for wor-
king out th-e new Treaty for the merged Communities.
But the political will to enable these things to be done can only manifest
and assert itself if it has the benefit, not only of the agreement of the Govern-
ments and Community institutions, but also of the co-operation and the support
of the main organizations representing the economic and s'ocial forces in our
Community. This is why the Commission has been particularly interested and
pleased to note the strengthening of certait trade union structures at European
level, for instance the transformation of the ICFTU Trade Uqion Secretariat
of the Six into a European Confederation and the reinforcement of the European
drganizasien of the WCL. [t has welcomed with the same interest and satis-
faction the constitution of European liaison bofies between certain'representative
trade union organizations which have not so far participated in the life and acti-
vities of the Commrrnity. In fact, the Commission-is deeply convinced that
only a more resolute commitment at European level of the main organizations
of workers and employ a commitment at least as resolute as that which
they have so far shown at national level 
- 
will enable ftrll justice to be done
to the social aspects, and not only the soiial aspects, of European integration.
,, pro"rrrin* ,h"Address to the European Parliarnent on 11 March 1970
Report on the Social situation in the Community in 7969.
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M. NEW ESTABLISI{MENTS, CO.OI'ERATION,
PARTICIPATIONS AND MERGERS OF ENTERPRISES
The number of such operations as co-operation, acquisition of partici-
pation, mergers and new establishments appears to be a growing feature of the
contempofary economic scene, more particularly in recent years.
This trend is apparent from a census ordered by the Commission from
a specialized organization, the results of which are analysed in the Memorandum
on industrial policy.l
Though the census is restricted to 15 sectors or sub-sectors of the manu-
facturing industries considered most important, it nevertheles_s covers more than
15 000 operations for the period 796L-L969. These are classified into three
broad categories:
(il Unilateral establishments representing the creation of a subsidiary in
another member country of the Community or in a non-member country,
or the creation of a subsidiary by a company of a.non-member country in
a member country; operations at the strictly national level are not covered;
(iil Co-operation agreements, acquisition of minority holdings, reciprocal
holfings, the creation of joint subsidiaries or ioint parent companies.
All these operations represent more or less close associations between
enterprises in which each participant nevertheless retains its personality
and the greatff part of its autonomy. They are broken down into three
classes: operations at national level, operations between enterprises of
two or more member countries and operations in which enterprises of
non-merhber countries and Co--unity companies take part;
(iii) Mergers and takeovers which are the most far-reaching agreements
involving the control o( one company by the other or the legal disap-
pearance of at least one of the participants. These operations are also
classified into national, Community and non-member country operations,
but in the third class there is an additional breakdown to differentiate
between cases where control is exercised by a Community enterprise
and cases where a company of a non'member country is dominant.
Apart from a drop in !963, the annual number of operation, hr, ,ir"n
continuously, increasing from 1 507 in 7961, to 2096 in 7968 and to a fullTear
average of 2716 for the fust hall ot 1969. Of the operations at international
level, unilateral establishment is the- most common. It represented 58% of
the total, while mergers and takeovers were the least common (71o/ol.
1 See Supplemetrt to Bulletin 4-70, and Bulletin 5-70 (Editorial, and Part Two, secs. 37 to 361.
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The data are analysed from three &fferent angles, namely: the types of
operation practised among the Common Market countries, the relationship
between national and transnational concentration within the Community, and
the part played by non-member countries.
Between member countries there were 2 300 new unilateral establish-
ments compared with 1001- co-operation operations and 257 re4roapings.
However, ftom L967 to 7968, growth rates were in the opposite order: 26o/o for
establishment, 54o/o for co-operation and 84"/o tor mergers. It can thus be
considered that in a certain sense the trend is relatively favourable to the indus-
trial integration of the Community, since the three methods of approach are
progressing and since those involving the collaboration of companies in a number
of countries have a tendency to catch up on unilateral operations.
It should however be noted that co-operation and mergers are increasing
considerably more quickly at national than at Community level.,
'Whereas in 7967 there were 100 cases of national co-operation operations
compared with L04 cases of Qsmmrrnity co-operation, lr.1968 there were 23L of.
the former against L60 of. the latter. Similarly, in 1961,131 national mergers
and 19 Community regroupings were counted, whereas in 7968 the numbers
of t'hese had increased,to?J72 and 35 respectively. This phbnomenon is the more
worrying in that it coincides with another: in all the categories, the operations
involving non-member countries exceed those taking place at Community level,
often very appreciably
In allr 3 546 compalies of non-member countries set up in the Community,
compared with 2 300 establishments of member countries in other member
countries; 2797 cases of co-operation with non-member companies were re-
corded, compared with L 00L cases between Community companies; 820 majority
participations or takeovers by non-member companies took place, compared
with 257 regroupings befween companies of member countries. It should
be noted, however, that the three classes of operations carried out on the initia-
tive of companies o{ non-member countries increase only very Iittle from year
to year, whereas Community operations are developing more quickly.
Another aspect should be mentioned: the relations between Community
companies and those of non-member countries. ln both unilateral establish-
ment and takeover or majority parricipation there are about four times as many
operations by non-member countries in the Community as by the Community
in non-member countries. Here too, particularly in the case of unilateral
establishment, a gradual improvement of the situation may however be noted,
since the number of operations originating in the Community is increasing more
quickly than those originating in non-member countries.
lt is already apparent that the industries in which the various operations
occur most frequently are mechanical engineering, chemicals, elecrrical engi-
neering, metal industries and the food industry. Bearing in mind the number
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of companies in the various industries, the 199 operations in aeronautical and
space engineering are not a negligible figure either, even though half represent
co-operation with non-member countries. In this industry, like iron and steel,
there is so much regrouping at national level that little room is left for the occa-
sional cases of crossfrontier regrouping. The industries which are currently
undergoing extensive rcotganization, such as foodstuffs and textiles, are also
distinguished by the high figue of mergers at national level (277 for the food
industry, 225 tor textiles).
Most of the phenomena which apply generally also apply in almost all
the individual industries. For instance, in all relations with non-member
countries, the weight of the non-member countries is dominant in all industries,
except for mergers in iron and steel, where a balance has been struck. An
exception to the general rule should; however, be noted for the glass-making
and aeronautical industries, where co-operation within the Common Market
is more frequent than unilateral establishment.
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TV. ECONOMIC AND TRADE REL^ATIONS
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE COMMUNITY
Economic and commercial relations between the United States and the
Community are causing concern on both sides of the Atlantic. It has sometimes
seemed in Europe that farLrly profound misconceptions were current in certain
American circles which have been tr/ing to assess the results so far achieved by
the united states policy of supporring European integration and to esrimate
its impact on economic relations between Europe and the United States.
, 
Consequendy, it is useful to recall cerrain facts which may help to coffecr
these misconceptions.
Paoourable d,eael,opment of US-EEC ,rad,e
Particular attention should be given to the.way economic relations between
the united states and the community are developing. This developmenr
compares very favourably not only with the trend of relations between the
united states and other parts of the world, but also with developments in the
period before the community pvas established; norhing suggesrs that. the trend
that has been characteristic of the last ten years and more will not be maintained
in the future.
At present tlie total trade berween rhe united states and rhe community
amounts to some 13 000 million dollars, which is three rimes as high as in 1958.
This growth of trade, both in agricultural and industrial produLs, has been
uninterrupted, and has always been faster than the average for world trade.
Every year fro,m 1960 to 1967 the united states had alarge surplus 
- 
averaging
1200 million dollars per year 
- 
on its trade account with the community.
From 1958 to 1969, exporrs from the United States to the EEC g.rew by
L82%; during the same period American exporrs to the EFTA counrries, for
example, increased by 143%, and to the rest of the world by LL8%.
American exports to the Community have continued to growr and it
was only the abnormally rapid expansion of domestic demand in the united
States in tr968 which led to 'an exceptional growh of imports and sharply
reduced a long-standing trade surplus. But in 1969 the Community's rrade
deficit with the United States was once again in excess of 1 000 million dollars,
exports from the USA totalling7000 million dollars and those from the EEC
5 800 million dollars.
In 1969, American exporrs ro the EEC were 13.9% higher than in L968,
while their e-xports to EFTA increased only 4oh and those to the rest of the
world 9.57o. Conversely, American imports from the Community decreased
by 7.4o/o, whereas those from the rest of the world went up by 10.60/..
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Mod,erate rari,ff leoeh i.n tbe Community
Among the factors that contributed considerably to the growth of US
exports to the EEC, a major element was undoubtedly the rapid rise in the stan-
dard of living, which went hand in hand with the creation of a very large market
in the Community.
But it must not be forgotten how much the establishment of the Commu-
nity common customs tarcifr., and the concessions made on the basis of this
tariff in the maior trade negotiations, have given an impetus towards a liberal
trade policy in the world. As a result of a series of tarilf reductions, the Com.
munity has ended up with the lowest tariff among the leading industrialized
nations. Once the last two reductions resulting from the Kennedy Round are
implemented, between now and the end ot L%1, the average Community tariff
for industrial products will be substantially lower than the United States,
United Kingdom or Japanese average. In addition, the Community's tariff
strucflre, which resulted initially from the averaging of Member States'former
tariffs, is very even and does not have any of those very high rates, in some
cases above !00o/o, which still characterize the American tariffs for certain
industrial products and thus assure these products a very substantial and, in
some c4ses, even prohibitive level of protection. On valuation for customs
purposes, the Community, but not the United States, follows the rules of the
Brussels Convention and cannot, therefore, resort to practices which artifi-
cially increase the incidence of customs duties by an arbitrary assessment of the
value of a product.
The effort that has been made by the Community in its tariff policy should
be recognized when its role in the field of international economic relations is
appraised.
Non-tariff bamiers botb in ,be US a,ead, the EEC
It has sometimes been suggested that the Community has systematically
replaced its tariff barriers by non-tariff barriers. This impression in no way
corresponds to the facts.
The tax on value added (TVA) is sometimes teferred to as a non-tariff
barrier. A better understanding of how this tax works has helped to dispel
the misconceptions which have arisen about it and which have wrongly led
to its being ca-lled a "border tax", with the implication that the added-value
tax has the same effect as a customs duty. It should be'stressed that the TVA
applies to domestic products in exactly the same way as to imported products,
just Iike the sales taxes of individual States in the US or other taxes of the same
type at Federal level.
Onthe subiect of real non-tariff barriers, the United States and the Commu-
nity have co-operated actively in GATT in the preparation of a comprehensive
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survey which shows that these non-tariff barriers include a vast range of different
measures, some intended to provide hidden protection, but many simply result-
ing from the proliferation of the technical, safety and health rules and regulations
which arc a f.eafixe of the modern world. In the synoptic table prepared by
GATT, the list of American measures to which other countries have raised
objections is just as long as the list for the Community and its Member States.
This was to be expected, and the reduction of these barriers on a reciprocal
basis will require a considerable effort from all counrries. Whatever the
progress made in this direction, the partners of the Community will in any case
benefit from what is being done to harnionize technical, s#ety and health rules
and regulations in the Common Market, and will in the future be faced with
a single set of rules or regulations whereas until now. there have been as many
as six.
In this context political and economic circles in Europe continue to express
their disappointment at the existince of the American Selling Price, which the
United States should have abolished two years ago in accordance with the
"Chemicals Agreement" concluded in the Kennedy Round. This delay is all
th'e, more regrettable because of the symbolic value of this agreement, the first
on a major non-tariff barrier, and also because it prevents the tariff and non-
tariff concessions made by the Community from being carried out.
lncreasing aotiaity of Amerioan firms in tbe Community
An analysis of the economic relations between the Qnited States and the
Community cannot ignore the extent to whieh a large number of American
firms have developed their activities within the Communiry, where they have
found additional opportunities for expansion.
From L958 io 1968direct investmenr by American fums in the Community.
increased nearly fivefold, their total assets reaching a book value of 9 000 million'
dollars in 1968 compared. with 1 900 million dollars in 1958. rn L969 invest-
ments by American firms in Communify countries rose by a furthet L6o/o,
and plans tor t970 envisage a record increase of.37%. In no other region of
the world has investment by American firms expanded at such a spectacular
pace; in fact, their investments elsewhere have only doubled during the same
period.
At present, American firms established in the Community account for
about one-seventh of all new industrial invesrmenr. !7hile at the beginning
this development was sustained by large exports of American capital, nowadays
the capital for these investments very often comes from issues floated in Europe.
The united states economy therefore benefits doubly by European integration:
from a considerable increase in trade berween the United States and the Commu-
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nity, and from a substantial rise in income from investment in Europe which
is making a major contribution towards improvement of the US balance of
payments.
,4n oalutard-looki,ng EEC
This overall picture of EEC-US relations clearly shows that the Community
is not following restrictive, let alone protectionist policies. The Community
is the world's largest importer from both industrialized and under-developed
countries, and the growth rate of its foreign trade is higher than that of the other
rUflestern nations. As a matter of fact, it'is in the Community's interest to be
ourward-looking, because of its dependence on world trade in the formation
and growth of its national product. The EEC's imports account for nearly
20o/o ot its gross national product, while in the United States the corresponfing
figure is only 7%.
Tari.ff prefereoaees for tbe d,eaeloping countries
In view of its responsibility as the leading importer in the world the Com-
munify, starting with the first United Nations Conference on Trade and Deve-
lopment iri,!964,has supported the establishment of a system ottanll preferences
for mantrfactures and semi-manufacturgs exported by the developing countries,
in order to help them overcome their competitive handicaps in these products.
Since then, ideas on the subject have taken more definite shape, and all the indus-
tiahzedcountries have declared themselves ready in principle to introduce tariff
preferences for the developing countries. The system proposed by the Commu-
nity would assure duty-free entry for all these products without exception,
up to a maximum which, once the system comes into force, would be equal to
twice the present total volume of exports of those products from developing
countries to the EEC. There is no safeguard clause, no reciprocity or any,
other condition for the participation of any developing country. These trade
&advantages would benefit primarily the developing countries in Latin America
and Asia which are abeady relatively advanced on the road to industrialization.
They would complement the considerable effon already made by the Commu-
nity and its Member States through public and private development aid, which
in relation to GNP is substantially greater than that made by the United States
(in L968, EEC: 4 200 million dollars or !.12o/o of GNP; United States: 5 700 mil-
lion dollars or 0.65%[of GNP).
The Cornmunity's agricul,tural, pol,i'ey
Satisfactory though the overall situation may be as regards trading and
economic relations between the USA and EEC, it can, of course, conceal diffi-
culties in specific matters or certain sectors. Community circles ate aware
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that the common agricultural policy, for example, is sometimes strongly criti-
cized by the United States and other countries. Here again, any serious ana-
lysis should include both a produet-by-product examination and a look at
overall trends.
Vithin fhe Community, efforts are being made to bring under control
the surpluses which have occurred in some sectors, especially in milk and milk
products, and to start structural reforms that are indispensable.
Hciwever, the Community is still the most important market by tar f.or
US agricultural exports. ln 7968 it imported American agricultural products
worth 1400 millon dollars fob compared with L L00 million dollars in 1960.
True, between7966 and1968 there was a drop in American agricultural exports,
which inL966 had risen to 1 600 million dollars, but the decline was not confined
to exports to the Community. In the yearc 1967-L969 American expofts of
agricultural products to all parts of the world were lower than in 1966, wfuch'
was a record year. Vorld trade in these products is slowed mainly by the very
slight increase or even stagnation of food consumption in all the highly deve-
lopqd countries combined with the rapid growth of agricultural productivity
and production. It would therefore be u4reasonable to attribute the recent
drop in US agricultur4l exports to the Community solely to the effects of Com-
munity protection. Indeed, the share of the Community in US agricultural
exports hardly changed during recent years (19642 22o/o, 1966:23o/o,1968: 220/.1.
In this context it must also be pointed out that approximately 401o of the Com-
munity's imports of agricultural products from the United States come in
duty-free and without any restiiction.
The growth of government expenditure on agriculture is common to all
countries, even where the productivity per farm worker is higher and the farming
population smaltrer than in the Community (in the United Stxes 4.6o/" of the
working pupolation was employed in agriculrure in 1968; in fhe Community
the figure was 20o/o n D6A and today it is still t4%). If a comparison is made
between agricultural support per person employed (budgetary expenditure plus
cost borne by the consumer through higher prices) in the United States and the-
EEC, the figures are of the same magnitude, despite the fact that agriculture in
America is on the whole more competitive than in the Community.
The difficulties encountered in reconciling domestic agricultural policy
and its human and social problems with import policy are likewise common
to all developed countries, but they have decided to solve them in different
ways. The United States was granted a waiver of the normal GATT rules
which allows it.to apply the Agricukural Adjustment Act of 1933 and pursue
restrictive import policieslon items such as milk products, sugar, and meat,
while it subsidizes certain exports. For'some maior products the Community
has set up a levy system (which replaces the quantitative restrictions, customs
duties and other charges applied earler by the Member States) and export
refunds. Other countries have.other methods.
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Greater d,isciplirae d,esirabl.e on utarld, agrioultural markets
At present the international market for agricultural products is more
often the scene of rivalry between public treasuries than of competition between
producers.
On several occasions the American press has spoken of "price wars"
between the Community and the USA on world markets for certain agricul-
tural products, in particular cereals and poultry.
Admittedly, in some cases Communiry cereal exporters did not respect
the minimum prices fixed by the International Grains Arrangement. But the
same has also been true of exporters of other countries, including the United
States, as a result of a glut on the world market. \7ith regard to poultry,
American, Danish and Communiry exporters compete by means of substantial
subsidies in some European markets where the price level is also affected by
competition from East European countries.
lt is urgently necessary, if not to remedy this siruation, at least to Iimit
its consequences, and this requires an effort by all the leading exporring and
importing countries. It was in this spirit that the Community proposed, as
part of the Kennedy Round, that support in agriculture,-whatever its form,
should be bound on the basis of reciprociry. Further endeavours must be made
to find some form of international discipline which will obviate the damage
produced by the clash of national policies on thg world marker.
Most cases which hdve of late created irritation on both sides of the Atlan-
tic can be solved reasonably through a reciprocal effort.
Amerioan rneasrnes affecting the Corurnunity
In the United States people sometimes seem to have the idea that American
complaints about the Community far exceed in number and importance any
criticisms that the communiry could make about the United States. It musr
be pointed out, however, that various events and tendencies in the United States
have caused disappointment and concern in the Communiry.
For example, the GATT waiver obtained by the United Srates in order
to protect its agriculture is considered an anomaly because of its comprehensive
character and the f.act that it has been maintained ever since 1955. Likewise,
the fact that, because of earlier legislation, the United states is not subject
to the common rules observedYby other Contracting Parties concerning counter-
vailing duties is meeting with less and less understanding; this situation affects,
for example, Community producers of canned tomatoes.
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The American restrictions in the milk products sector, which were tight-
ened up in7968, seem excessive, and it is regrettable that no response has been
made to the Community's efforts to solve the problems in this sector by admin-
istrative co-operation
ln 7968, the United States unilaterally increased customs duties on certain
woollen products which were bound in the Kennedy Round. This acrion,
which was taken without following normal GATT procedures and without
any offer of compensation, has caused understandable concern in the Commu-
nity, particularly because of the precedent thus created.
Ukewise, the introduction in L968 of import restrictions on certain pro-
ducts of the mechanical engineering industries has done considerable harm to
firms in the Community.
But there is also concern about the general direction of American trade
policy, especially since sector-by-sector restrictions, either through private
agreements or self-limitation imposed by the government, or even through quotas
for whole sectors, have been advocated in the US. Abandonment of the broadly
liberal policy pursued by the United States since the Second World'lVar, and a
return to such restrictive practices, would inevitably staft a chain reaction
detrimental to the expansion of world trade. Such a development would
not be in the common interest of the'Western countries.
Necessillt for co-operation betutesn EEC and, US
On the contrary, it would seem more ne'cessary than ever that the two
leading partners in world trade, the United States and the Community, should
reach agreement on ways of overcoming the problems affecting individual
sectors, or causing temporary difficulties, that may divide them. They must
also agree on their fundamental long-term attitudes. In view of the importance
of the United States and thg Qsrnrnrrnity, nothing that they do berween them is
without consequence for other countries.
Together, they have a vital responsibility for the future development
of international economic relations. It is only through close co-operation be-
fween themselves and with the other trading nations that continuation of the
liberal trade policy which has been the major factor in promoting world trade
in the past 25 years can be assured.
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ESTABLISHMEJT AND OPERATION
OF THE SINGLE MARKET
FREE MOVEMENT OF GOODS
Commom Custoncs Tariff 
,
Suspension of duties
At its session ot 2 and 3 March 1970, the council, acting on the proposal
of the commission, drew up a regulatiod temporarily reducing 
- 
from-9 ttiarch
to 31 December 7970 
- 
ccr duties, by 
^ 
maximum ol 3% for turpentine(ccr heading ex 38.07 A) and 3.5% for rosins (ccr heading ex es.oa Ay.
:
Tariff quotas
2. under the terms of a resolution adopted at irs session of. z9-3L Ma.y !967,
the Council agreed that at the end of the transitional period, the total suspension
of t!e- ccr duty onraw and partial silk for silk yarn and silk noils (sihappe)
yo4d not be applied until3l December !976, and that it would possibly esta-
blish community tariff quotas with reduced or nil duties for thise prodoar.
By virtue of this resolurion, and on the proposal of the commission,
the Council laid down three regulationsz on the re-estabfishment of the customs
duty for the #orementioned products, for the period until 3L December 1976,
and the opening of a community tarifr quora for these same produg.;s tor L970.
The duties and quotas are the following:
0 Raw,silk (thrown); auronomous duty re-establishe d x L0%; Communiry
tariff' quota of, 7 640 tons duty free;
(ii) silk yarn, other than yarn of noil not put up for'retail sale; autonomous
duty re-established x 72%; community tariff quota of 60 tons at 4.2o/o
doty,
(iii) Yarn spun from silk wasre orher than noil (schappe) not put up for retail
sale; autonomous duty re-established at 7Yo; Co--utity tariff quota
of 770 tons ar 2$% daty.
r gfficial gazdteL 50,43.1970.2 lbid.L 43,242.7%0.
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Teehnioal obstacles to trad,e
.3. Within the framework of the,"General Programme for the elimination
of technical obstacles to trade", the Council, at its session of 20/21 March 1970,
laid down three direccivesl on the approximation of Member States' legislation
relative to measufes against air pollution by g'as discharged by spark-ignited
motor vehicles; liquid-fuel tanks and rear bumpers for motor vehicles and
trailers; the positioning and fitting of rear registration plates for motor vehicles-
and trailers.
The first of these directives is of special significance, since the national
provisions which will have to be adopted pursuant to it will be an important
irrstrument in the fight against air pollution. It will permit the implementation,
in this field, of the Community accePtance procedure for motor vehicles and
trailers, the object of the Council Directive of 6 February t970.2
At its session' ot.9 to L2 March the European Parliament adopted a resolu-
tion in which it rendered an Opinion on the proposals for directives elaborated
by the Commission on this matter. It approved these proposals in principle
subject to several amendments, and requested the Commission to put forward
at the earliest possible date proposals on the "discharge of pollutant gases from
compression-ignition engines" and also the "reduction of air pollution by trac-
tors and agricultural machinery".
Further, the Council on 6 March .7970 drew up a directivd for the exten-
sion, unril 4 lantary 1971, of.thetime-limit for the implementation of the direc-
tives of 27 !ane1967 andL3 March L969 onthe approximation of laws and regu-
lations relating to the classification, packing and labelling of dangerous substan-
ces.
COMPETITION POI,ICY
APplioation of Artiol,es 85 and, 86
ol ,he EEC Treatll in ind,iai'd,ual. oases
Agreemurt between perfumery manufacturers and distributors
4. In a communication published on 19 Marcht970,4 the Commission stated
that it proposed to adopt a favourable decision with regard to the "Association
syndicale belge de la parfumerie." The main Purpose of this Association,
1 Official BazefteL76, 6.4.1970.2 See Bulletin ML,Part Two, sec. 3.3 OfEcial EazotteL 59,14.3.1970.4 Official Eazette C 32" 19 March 1970.
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according to the current version of its Arricles, is ro defend the business interests
of its members, to safeguard the reputation of the branded products and articles
they manufacture or distribute, to combat acts of unfair competition and infrin-
gements of trade-mark Iaw and to ensrue regular and fair teims and conditions
in transactipns cohcerning perfumery specialities and produas.
As_originally drafted, the Arricles of the Association 
- 
supplemented by
a general regulation comprising implementing provisions for the Ari.les and by
standard contracts under which dealers (intermediary or retail) could join 
-were principally intended to preserve and reinforce resale price maintenance
in respect of the products which each member manufacturei or distributes in
Belgium. These arrangements obliged members to suspend all deliveries to
wholesalers or retailers who did not abide by the fixed piices or who bypassed
the official distribution network in order to obtpin rrpplio of products coveied
by the agreement. i
While the Commission was investigating this matrer, the representatives
of the Association agreed to do away with all ilauses and practic6s deemed ro
be incompatible with the free play of competition within the common Market.
The Articles and the general regulation now contain no clause in restraint of
competition, and the standard contracts have been abolished.v
i{
r
i
F
State aid,s
Aid, to the steel industry
5. The commission has concluded that aids for the steel industry are beco-
ming increasingly common in the Member States and that this is liable to have
repercussions on competition befween Communiry producers.
Article 4(c) of the ECSC Treaty prohibits specific measures for the benefit
of the steel industry, and the aids in question arcpafiof general or regional arran-
gements; they are therefore to be assessed in the light of Article g of theTreity.
Given the terms of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article, the commission muit
investigate action by Member States which might have appreciable repercus-
sions on the conditions of competition in the industry.
ln a replyr to written questions by four members of the European parlia-
ment conceping French Government measures to help the steel industry,
the Commission had undertaken to make a more detailed examination of such
measures in the Community. In the past, for various reasons, the Commission
had not been fuIly in{ormed about these measures and was thus unable to fulfil
its tasks under Article 67 of. the Treaty.
1 Official gazette C 74,7.2,1969.
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Paragraph 1 of this Article requires any action by a Member State which
might have appreciable repercussions on conditions of competition to be brought
to the attention of the Commission. The latter therefore asked the Member
States tq notify it fully and in good time of any action by a Member Staie on
behal-f of its steel industry.
Dutch aids to shipbuilding
6. On 24 March L970 the Comrhission decided not to raise objections to the
extension until 30 lune L971. of the Dutch system of aids to shipbuilding nor
to the raising trom 2 to 3.5 p-oints, berween 31 January and 3L luly 1970, of.
the maximum interest rebate allowed under this systern^ The Dutch aid
arrangements now comply with the conditions laid down by the Council Direc-
tive of 28 July 1969 except on one point: the new provisions cover certain conver-
sions of ships of less than 3 000 gross tons burden, whereas they are excluded
from the field of application specified by the Council Directive. The Commis-
sion has therefore asked the Netherlands Government to make work of this kind
ineligible for aid or to put forward specific justificatibn so that the matter can
be considered in the light of the possible waivers contained in Article 92(3)
of the EEC Treaty.
German measrues designed to facilitate the use of coal
7. In accordance with Article 93(3) of the EEC Trcaty, the German Goverh-
ment notified the Commission of a bill amending two existing statutes designed
to promote and guarantee the use of coal in power stations. The amendments
in question are,also calculated to facilitate utilization of coal to generate elec-
tricity.
The'Commission has decided that it will not object to these amendments
under Article 92 of. the EEC Treaty, but it draws the German Government's
attention to the effects of the whole maghinery set up by these statutes on the
coal market and particularly on the Community's supply of coking coal.
FREEDOM OF ESTABLISHMENT AND FREEDOM TO SI.JPPLY SERVICES
' Self-employed aotiaiti,es ka tbe roa.d
and, inl,and utaterutall trarusport of good,s. and passengers
8. On 3L March 1970 theCommission submitted to the Council three propo-
sed-firectives on freedom of establishment for self-emplgyed activities in the
transport bf goods, by road, of passengers by road and of goods and passengers
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by inland waterway. These proposals will abolish the discsiminatioris based
on nationality which hamper freedom of establishmenr for narionals of other
Member States. 
'
- . 
Although, unlike ,,orl o.f rhe orhers, which provide simultaneously for
freedom of esablishmenr and freedom to provide ,.hi."r, these directives con-
cern only establishmenr, rhis is because, the Treaty chlpter on ,.services,, and
the general implementing programme adopted subsequently do not apply to
transport. The liberalization of services connected -with these activiiies is
governed by the provisions of the Title on transport and its achievement is
therefore part of the common transport policy.
The directives also o-blige the Member states murually to ,..ogrrir" th.i,
testimonials concerning the morality and respectability, financial capacity
and professional qualifications of persons exercising 
"ny 
oi ihe activities reierred
to.
These direcrives come within the framework of the common ilansportpolicy. under rhe rerms of the General programme for the Removal of Restric-
tions on Freedom of Establishment it is stipulated that the removal of restrictions
shall be accompanied by action to co-ordinate the national provisions dealing
with the admission to and exercise of the activiry and that ihis co-ordinatioi
shall be one of the objects of the common rransporr policy. It was with this
in mind that the Commission submitted three proposali to the Council for regir-
lations to achieve co-ordination in the three transport fields concer,ned. rh.
Economic and Social Committee and the Parliameni hrrc 
"lt.udy rendered theirOpinions on these pioposals.
APPROXIMATION OF LEGISLATION AND CREATION OF EUROPEAT{
LAW BY CONVENTIONS
Co-ord.ination of company l.aut
g. on 9 March 1970 the commission submined to the council 'a second
proposal for a'directivel based on Ardcle'sa (3 s) of the EEC Treary, which
makes it obligatory fof Member stares to co-ordinate, ro the exteni that is
necessary and with a view to making them equivalent, the guarantees demanded
from companies in the interests of their members and of lthird parties.
The fust commissioir proposal on the subject, submitted on L3 February
7964, was adopted on 9-March 1968. As an inirial stage of co-ordinarion it
1 Official ga.zette C 48,24.4.1970.
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harmonized in associations of capital (joint stock companies, private companies 
and partnerships .limited by shares) the rules governing the publication of 
information and the validity of commitments, as well as the grounds for a decla-
ration of nullity of these associations. 
The new proposal constitutes one more step in the harmonization of 
company law. As the minimum guarantees which most urgently needed to be 
co-ordinated at European level, chiefly in the interest of third parties, were' 
ensured by the first directive, the Commission was able to improve harmoniza-
tion by organizing, at more special level, the protection of shareholders and 
third parties in the most important form of company: the joint stock company. 
As it had to deal with the questions in succession, the Commission decided to 
begin by rendering equivalent the guarantees which the joint stock company 
must respect in order to be incorporated and to maintain or modify its capital. 
These are minimum protective arrangements of vital importance both for mem-
bers and third parties. 
In spite of the inevitably technical nature of most of the articles, the four 
main sections of the proposed directive have clear aims: 
(a) With the prospect of an increasingly integrated market, it is first of all 
indispensable to ensure that any creditor who is a national of a Member 
State other than that of the company should be able to establish the com-
pany's credit-worthiness. For this purpose, harmonization of information 
concerning its capital is provided for. 
(b) In the second place, when the company has been incorporated, the rules 
designed to maintain the integrity of the capital must 'be co-ordinated; 
thus the fixity of the pledge to the creditors will be preserved. With 
this in view, it is advisable to see that the capital is not broken into by 
excessive distributions of dividends to shareholders or made more or 
less fictitious as a result of certain operations. 
(c) The third section, which harmonizes the rules on the increase of capital, 
is i~tended to make certain of the real value of the original capital while 
preventing the old shareholders from being harmed. 
(d) Lastly, the object of the fourth section is to guarantee, in the case of a 
reduction of capital, equality between shareholders and the protection 
of the creditors whose claims date from before the reduction. 
By creating a relative equivalence of the legal situations in such important 
matters, the proposed directive will provide; equal protection for the shareholders 
of joint stock companies and third parties who do business with the latter, 
throughout the whole territory of the Common Market. 
48 5. 1970 
Tbe European patent
Convention on the grant of a Europer6 patent in accordance with the decisions
taken by the second Inter-governmental conference for the setting up of a
European system for the grant of patents
10. 
- 
The preliminary draft of a convenrion Establishing the European system
for the Grant of Patents has just been published in the three working languages
of the conference which will be the official languages of the fururi European
Patents office, namely English, French and German.r rhis preliminary dralt
is'accompanied by a document presenting the general repoft'and the special
repofts relating to the problems raised by the draft convention. The Inter-
governmental Conference will hold its third session in Luxembourg from 21 to
24 April, when the business will be the ioint study of the draft convention with
the interested circles, and of the reports concerning them.
convention on the establishment of a general community patent system
11,. Under the same conditions and in accordance with the decision taken
by the committee of Permanent'Representatives, the draft of a convention on
the European patent for the common Marketl has just been published. This
publication, which is in the four communiry languages, is prelaced by a general
report on the draft convenfion.
- 
A special meeting of the vorking Party on the community patent will
take place in Brussels from L3 to L5 May 1970 in order to study this draft report
with the circles concerned.
t This document is on sale at the Publications Office of the European Cgmmunities, Case
postale 1003 
- 
Luxembourg-Ggre,
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II. TOWARDS ECONOMIC IJNION
\,
ECONOMIC, MONETARY AND FINANCIAI, POLICY
Plan for tbe pbased, establisbment
. 
of an ecomomio and,_monetarTt union
72. The Commission has adopted and, on 5 March 1970, submitted to the
Council a'memorandum 'on the preparation of a plan for the phased establish-
ment of an economic and monetary union",l the principle for which had been
accepted by the Summit Conference in The Hague (point 8 of the final communi-
qu6).
In. its memorandum the Commission selected four basic fields having a
particulaf "strategic it'nportance", for this choice was necessary to obviate
dispersal of efforts and to enable an economic and monetary union to be achieved
'without 
undue delay. The four fields are the following: (a) medium- and
shbrt-term economic policy, monetary policy and budgetary policy; (b) the Com-
munity capital market; (c) taxation; (d) strengthening monetary solidariry to
make the Community an individuafized and organized monetary unit within
the international system.
On the basis of these principles, the Commission considered that three
stages could be laid down: (i) a preliminary stage (1970-71); (ii) a preparatory
stage (L972-75); (iii) the definitive establishment of economic and monetary
union (7976:78),but that this timetable must be kept sufficiently flexible to allow
of effective adjustment to operational requirements.
As a result of this memorandum and the suggestions made by the Govern-
ments, the Council decidedz at its session of 6 March 7970 "to invite the chair'
*.n of the Monetary Committee, the Committee of Governors of Central
Banks, the Med.ium-teim Economic Policy Committ6e, the Short-term Economii
Policy Committee and the Budget Policy Committee, as well as a Commission
representative, to rreet under the chairmanship of M. Pierre Werner and draw
up a report comprising an analysis of the various suggestions and enabling
the fundamental choices to be made for a phased establishment of the economic
and monetary union of the Cornmunityl An initial report will be laid before
the Council and the Commission before the end of May 7970 so thatthe Council
may discu\s'it".
A first meeting took place on 20 March 7970 in Luxembourg under the
chairmanship of M. Pierre'Werner, Luxembourg Prime Minister, to begin the
work requirid to draft the rbport envisaged by the Council's deci-sioh.
x See Supplement to Bulletin 3-70.2 
., Official EazetteL 59,74.3.1970.
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Monetar,y Camrnitree
11:- Ih*onetary Committee held its L36th and137th selsions on 25 February7970 in Paris and 10 March 7970 in Brussels under the chairmanship of
M. 
-Clappier. It continued its discussions on the establishment of a systei, of
medium-term fitrancial aid. As part of its regular surveys ir examined the situa-
tion in Italy, Germany and Fralce. There was also an exchange of views on
certain international monetary'problems.
Bad,get P ol,iclt Commi.tree
14.. The Budget Policy committee held its 27rh session on 25 Febru ary 7970
under the chairmanship of M. stammati, when it adopted opinions for the
council and the commission on t'he !970 dratt budgets of France and the
Netherlands and also examined the 1970 budgers of Belgium and Luxembourg.
The alternate members mer on 24 February 1970. They continued to
study various methods for measuring the stimuli emanaring from public budgets
arld had an exchange of vlews on a Commission working do.r-ent.orr..rrring
the use of public finances as an insrrument of ..ono-i" policy.
\florking PartF on Public Finance proiections
15. 
. 
The r7orking Parry met on 19 and 20Marchl970. '!7ith a view to prepar-
ing the chapter on public finances of the third medium-rerm ecotromic poliry
programme, it examined a working document from the Commission on thrj
structure and trend of public finances in the Member States.
Alterndtes of tbe Mediurn-terrn Ecananoie Pol,icy Cornmi.ttee
76. The alternare members of the Medium-term Economic policy commirtee
met ilr Brussels on 11 and !2 March. one of the main points on the agenda
was the advance work-for an Opinion on the Council's d]raft decision rJating
t9 tle organization of'communiry means of action in the field of regionai
development. The commiree also continued preparatory work on the"preli-
-Frry draft of the third programme, mainly as- regardi external 
".or,o-i.relations.
Working Party on Incomes Policy
77. The workingPafty met on 13 March; ir adopted the draft text on social
securiry policy which the Committee had requested of it.
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Commirree of Experts on Eoonomb Trend,s
18. The Committee met on 10 March to carry out its quarterly survey of the
economic situation of the Community and future Prospects. Apart from certain
slight differences of appreciation and a few corrections proposed on the basis
of.more recent statistical data, it *as seen that the opinions of the national
experts broadly corresponded to the views expressed in the draft report presented
by the Commission departments.
AGRICI.JLTURAL POLICY
tg . During March t970 the Council held several sessions with a view to settling
the problerns still pending, in particular the common organization of the vine
and vine-products market, the prices to be fixed for the 1970/71marketing year,
and tlie equilibriuin of agricultural matkets.
In this way, the Council heard, on 6 March 7970, a communication pre-
sented by the President of the Commission on the latter's concein about action on
its proposals regarding the equilibrium of the agricultural markets.
In spite of lengthy discussions, linle progress was made and the Council
waS unabie to ,gt"" on these points,l with consequent negative results for the
formal adoption of the agreements on the finzincing of the common agricultural
policy in the definitive period and on tobacco.
The Council finally decided to extend until 3t Jvly L%0 the dairy and beef
and veal marketing years which expired on 31 March 1970; it also agreed to
continue the examination of the pending problems at its forthcoming sessions.
, Corttrt on organization of markets
Cereals and rice
20. On 6 March 7970 the Commission adopted a regulation on the period
of validity of export ceftificates for certain processed maize products.z This
regulation 
"*t"odr the validity 
of certificates by fixing it for the month of issue
and the following two months tor maize flours and semolinas. This measure
follows or, 
"rr"ng.-ents made to reorganize 
the market and which already
seem to have prLduced some favourable results.
r This agreement was finally reached on 21.4-1970.2 Official ga?rr,teL 53,7.3.1970.
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Beef'and veal
27. In its regulation of 2 March 7970, theCommission fixed 20 October 1969
as the date for the application of the amended definition of "bovine carcasses."l
On 26 March 1.970 the Council decided that in ihe beef and veal sector
the1969/70 marketing year should end on 31 July 1970;the1970n1year would
begin on 1 August, 797A.2
. On the same date the Council amended its regulation establishing a system
of premiums for the slaughter of cows and the non-marketing of milk and milk
products.z Notwithstanding the earlier provisions 
- 
the grant of the premium
was conditional upon the beneficiary's agreement to have all the dairy cows
he owned slaughtered by 30 Ap:.l,l 1,970 at latest 
- 
the text adopted by the
Council stipulates that the slaughtering period for dairy cows calving between
1 April and 31 May 1970 shall end thirty days after calving. ,
Milk and milk products
22. On 3 March 1970 the Council adopted a regulation determining the general
rules for measures to increase the use of butter by certain consumer categories.3
The regulation completes the measures'alieady taken by the Council to help
the sale of existing suppliEs of butter and to ensure that they do not build up
again, and authorizes the Member States to grant aids to- enable fresh butter
to be bought at reduced prices by various beneficiaries whose normal butter
purchases 
- 
for price reasons 
- 
are small. Expenses incurred as a result
of these measures are eligible for EAGGF aid.
On 4 March 7970 the Commission also amended its regulation on the sup-
ply of butter at reduced price to certain Community processing enterprises;a
by this regulation the processing industries are allowed to use a butter denaturant
other than vanilla or synthetic vanillin.
Further, on 6 March L970, the Commission amended previous texts
on sales for processing of butter from public stocks,6 in particular as regards
the date on which butter for sale must have been put in stock.
On 17 March 1970 the Council amended its regulation establishing the
general rules for the granting of aid for skim'milk and skim milk powder for
animal feed.6 The regulation stipulates that this aid can also be granted for
dairy-produced and treated skim milk subject to administrative control with
equivalent guarantees of denaturation.
1 Official gazetteL 49, 3.3.1970.2 lbid.Lvl.n3.D70.3 tbid.ELs;z:63.1s70.4 tbid.LL 51.5.3.1970.5 lbid.lLfl$:7s.ts7o.a bid. L:62, L8.3,7970.
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Finally, on 26 March 1970, the Council decided that the 196g/70 dairy
yenr would'efld on 31 July t97O and that the 7970/7L year would begin onL August 1970.
.Eggs
23. On 6 Marc h 1g7O the Council pgreed rwo rdgulations in this sectofl
airned at ensuring the participation of the Cornmunity in the internhtional
egg trade. The first provides that the Council shall lay down. the general
lines for the granting and advance fixing of refunds on exports and trhe criteria
for choosing the amount. The second specifies that the list of products bene-
fiting from 
"*pott refunds and the total of these refu'nds shall be fixed ar leasronce every three months; it also stipulates- the condirions for granting these
refunds. \
Oils and fats
-l24. In its regulation of 6 March 1970, the commission fixed the conditions
of tender 
- 
for sale on the community market 
- 
for a lot of colza and rapeseed
help by the Gerrnan intirvention agency and bought in during the tbegnO
marketing year.z
On 11 March L970 theCommission also amended a previous texr on rhe
co-efficients of equivalence for sunflower seed.S
Lastly, in a regula( on of. 25 March 1970, itfixed the condirions for placing
on sale olive oil held by the Italian.interv'ention agency;a as the presenr siiuation
of this product on the Italian marker is favourable for this ,.rrl".
25. On 2 March 7g7O the Commission adopted a regulation or-r the imple-
meriting procedures for granting refunds on sugar expofts.5 Bearirig in mind
the numerous amendments alrbady made ro the regulation in force and the
need for freih ones, the Commission decided for reasons of clariry ro group .
these implementing procddures in a new regulation.
'' 'Th. 
-ouncil, on 3 March 1%0, fixbd the intervention prices for raw.
sugar beet during the 1969/70 sugar year.6 This regulation extends the appli-
1 Official gueiteL 55,70.3.L970.2 lbid.L 53,7.3.1970.z lbid. L 691 26.3.7970. , \4 lbid. L 57, 72.3.19705 lbid. Lgi,A,4.3.1970.o lbid. L 52,6.3.1970. '
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cation of the intervention price valid until'3L December L969 to the whole
of the 1969/70 sugar year, since the inrervention sysrem, whose applicability
was initially limited to 31 December 7969, has been extended.
Finally, a Commission regulatio n of 9 March 7970 tixedthe.implementing
procedures for thb system of compensation for storage expenses in the sugar
sector.l
Fruit and vegetables
26. On 3 March TgTOthe Council laid down a regulation on certain uses
for oranges wt i.h have been bought in.z In order to avold large quantities
of such oranges being destroyed, this regulation 
- 
in anticipation of the regula-
tions to enter into force on 1 June 1.970 in the fruit and vegerables secor 
-stipulates that, when unable to choose for products from this market one of the
uses laid down by the present fegulations, producers' organizations intervening
on the orange market from now unril the end of the 1969/70 marketing year
must cede the products to the aurhoriries designated by the Member Stares.
The products will then be distributed free of charge, either in its original state
or processed, to certain social categories. Processing, transport'and storing
expenses incurred will be met by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. Later,
on 13 March 7970, the Commission fixed the conditions for allocating orange-
processing 
-operations.s
Further, oir lL March 1970, the Commission adopted a regulation laying
down the safeguard measures {or imports of eating apples.a \[ithin the Com-
muniry, productioh of apples during the present marketing year will be of the
order of 7 niillion tons, according to figures available ar presept. This is about
550 000 tons more ihan in 1967/68,when over 300 000 tons had to be withdrawn
from the market. The Community market is thus threatened 
- 
through these
impot'ts 
- 
with serious disturbances and in these conditions safeguard measures
have become necessary to limit quantities imported to what the Corhmuniry
can absorb without the market situation being made worse by their admission.
On 13 March 1970 the Council in its turn authorized the Member States
to apply special intervention measures on rhe apple market3 to allow producers'
organizations to regulariie the market preventively and thus relieve it of the
products least appreciated by consumers.
By a regulation of L3 March L970, the Commission completed an earlier
text on the destination of fruit and vegetable products which the Member
States have purchased in the franiework of intervention.s
1 Official Eazette L 55; 703.1970.2 lbid. L 57, 5.3.t9708 lbid. L 59, t4.3.7970.4 lbid. L 57, 72.3.T970. \6 tbid.L6t,L7.3.7970.
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On 17 March 1970 the Commission adopted two regulations:I the first
fixed the initial arrairgements for applying qualiry standards to fruit and vege-
tables exported to non-member countries, and the second concerns certain
implementing procedures for refunds on fruit and vegetable exports.
Finally, on 25 March 7970, the Commission amended its regulation of
L1 March 7970 on the safeguard measures applicable to imports of eating apples,
in particular as regards the system of import documents.z
Financing of tbe cornn om agricultural. pol,iclt
27. On 2 March 1,970 the Commission granted assistance from the second
1969 instalment of the Guidance Section of the EAGGF for 180 proiects to
a total amount of 45 434 408 u.a.,3 of which 58% is for projects to improve
production structures. The principal activities financed concern irrigation
work or drainage, or diversi{ication to replace traditional crops by new ones
for which demand is growing, or to ease the farmer's task by correcting irre-
gularities in waterways. Amongst the projects for the improvement of mar-
keting structures (37.3o/o of the aid granted), a special effort has been made
to rationalize the means of distributing dairy products and improve the storing
and preserving of fruit and vegetables.
Further, on 17 March 1970, the Council extended until 31 December L97'1,
the final date for Italy to lay before the Commission a summary bf expenditure
incurred as from 1 July 1967 on the programme to improve production and
marketing structures in the unmanufactured tobacco sector.l
Cond,itions of cornpetition in agriculture
28. The Commission informed the Italian Government that it had no parti-
cular comments to make, by virtue of Article 93, paragraph 3 of the EEC Treaty,
on Bill No. 557 of the autonomous region of Sicily, relative to the grant of aids
to offset losses caused by the exceptional drought from December 1967 to
luly L968 for farms producing mandarins in the province of Palermo.
Measures in faaour of agrioulturein tbe Gramd, Ducblt of l-u'xembourg
29. On 20 March t970 the Council agreed a regulation on agriculture in the
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.a In accordance with Article 1 of the Protocol
concerning this country annexed to the Treaty of Rome, the Council was to
1 Official gazetteL 62, L8.3.L970.2 tbid. L 69, ?5.3.7970.B lbid. C 37, t4.3.L970 and Bulletin 4-70, Part Two, sec. 29.4 tbid. L 68,25.3.1970.
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r See "European Parliament" (Parr Two, Ch. IV).
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decide at the end of the transitional period how far the two derogations ro the
Treaty rules granted this Member State in the agricultural sector should be
retained, amended or abolished. The first of these derogarions concerns the
maintenance of quantitative restrictions on imports of agriculrural produce,
the second relates to the exemption from excise duties for Luxembourg wines
in Benelux territory.
Permission to apply derogatory measures in Luxembourg was motivared
at.the time by the structural, technical and economic disadvanrages of Luxem-
bourg agriculture; the latter -has meanwhile reached a level of development
which should make possible its integration into the common agricultural market.
The Council has therefore decided not to maintain quantitative restrictions
on Luxembourg imports after 1, May 7970.
However, the abolition of these restrictions will result in a loss of income
for the farmers of this country. Tb permit stabilization of income and total
integration in the common market for Luxembourg agriculture, the Grand
Duchy plans to implement a batch of measwes 'of a structural nature. For
this reason the Council decided to grant this Member State an advance of
7.5 million u.a. under the L970 budget from the resources of the Guidance
Section of the EAGGF.
Regarding the system in fpvour of Luxembourg wines, the Council feels
that in future years it will continue to be of considerable interest for the agricul-
tural income of the country and that it is not likely to hinder the free movement
of 'wines of other origins in the Benelux Stares. The Council accordingly
decided that exemption from excise duties for Luxembourg wines in Benelux
territory should remain applicable until the harmonization of specific fiscal
duties on wines in the Comniunity is put into effect. Failing such harmoniza-
tion, and, by 31 Decembet 1973 at latest, the Council will decide how far this
system should be maintained, modified or abolished.
.$+
30. At its session of. 9/72 March 7970, the European Parliament rendered
its Opinion on six Commission proposals which it approved on rhe whole,
with bertain,amendments.r The resolutions adopted by the Parliament con-
cerned: measures telative to Luxembourg agriculture; the system of premiums
for the slaughtpr of cows and non-marketing of milk and milk products; intra-
Communiry livestock trade; rescinding of the regulations on cirrus imporrs
from Spain and Israel; unification of national import sysiems for processed fruir
and vegetables from,non-member countries, and certain markedng standards
for egg products.
,7
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INDUSTRIAI; POLICY
C ommis sion Mernorandatrn
on tbe Comm.unity's lnd,ustrial, Pol,iclt ,
3L. On 18 March 1970 the Commission adopted 
- 
and submitted to.the
Council 
- 
a "Memorandum on the Community's Industrial Policy."l This
is the first Community doc,'ment which -provides an overall analysis of the
problems of the Community's industrial development and suggests a certain
number of guidelines which will be discussed in detail at all levels: Communiry
institutions, employers' 2nd .ffads-rrnion .or$anizations and public opinion.
The Memorrnd,r-, which is the resulf of 'two years of detailed study,
- comprises an introduction (principles and general guidelines) and four parts
which examinq (a) the situation of industry in the Community; (b) improvement
of the environment of firms; (c) adaptability-of the Community's industry;
(d) the promod;n of growth industries and the Community's achievement in
these sectors.
The fundamental guidehnes proposed by the Commission are five in
number: (i) completion of the single market; (ii) unification of the legal, fiscal
'and financial framework; (iii) industrial restructiring; (iv) measures to organize
change and adjustment; (v) extension of Community solidarity to exernal
relations.
Completion of the singte market ' ' '
32. The first objective of any Community industrial development policy
must be to enable all fums and all industries to avail themseilves tci the full
of the benefits of a large market. Completion of the Communiry internal
market entails the'removal of technical obstacles to trade and free access to
public contracts. 
-
As far .as technical obstacles 
.are,concerned, progress is slow, although
the Commission has prevailed upon the Council t" ,aopt a general'progrrrnri"
of harmolization- An effort must be made at all levels to expedite the work;
were it to prove inadequite, a chang'e'in the present procedures would have
to bs,ertvisagdd; Teclpical barriers constitute,a very heavy burden on in{ustry
and sometimes an insuperable obstacle for the dwelopmegt of intra-Communiry
trade.
,t
1 See the Editprial of this Bulletin and Sirpplement to Bulletin 470.
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As regards free access to public contracts, the practice of alloc4ting these
to home enterprises robs certain key industries in the community of the advan-
tage offered by a wide internal market. The industries affected are some
capital goods branches, public transport equipment, and, more generally, those
manufacnr,ring many rypes of technologically advanced equipment.
The Conimission proposes that arrangements should be rhade to.concert
buying policies in technologically advanced industries and that cerrain privare
buyers should alsb be invited to take parr. If rhis is to be effective, rhe principle
would have to be approved by the Council and concerred procuremenr encou-
raged by the Goveinmenrs; its aim would not be to impose new constrainrs
on purchasers but rather to alleviate the presenr ones. This would help ensure
the effective establishmenr of a single marker in technologically advan-ed pro-
ducts.
Unification of the legal, fiscal and financial framework
33. If managem.rrr, uu. to draw all the advantages they are entitled to expecr
from the existence of the Community, it is essential that the drive to harmonize
and unify the institutional framework (the o'environmenr") in which firms
operate should be considerably stepped up.
In the legal {ramework the Commission considers the following to be
necessary: (a) resumption of the work on the."Statute" of the European Company
and its adoption with the leait possible delay; (b) adoption by all lriemUer
States of legislation governing corporate groups (at present this exists only
in Germany). It proposes ro examine: (i) the establishment of "joint enterprises"
in industries outside the nuclear field; this would facilitate industrial co-opera-
'tion, in particul4r between nationaliz'ed corporarionS; (ii) the adoption by all
the Member States 
- 
perhaps everr at Community level 
- 
sf the arr:angement
known as the groypernent d'i.mdrAt dconomiqwe (a type of organization which
at present-exists only in France), ,
In the fiscal field, in which there exist the most serious obstacles to mul-
tinational combinations, the'most urgent need is for ihe Council to adopt the
direcEives on the taxation of mergers and on the arrangements for parent and
subsidiary companies submitted to it by the Commission on L5 Jaauary L969.
Progress in the harmonization of taxes, first of all in the field of the tax on value
added and then in the others (excise'duties and direct taxes) is also necessary
in order to make the conditionq of industrial competition in the various Membei
States'as uniform as pospible and to remove controls at the internal frontiers
of the Communiry
With regard to financial matters, Communiry firms which need to find
capital in order to expand are encountering a ceitain nurnber of rtifficulties
which arise in particular from the compartmentalizacion of the market. In
this conneetion the. Commission reialls the need to create a genuine common
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capital market. Furthermore, the Commission: (a) emphasizes the need to
modernize banking and financial mechanisms in most of the Merhber States;
(b) is studying ways and means o( improving the taxation arrangements appli-
cable to financing in the form of risk capital; (c) recommends that a larger
volume of capital derived from Euro-issues be placed at the disposal of Commu-
niry firms via the national and Community financing organizations.
lndustrial "restrucfuring"
34. A higher degree of concentration is needed in many sectors; in its Memo-
randum, the Commission considered that it must be accepted provided that
workable competition can be maintained. A general merger movement is
already under way in the Communiry, notably in those Member States where
firms are operating well below optimum scale. The Commission expresses
satisfaction at.this development bdt warns against the danger of a concentration
movemdnt limited to the national framework.
The relative lag in European industrial development, the stiff compe-
tition from firms of non-member countries 
- 
either through.their direct exports
or in the shape of subsidiaries they have established in the Communiry 
- 
make
it indispensable and urgent to create transnational European enterPrises, espe-
cially in the growth industries. For this purpose, the Commission considers that
the Member States must adopt a favourable attitude by renouncing their oppo-
sition to transnational regroupings. The Memorandum analyses in detail the
political, legal and psychological obstacles today standing in the way of these
regroupings
In order, so to speak; to offset these difficulties, the Commission believes
that the European Investment Bank could already help to provide financial
facilities with a view to regrouping enterprises of different Member States.
Similarly, the Commission is resolved to use for this purpose, within the frame-
work of the ECSC Treaty, the credits it administers itself.
In the Browth industries, the magnitude of the public aid offered to firms
gives greater responsibilities to the public authorities. This is why the Commis-
sion proposes to establish Communiry development contracts which would
be offered by prioriry to firms which have decided to engage in a process of
co-operation and transnational restructuring.
While the Commission is opposed to the principle of a "fair return,"
it is nevertheless aware of the need to maintain approximate balance between
the industrial interests of the Member States in such sensitive matters. [t
would, however, be a very great step forward if the Member States would
agree rhatrhe balancing out of interests should be on the widest possible basis.
This is why the Commission proposes that amalgamations in progress or planned
be examined, by an appropriate committee or board, if a Member State or the
Commission so requests.
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Measures to otganize change
35, Changes .in employment have akeady attained a considerable magnitude;
this movement will gather additional momentum in the years ahead. Ar .
result, many workers. will be forced to change trades, but it should also enable
the working'conditions, earnings and skills of the largest possible number
of workets to be improved. A most energeric and wide-ranging policy will
be needed to keep hardship entailed by these changes to a minimum and to ensure
that maximtrm benefit is derived froni them. The Commission srresses rhe
importance of forecasts and the value of negotiations between both sides of
industry.and recalls the importance both of the reform of the Social Fund and
of regional policy. In particular, the reform of the Fund should enable the
Community to make a positive contribution to the organization of these changes.
- Industrial applications ol innouation. Dynamic industrial development
and adequate job creation depend on prompt industrial exploitation of the
results of scientific research. To this end, the Commission makes various
concrete suggestions.
Improued business fltd.nageruent. After stating the fundamental princi-
ples of modern management, the Commission appeals to Community firms to
agree to take the initiative by creating and finaniing a 'European managem.enr
and training foundation", which Would: (a) provide a centre, closely linked
with the universities and Specialized institutes, where moderh maRagement
techiriques coqld be studied; (b) forecast industry?s nbeds.for management
specialists; (c) develop contacts at Community level between industry and
the universities.
Extension of Community solidariry to cover externil economic rdlations
36. The Commission considers it is extremely necessary torestablish the soli-
darity of the Six in the new sectors of external economic relations. In particular;
it considers that Community solidarity must be organized in the follo*ing fields:(i) export credits and subsidies; (ii) barter operations and investment in Stare-
trading countries; {iii) non-tariff barriers; (iv) protection of the narural environ-
nlent; (v) supplies of raw materials and fuels;'(vi) development of investmeni;(vii) the statute of multinational companies; (viii) technological co-operation.
Nuclear industry
37. In accordance with the provisions of Article 47 of the Euratam Treaty,
the "Kernenergie-Gesellschaft Schleswig-Holstein mbH" has submimed to the
Commission its plans for the construction o( a high temperature gas-cooled
test reaetor at Geesthacht (Federal Republic of Germany).
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After studying this dossier, the Commission held discussions with the
firm as stipulated by Article 43 of the Treary. While it regretted that Commu-
nity industrial co-operation had not been established when the orders were
placed and hoped tirat such co-operation could be started at the exploitation
stage, the Commission, on 77 March, expressed a favourable opinion which
was.communicat".d both to the Member State concerned and to the enterprise.
scrENTrFrc, TECHMCAL AND NUCLEAR RE'EAS.CH POLICY
General, researcb rid, triboologlt
Scientific and technical research policy 
' 
'
38. It was during its session of 28 October L969 that the Council decided to
invite nine non-member European countries (Austria, Denmark, lreland,'
Norway, Pornrgal, Spain, Sweden, Swizerland and the United Kingdom)
to join with the Six in carrying out joint scientific and technological projects
proposed by the Mefium-term Economic Policy Committee's Vorking Group
on Scientific and Technical Research Policy, proiects which the- Council had
previously approved in principle. They relate to data-processing, telecommu-
nications, the development of new means of transport, metallurgy, the fight
against pollution, meteorology and oceanography.
Thb non-member countries were informed of the Council's decisions
and have all expressed their willingness in principle to participate in the proposed
schemes. Accordingly, the Council decided at its session of 6 March 7970,
to call together seven Expert Groups by April at the latest, to whose meetings
the countries in question and the Six would send their representatives, and whose
task would be to determine the attirude of the participating countries towards
the proposed proiects, to discuss any proposals or suggestions that might be
put forward in this context, and to examine the technical, financial and similar
problems involved in carrying out the proiects adopted. The experts' work
is to lead up to the formulation of specific proposals, which can then be sub-
mitted for a decision, at a Fifteen-nation technological conference to be held
as early as possible, to the Ministers responsible for scientific research.
The Council also decided to make Mr. Aigrain, chairman of the Vorking
Group on Scientific and Technical Research Policy, personally responsible for
ensuring that the Expert Groups' reportsl are submitted no later than L5 June,
and for the overall coordination of their work.
In the terr4s of the communiqud published by the Council after its session
of 6 March, this decisions mark the "kick-off ot the planned cooperation
with various European non-member countries in scientific and technical research,
which the Six hope will be expanded and given more cohesion as time goes on.
I Preparation of these began on 15.4. in Brussels.
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Training 
39. On 31 March 1970, the situation . with regard to scientific and technical 
trainees and grant-holders at the JRC and under contracts of association was 
as follows: 
Student trainees: 41 scientific and technical student trainees were actively 
engaged and seven new trainees had been accepted in March 1970 for a 
training period to start at a later date. 
Grant-holders: 48 scientific and technical grant-holders were actively engaged, 
34 of them preparing a thesis and '14 specializing in a particular nuclear 
field. Two new grants were awarded during March. 
] oint action 
Future activitie~ of Euratom 
40. At its meeting on 18 March, the Commission decided to obtain the views 
of the Scientific and Technical Committee on a proposed supplementary research 
and training programme for 1970 before forwarding the relevant draft decision 
to the Council. The project concerns the following activities: 
the in-pile insertion of the MK-5 loop intended for experiments in the 
ESSOR reactor; · 
increased opportunities for irradiation in the High Temperature Gas 
Reactor programme; 
preparatory studies required for development of the SORA pulsed reactor, 
which is to be used for research on condensed state physics; 
study on a target system which will step up the power and neutron yield 
of the linear accelerator at the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements 
(CBNM). 
Altogether, the supplementary programme represents an appropriation 
of 2.25 million u.a., thus bringing the programme total for the financial year 
1970 from 48.63 to 50.88 million u.a. 
41 . The Commission also decided, at its meeting on 4 March, to set up a 
group of high-ranking experts, to prepare an opinion on. the role to be taken 
by the Joint Research Centre (]RC) in the general development of scientific 
research in the Community, in view of the rapid progress of advanced techno-
logy. This opinion will have to contain proposals for fitting the ]RC more 
closely into the general pattern· of research activities within the Community. 
The experts will therefore have to establish all necessary contacts with the natio-
nal authorities, industry and research centres directly concerned. 
' ' 
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At the meeting held by the Commission on L1 March, the following yere
appoin'ted members of the Group: Mr. Ailleret, Deputy Director-General of
Elearicit6 de France, delegate general for scientific and technical problems,
Prof. H. B. G. Casimir, director of the NV Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken research
laboratories, and member of the Board of Management (Raad van Bestuur),
Prof. H. Maier-Leibnirz, director of the Max von Laue-Paul Langevin Institute,
and Dr G. Ruffolo, Secretary for Planning, Budget and Economic Planning
Ministry (Segretario della programmazione 
- 
Ministero del Bilancio e della
programmazione economica). i
, The experts, who have to submit an interim report to the Commission
by the end of May, started their work at once. They were received on 17 March
by Mr.Jean Rey and on L9 March by'Mr. Hellwig, Vice-President of the Com-
mission, in whose presence they held an initial exchange of views.
Di.sserninatibn. of inf orm.ation
42. At a seminar held by ttre Centre for Information and Documentation
(CID) in Luxembourgon2-L3 March, some twenty specialists in nuclear scien'
iifi. do.u*entation from the Community qountries and the United Kingdom,
together with a number of experts from the lnterpational Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), Vienna, met to dicsuss indexing problems.
The nuclear document processing methods developed by the CID make
extensive use of third-generation electronic computers and enable documentation
queries from industry and research workers to be answered very quickly.
'ihir ryrt.- has consequently been adopted by the planners of the world nuclear
documenration systeml (INIS) now being developed by the Vienna Agency,
which is collaborating with the CommissiQn under an'ad. hoc corfitact.
One of the chief purposes of the seilnar held in Luxembourg was to train
rhe experts in certaih tasks which will consist in assigning keywords to original
publications in the context of the INIS proiect.
onZl4March, the cID was represerited at rh€ oEcD-sponsored seminar
in Paris on governmental responsibilities with respect to scientific information
for industrial firms. Commission officials likewise took part in the congress
on plasma physics at Munich. They also held conversations with responsible
officials of the Dutch national centres concerning the setting-up of an interna-
tional "Agriculture" information 'system. ,
In the course of routine 1vork, four'first patent applications were filed,
and L7'patents were granted. The CID circulated two scientific and technical
reports, 32 communications under Article 13 of the Euratom Treaty, and 49
offprints of articles or oral rep6rts.
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ENERGY POLICY
Security of energy supply
43., A meeting of senior officials of the Member states responsible for energy
ma'tters was held in Brussels on L6 and 17 March1970, with M. Vilhelm HafeI-
kamp, member of the Commission, in the chait.
_ 
The subject of the discussion on L6 March was the security of energy
supply in the community. Ir was decided to ser up a'group of e*perts fii
matters concerning security of these supplies. 'In the coming months the
group will meet to examine a report dealing with the srructure of community
supplies from the angle of security and interruptions. As well as preparing
measures'for adoption in the evenr of difficulties, the finishing'touih.i hrui
to be p,t to a new proposal for first guidelines for a commo, 
"n.rgy policy,approved in principle on 13 November 1969 by the council. The ieadiness
of the rnbmber countries to consider security of energy supplies as the object
of a common energy policy was already shown'in the l9G4 protocol of agreement
on energy policy.
on 17 March the experts discussed reporrs on lmports of crude oil, imbort
and export of petroleum products, and investment progtammes in the Commu-
nity's oil industry. The agenda also included thd implementation of the
Council Directive of 20 December 7968 maintaining a minimum level of stocks
of crudd petroleum 'and/or petroleum products and the applicdtion of the
protocol. on the impor of r_efined products from the Naherlands Antilles.
Energlt outl,ook in tbe Conomunity for 1970\
4,' The economic outlook for 1970 is promising, although expansion musr
be expected to slow do#n somewhat, The commission's'annual report.on the
elergy situation inthe communiry, submitted to rhe council on ?3 March1970,
shows that consumption will continue ro gFow at a high raie (i6%) but less
sharply than in 7969, and will reach 766 million tons hce, while total require-
ments-will amount.to 953 million tons hce (+5.1%). The forecasts for 1970 do
not point to any change in the main trends observed for the recenr period, but
certain difficulties of adjustmenr to the economic situation must bi expected.
This applies more parricularly to coking coal and coke. The rechnical
and economic features of the Community's coal industry are such that it canhot
respond to a rapid rise in demand, especially as it is tending to shrink in the
long term. I '
stocks of hard coal and coke are vt'a tatrly low levgl. The stresses
obseri,ed in 1.969 are therefore Iikely to c,ontinue in 1970 r-1.r, supply and
marketing conditions can- be improved, and unless cerrain coals whicli have so
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far been used for fuelling purposes in electric power plants can be sent for
coking. The fall in demand which might develop during the year would permit
a return to more normal supply conditions. The present tension in the coking
coal market also has repercussions on supply to the household sector, notably
in Germany, where certain quantities of coke are used for heating. The use
of other solid fuels, such as coal or lignite agglomerates 
- 
production of which
tends to adjust itself to a temporary rise in demand 
- 
should enable these
requirements to be met in the immefiate future. In the longer term, however,
we must expect to see coice gradually ousted by other fuels in the household
sector.
Lastly, it must not be forgomen that the question of coking coal supplies
for the Community has to be viewed in the context of growing world-wide
demand. Even if, in the long term, supplies appeff to be sufficient, it is to be
feared that temporary shortages will still. make themselves felt.
The problem is not without influence on the supply of conventional
power plant fuels, which is particularly sensitive to price differences between
the energy sources. Within the limits of feasible substitution, and subject to
certain measures taken by the authorities, policy in this sector is based on the
search for the cheapest input calorie. Mixed heating plants give certain pro-
ducers room to maneuvre which is, however, relatively limited in time. To the
extent that certain quantities of coal hitherto used in power plants are sent
to the cokeries instead 
- 
one attraction being the higher selling prices 
- 
there
may be ceffain difficulties in 1.970 concerning the supply of coal for steam
production, leading to a change in the proportion of the various forms of energy
used in thermal pov/er plants. The development of price ratios benveen coal
and its competitors, oil and natural gas, would encourage this trend.
Another factor to consider is that there have recently been exports of
h""oy fuel oils with a low sulphur content to North America, in response to
an increase in demand due to the American requirements as regards atmospheric
pollution. If this movement should gain ground to any extent, it might well
impose an additional stress on the market in fuels for power plants in the Com-
muniry.
Finally, we should remember the existence and influence on the energy
balance-sheet of certain structural factors, the first of which is imports from
non-member countries. Although they cover a growing fraction of require-
ments, the Community is increasingly diversifying its external sources of oil
and natural gas supplies, thus making deliveries more secure. Also, the growing
use of supertankers tends to exert a stabilizing influence on the cost of crude
oil transport and, to a certain extent, on the supply cost. Secondly, natural
gas will continue to penetrate the market and will have an increasing effect on
the sale of other energy forms. In the longer term, the conclusion of contracts
for gas imports from non-member countries is singled out for artention.
5. 1970
Nu'clear ?nerg!
45. On 10 March 1970 theCommission authorized the conclusion of a toll
enrichment contracr berween the supply Agency and the usAEc, on behalf
of Kraftwerk union AG (Kwu). -The contract will be for a total ner quautiry
of 903 kg of uranium 
- 
235, for delivery in L97L and !972. This enriched ,ra-
nium is intended for the construction of the first reactor core of rhe Borssele
nuclear power plant, built by K.WU for NV Provinciale Zeeuwse Electriciteits
Maatschappij at Middelburg, Netherlands.
r
I
*
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46. At its session of 9 to 72 March lgzo, the European parliament adopted
a resolution in which it stated that the First guidelines for a Community .rrirgy
policy constituted a beginning and a suitable framework for the achiluemelnt
of a common energy poli{, and that a common economic policy could not
really be achieved unless the'Council introduced a common.rr"rgy policy based
on the commission's proposals, and urged that the lines adoptei'ai the'Hague
conference should be followed by action in the field of 
"r.rgy policy, wh'ichwas still almost entirely governed by national measures.l
TRANSPORT POLICY
Negoti'ations uitb non-member coun ries concerni.ng tlte AETR
47. At its sessio n of Zo/Z7Marcfi 7970 thecouncil, according to the commu-
niquc issued at the end, "approJed 
" 
mandare to allow the Member stares
to continue negotiations for the conclusion of the AETR (European Agreement
concerning the Work of Crews of Vehicles engaged in Internatironal Road Trans-
porr).
It was understood that this decision did not preiudice the general question
of probedures for the conclusion of international agreemenb r"g"rding trrrrrport.
Furthermore, the council has requested the commission ro submit to it
a proposal for amending the Regulation on the harmonization of certain social
provisions in rhe road transport field (No. 543169)2 so as to ensure that it does
not conflict with the AETR".
Se9- Pan Two, Ch. IV, "European Parliament".
Official gazetteL 63, 19.3.19i0.
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Harmonization of cond.itioas of compailion
48. In accordance,with the Council Regulation ot 26 Jine 1969 onaction by
the Member States with regard tci obligations inherent in the conqept of public
sefvice in ihe (ield of transport by rail, road and inland waterway, and the Coun'
cil Regulation of the sanie date on common rules for stan{ardizing railway
,..ourrrc, the Governments of the Nethedands, Luxembourg, Italy and Belgium
have submitted to the Cbmmission draft memoranda, regulations and decrees
for the purpose of implementing these Community regulations in their respective
States.
The Commission has rendered an Opinion on the draft regulation put
before it by the Luxembourg Government.l
Social barmanizatiotn
49. In accordance with Council Regulation of 25 March 7969 on the harmo-
nization of certain social provisions in the road transport field,-the Luxembourg
Government consulted the Commission concerning arrangements it plans to
make for the implementation of the regulation-
The Commission rendered a favourable Opinion on the draft Grand
Ducal regulation submitted to it.l
Rates lor tbe use of infrastructutes
50. At its sessio n of.26/27 January 1970, thetouncil agreed that the Member
States should carry out calculations to assess the results of applying the proposed
first Council Directive on rhe adjustment of national systems of commercial
vehicle taxation.
The Committee of government experts assisting the Commission in the
co-ordination oi these studies held its first meeting on 12 and 13 March 1970.
In the first place, the experts deSided that the criteria for fixing rates of tax
for the or" of road transport infrastructures will only apply to classified roads
siruated outside built-up areas. They defined the scope'of the directive and laid
down a ryrt"- for ciassifying vehicles by profile. This classification will
be supplemented by a differentiation of vehicles into groups by total laden
weighi, legal category, and area of. operation.
The experts also examined problems concerning the other factors to be
taken into c6nsideration in fixing the taxation structure' viz. taxes on fuels,
I Officidl EazetteL 63, 19.3.1970.
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consumption of fuels and average annual mileage of vehieles. It waS'agreed
that the arrangements to be made at national level for collbcting these various
data will be rrltified to the Cdmmission and studied by the Cori,rmitiee'at its
nexr meeting.
, 
Consulrariae Cornmittee bn TMn$Por, (EEtC Treary Article 83)
51. On 19 March 1970 agroup of rapporteurs completed a report on the ins-
pection system and penalties to apply in conneCtion with the Community regu-
iations on road tt"ntpott. ThiJ ieport is to bb exattined by the Comi,nitteb
at its meetingroe!6 andl7 LpAl7970. :
,'on,..
52.' Dirring its sessiqn of.9 to 12 March t%0 t\eEuropean. Parliament approv-
ed, at the cbnclusion of a tqanspOrt'debaterl a resolution in which it "draWs atten-
tibn once again to the delay in achieving the common transport policy" and qre- 
,
quesrs the Council to establish a suitable agenda containing a list of policy deci-
sions to be taken according to a detailed timetable." In addition, the Parliament
"considered it advisable that a delegation from the Jransport Committee should
meer the Ministers of Transport of the Member States to ascertain whether
a manifest.political,will exists for achieving integration of the European Eans-
port systems.D
REGIONAL POLICY
o;f. :qy aotiaitles '
53. Under Article 56(2 a) of the ECSC Treaty, the Commission adopted a
decision i1f principleon thi granting of a loan for financing an industrial proiect
in. France.
, Id addition, under the same article of th-e ECSC Treaty, the Commission
has received five more applications for loans concerning conversion proiects,
two in- Germany, two in the Netherlands and one in France.
I
Stud,ics
64. The Committee for the LiEge/Belgian LimburglDutch LimburglAachen
frontier region held its .second meeting on 16 March 7970 in Bru5sels, where
it made an initial ,examinatioq'of the invento1y of infrastiuctlues in existence;
1 
'See aEuropean Parliament" (Part Two, Ch. IY).
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in building, or planned. This inventory should make it possible to define the
measures-necessary for_co-ordi4ating both the location of infrasrru6ure opera-
tions and, ially, their timing. Furrhermore, it should enable a list to be
compiled o! existing inadequacies vis-l-vis presenr and foreseeable needs,
with 
-a 
view lto providing the area with transport infrastructures in the medium
and long
The also began work on employment forecasts for 1980.
On 11
tives of the
of the
minary
laid down.
The
Belgium
concerned. It was decided what subiecs should be treated first in the third
phase of study, which deals 
.with the region's developmenr prospects.
SOCIAL POLICY
Empl,oyment
55. At
7970 a meeting took place in Brussels with the represenra-
Government and of the instirutes responsible for the study
ric development of the Friuli-Venezia Giulia region. The preli-
on this study has been approved, and the lines of future resiarch
rup of advisers directing the study on the development of South
on 20 March 7970, together with representatives of the insritute
;sion of 13 March 1969 devoted to social marters, the Council
the Commission's report on correladons befween social policy
Community policies and had asked to be informed of work at
Community level on employment forecasting. The Commission
ion. In the field of economic policy this consists firstly of
sts which, in addition to the quarterly surveys and the economic
coniprise the annual reports on the manpower situation,
made for the purpose of medium-t"r. i.orromic poliry
rr the period from 797'1, to 1975 in the third prograro-", rrow
After the long-tgrm proiections (L970-BO), which are bging
Statistical Office of the European Communities, mention ii
compiled a on the subiect which was forwarded to rhe Council on 12
March L
The fi
States; it gi
sible for
forecasts,
envisaged.
The much shorter, parr lists wirh brief comments the work done
by the Com
short-term fc
had exa
and the
national
budgets, pri
then the
(which will
ln preDaratr
prepared in
70 5.1970
: part of this report concerns the work done by rhe Member
a gener.al sufvey, and information on the national bodies respon-
ing employment forecasts, on the scope and structure of these
the srudies undertaken, the results obtained and improvements
made of the studies of individual industries. The best known are those concern-
ing agriculture, especially the ones which accompanied the "Memorandum on
the reform of agriculture in the European Economic Community" (Mansholt
Memorandum). In the industrial field, the ECSC industries are rhe subjea
of various forecasting studies, such as the General Objectives for steel, covering
five ye4rs. Shipping and shipbuilding, like the nuclear indusrries, have formed
the subiect qf studies which include employment forecasts. The first work
undertaken'in the sphere of regional policy obviously also concenrrates on
employment problems. Several documents and studies have been annexed to
the Commission's report.
56. The conference on employment problems, originally planned for March,
was finally arranged to take place on 27 and 28 April L970 at Luxembourg.
Vocational guid,anoe and training
57. The Consultative Committee on Vocational Training mer at Brussels
on 5 March 170. It rendered a favourable Opinion on twtdrafts concerning
minimum training standards for drivers of road vehicles transporting passengers
and goods, established in accordance with the Council Regulation of 25 March
7969 on the harmonization of certain social provisions in road transpoft.
The future of vocational and technical training in the Community countries
was discussed.
The Committee heard an oral report on th" results of the first seminar
for executives responsible for training, held in Turin from 8 to L2 December 7969.
They emphasized the importance of this seminar, and approved the following
programme f.or 7970, under the arrangements for collaboration with the Turin
Centre
(il Organization of a seminar for supervisory staff from the developing
countries;
(ii) Organization of two seminars ior supervisory staff responsible for training
from the Community countries, intended particularly for people in indus-
try and agriculture.
The meeting ended with the presentation of two reports on the results
of the symposium organized by the Committee of Agricultural Organtzations
in the EEC (COPA) in January 7970 on the aims of vocational training in agri-
cuhure, and on the surveys cirried out by the Statistical Office concerning
education and vocational training (number of teachers at school and university
level 
- 
diplomas and teachers 
- 
adult training),
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Social seaurity
58. its 106th session, on 10 March 197o,the AdministratiVe Coinmittee
for the
arising.
against
in the conte
was carried ,
should i
of these amendments to legislation very closely during several
previous ings, in particular at its 105th session, it had not been able to find
a solution
I Security of Migrant Workers re-examined certain problems
the-entry into {orce of Dulch laws geherally extending insdrance
sickness expenses and concerning disablement insurance, notably
of the proposed revised Regulatioir No.3. The re-examination
because, although the Administrative Committee had studied the
eertain questions. These include revision of benefit if invalidiry
se, under various hypotheses; determination of the burden to be
assumed in of sclerogenous pneumoconiosis when the patibnt, after
having a4 occupation in the Netherlands which could have caused
this disease, rs exposed to risk in other Member States; and various aspects
of compensation for an industrial disease other than sclerogenousof the
is. The competent Council bodies will agairi examine the points
on
the
which unanimous agreement could be reached and which might affect
revised Regulation No. 3.
Healtb protection
, health and medicine
s9. The has published two documents summarizing the results
of research on industrial safety in the iron and steel and coalmining
industries, with a study on jntellectual.work and automation. These
researches ha demonstrated the conditions in which risks of accidents occur,
and thus a basis for new investigations, at present being carried on in
industry, the
cept of relia
4 March the
ject of which is to extend to the man-machine systems the con-
lity used for the technical elements. At a meeting bn 3 and
rch workers studied the possibilities of training for reliability
and the s to be applied.
Two on health in coalmines were held in March. They con-
cerned relating to the second programme on dust control in mines.
On 6 March,
being done by
Essen, a group of experts on epidemiology examined the work
ners. Meis
carried out
On17 18 March, also ai Essen, specialists on dust control producdoa
in coal-setti
Industrial
injection;
valuable data
7i
Steinkohlenbergbauverein on a population of about 11, 000 mi-
were taken to co-ordinate researches of the same kind being
atlEssen, Douai, Hasselt and Cagliari.
took note of the latest developments in the techniqud of seam
visits to the coalface were organized. This meeting yielded
- 5-1970
the next research projects.
Health protection (Euratom)
60, The group of consultant expefts on *prospects of the persorial dosimetry
research pfog;ramme' met at Luxembourg on 2 March to survey the. situation
and define the future lines of pJre Communiry activities unflertaken snce !964
undef several-research contracts. These contraits dealt, in particular, with
the 4nalysi$ of fields of radiation- near emitting sources, the improvemertt o{
pe.rsonal dgsimetry, and nucleai reactions induced in organic tissues.
The programme of future research established following this exchange
of views ensures the continuiry of the work; it will be extended to the study
of special problems requiring co-ordinatpd action at Commrlnity level. This
concerns notably the extension of research to personal dosimetry of neutrons,
and research with'a view to ihe development of new dosimetric methods (iono-
grat'hic method and method based on.exoelectrons).- The desire was expressed
that the Commission dhould continue to play an animating'and co-ordinating
role in this field, so that risearches may be conducted efficiently in collaboration
with the national institutes, avoiding duplication of effort.
Seminar utitb representaiioes
of tbe Union ol Master Craftsmen of tbe EEC
6t. On 3 |[arch 1g7O a seminar, with M. Levi Sandri in the chair, was held
in Brussels witlr the representatives- of the Union .of Maiter Craftsmen of the
EEC (UACEE). This meeting gave occasion foi a thorough disbussion of the
social situation of craftsmen in the, Q6p6rrnisy. Reports'on the situation
in the member countries were presented by UACEE representatives. In'addition,
the problem.of adaptation of vocational training and furthei tqaining of crafts-
men to Community requirements was raised, and also the problem of CommF-
nity employment policy, the UACEE's attitude to tlie reform of the European
Social Fund, and the social security of travelling self-employed craftsmen.
It was alreed that these contacts.should bp regularly maintained and that a
meeting should be held everf six months.
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TTI. EXTERNAL RELATIONS
ENLARGEMENT OF TI-IE COMMI.'NITY
62. The ,tications of certain non-member countries for membership of
the were thoroughly discussed during March 7970, and the Council
tion to them at fwo sessions.gave qlose
basis for ion which had been decided upon at the Hague Conference,.
the Council, the basis of the report submitted to it by the Commirtee of
Permanent tives, arrived at common conclusions regarding the pro-
blems of transitional period." It instructed the Committee to examine
the dum forwarded by the Commission on this subject, and to submit
il for its next session any comments arising from examination ofto the
that
"The
The co
that "in the
vartous I
procedure,
re-examine
muniqud published after the Council session of 5 March states
of the preparatory work for establishment of a common
also exchanged views on the adaptations to be made to the
in line with possible enlargement,-and on the negotiation
instructed the Committee of Permanent Representatives to
problems in the light of the discussions that have taken place."
during its session of.2O/21March, the Council 'established
its agenda
work for
the coming sessions so as to be able to terminare the preparatory
,TIONS WITH TI{E ASSOCIATED STATES
EEC/ AASM' and, EEC/ OCT,4ssociation
Yaound6
63. By
fying the
end of March twelve States had deposited their instruments rati-
Association Convention between the European Economic Com-
munlty and Associated African States and Madagascar, which was signed
atY on 29 luly 1969. These were: rhe Cenrral African Republic,
Mali, Gabon, Togo, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mauritania, Niger,
:r Volta, and Cameroon.Dahomey,
At its
resolution i
ession of. 9 to 12 March 1970 the European Parliament passed a
which it asked that this ratification should take place as quickly
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as possible and "hopes that, under the new Convention, the Member states
will increase their efforts to open their markets still more to the products of
theAfrican states and Madagascar." Finally, the resolution ,t or.d the impor-
tance of the problems arising from industrializaaonof the Associated Statesind
the means to be used t6 speed it up.l
Overseas Countries and Territoiies
64. During the same session, the European Parliament held a debatd on the
renewal of the decision regarding the association of the Overseas Countries
and Territories, which is to come into force at the same time as the *yaound6 II"
convention. At the end of this debate, the Parliarnent passed a resolurion
approving the draft decision worked out by the Commission and already exa-
mined by the council. The Parliamenr was pleased to find in this te).r more
flexible means of action which should faciktaie,in particular, aid by the EDF",
and considered "as positive the intention shown by the community to grarrt
an import system more favourable than formerly to the agricultural prodo.ts
of the Overseas Countries and Territories."
European Development Fund
Visits and meetings
65'. on 9 March tgTo a surinam delegation led by M. J.F. Essed, Minister
9f the Plan, accompanied by Dr. J.v.D. Polanen, Ministei plenipotenti ary of
surinam in The Hague, and various officials, was received by M. Rochereau,
member of the commission and chairman of the Development Aid Group,
in order to discuss plans for financing proiects in surinam from the third EDF.
on 10 March, M. Rochereau received the Minister of Finance of the
Netherlands ,Antilles, M. S.G. Rozendal, accompanied by M. F.D. Tromp,
IMjnisler'of Development. During this visit, the agreement for financirig tfre
wharf in Bonaire was signed.
A mission led by M..J. Ferrandi, Deputy Director-General, Director of
the EDF, visited senegal from 4 to 72 March, for the purpose of making final
arrangements for the schemes to be financed from the third EDF. Furtheimore,
two- representatives of the EDF took part in a conference on stock-breeding
in the Entente counrries held at Niamey, Niger, from 5 to L0 March
Membqrs of the EDF Committee (consisting of representarives of 
.the six
Member states) made a second journey ftom L2 to 26 March. The comminee
r See oEuropean Parliament" (Part Two, Ch. IV).
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mem6ers
Mali and
They'saw
fivided into two groups, one of which visited Upper Volta,
, the other Gabon and the Democratic Republic of Congo.
lnost important EDF projects. Meetings with the A-frican Heads
of State the opportunity for constructive discussions on the develop-
ment in the countries visited.
New fin ncing d'ecisions
66. On
resoruces
March L970 the Commission approved the financing from the
the first EDF of a social infrastructure scherde (second part) con-
girls' secondary school of Ste-Marie de Cocody, Abidjan, Ivorycerning.
Coast. amount involved is Frs. CFA 130 million, or about 468 000 u.a.
of this scheme was financed by the Commission under the first EDF
ot l337 000 u.a. It was completed i! 1967 and enabled the sphool
The first
to an
to start ing. The financing of the-second part will inake it possible to
build ion-for the teachers, an administrptive building, a gymnasium
and some classrooms. rU7ith these extensions the school will be
able to 800 pupils, including 4b0 boarders.
, the tommission, having received an r.ugent request frbm
Niger, deci on 25 March 197A to approve the grant, from the balance of
the fust F, of emergency aid to combat a serious epidemic of meningitis
in that cou . This aid will take the form of provision of medicines and
rePfesents CFA 18 million, or 65 000 u-a.
System fot of certain products originating from the AASM and OCT
67. The Association Convention between tfe European Economic
Community and the Associated Afiican States and Madagascar provides that,
for prodircts coming uhder a common-organization of the market
- 
and the Associated States are economically interested in exporting
them 
- 
the muniry fixes an import system for the AASM products which
ls more than the one generally applied to the same products from
non-mem countrres.
sulting the
at its sessions of L6/I8 and 20/2L March, the Council, after con-
ssociated States, approved several regulationsl concerning the im-
applicable to beef and veal, oleaginous products, rice and
ucts processed from fruit and vegetables (notably preserved
pineapple iuice], goods coming under the Requlation of.28 
-May
poft a
L 65,21.3.7970 and L 68, L5.3.7970.
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broken fice,
pineapple
r Officid
7.6
19691 (in particular, tapioca and chocolate preparations), products processed
from cereals and rice (mainly products derived from manioc), and also approved
some measures of exemption concerning the import into the French Overseas
Departments of certain agricultural products 
- 
beef and veai'and rice 
- 
from
the AASM.
These regulations are valid until 31 December 1970. However, if the
new Yaoundd Convention comes into force by 1 January 1971, the import
arrangements concerned will remain applicable until 31 lanaary L975. The
regulations approved by the Council embody a number of improvements on
the existing situation.
The new import arrangements also apply to the Overseas Countries and
Territories associated with the Community.
Training and seminars
58. Under the programme dealing with problems of the Association, three
seminars were held 
- 
at Brussels, Leeuwarden (Netherlands), and Matera
(Italy) 
- 
f.ot 770 African students from France and Germany. Another seminar
on the same theme was held at Brussels for 18 students of diplomacy from the
Carnegie Endowment at. Geneva.
RELATIONS WITH NON-MEMBER COIJNTRIES
United, Srates
Visit by a Commission delegation to Washington
69. At the invitation of the United States Government, a Commission dele-
gafion, headed by M. J.F. Deniau,paid a visit to Washington fuom2 to 5 March
1970 to have talks with the Administration on subjects of common interest.
M. Deniau was accompanied by M. E.P. Wellenstein, Director-Geneial for
External Trade.
The visit, which comprised a series of meetings with politicians and senior
officials responsible for economic and commercial matters, led to broad discus-
sion of questions relating to the application of tariff preferences for industrial
products from the developing countries, to the EEC association agreements and
to various agricultural and industrial problems.
1 Official Eazette L 741, 12.6.1969 and L 3L7, 78.12.7969.
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70.
the
the
At its
Enrichment
's negotiations with the British authorities for the extension of
Lited Kingdom Agreement for Co-operation, which will expire
on3Fe 7971,. The Council hopes that this Agreement will be extended
without a for a term of two years. The Commission immediately
' entered negotiations wifh the British authorities.
of uranium by ultracentrifuging
, Uhited, Kingdom
Kingdom Agreemeit for Co-operatlon
of 2/3 March 1970 the Council adopted the directives for
ng consulted by the German and Netherlands Governments
103 of the Euratom Trcaty (which stipulates that "A Member
invitation of the Norwegian Government, M. Raymond Barre,
t of the Commission, visited Norway on 16 and t7 March.
77.
under
72. At
vi
and by M.
sion. M. ,
Norwegian
A-fter
State shall municate to the Commission any draft agreement or convention
with a third "), the Commission gave these two Governments its opinion
on the concluded with the United Kingdom and signed at Almelo
(Netherl on 4 March.
Norutall
Barre in Norway
M. Barre received in audience by H.M. King Olav V of Norway and had
talks with Prime Minister, M. Per Borten, and several members of the
He also made contact,with leading figures in economic and finan.
cial circles.
Minister for Industrial Affairs visits the Commission
72. M. Valter Rostoft, Norwegian Minister for lndustrial Affairs,
was on 6 March L970 by M. Jean Rey, President of the Commission,
The
Martino and M. Guido Colonna, members of the Commis-
was accompanied by H.E. Jahn Halvorsen, Head of the
to the European Communities. The discussions covered
relations Norway and the Community, particularly in connection with
the of negotiations for enlargement. M. Rostoft also took the oppor-
,lain his country's position with regard to the oNprdek" project.g'nity to
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Austria
74. At its session of 20 and 2l March, the Council heard a report by the
Chairman of the Committee of Permanent Representatives on the progress of
the work on the Community's relations with Austria following the recent
lodging by the Commission o( a memorandum concerning an arrangement
with this country. The Council instructed the Committee to examine the Com-
miss.ion's memorandum and to submit a report to it at the session in May.
Spain
75. The eighth round of negotiations with Spain took place'in Brussels from
9 to t2 March 1970. At, its close the heads of the two delegations noted that
the negotiations had reached their end. The delegations agreed to communi-
cate the results to their respective authorities for approval and in view of the
final procedures for conclusion.
-
' Maha
76. Following the request of the Maltese Goverirment, the Council decided
on 6 March 1970 to ask the Commission to enter into negotiations with this
country. The subject of the agreement would be the gradual removal, with
due respect fbr the provisions of GATT, of obstacles to the main items of
trade between the Community and Malta. It was decided that the first session
of negotiations would take place in Brussels on7,8 and 9 April.
Yugosl,ruk
77. The BEC-Yugoslavia trade agreement, signed in Brussels on 19 March,l
will enter into force on 1 May 1970,the contracting parties having on the same
day notified the completion of the hecessary procedures.z
Algeria 
l
78. M. Layachi Yaker, Minister of Commerce of the Algerian Republic,
accompanied by Ambassador Boualem Bessaih, Head of the Algerian Mission
to the European Communities, was received on 16 Marchl%0 by President Rey
and by M. Martino and M. Deniau, members of the Commission. The discus-
sion dealt with relations between Algeria and the Community, particularly
Bulletin 47O,Pan One, Ch. II and official gazetteL 58,73,3.Ly70;.
Official gazette L 67, 24.3,L970.
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in connection with the prospects of negotiating a4 agreement between the two
parties. M. Yaker took this opportunity to explain his country's position with
regard to the Communiry.
United, Arab Republic
79. Following the exploratory talks with the United Arab Republic on 25 and
26 November 1969, the Commission submitted a report to the Council setting
out the results of these conversations. The UAR had asked, on 1,7 September
L969, tor the conclusion of a preferential trade agreement with the Community.
Cyprus
80. On L3 March l9T0thePresident of the Commission, M. Jean Rey, received
M. Spiros Kiprianou, Cypriot Minister for Foreign Affairs. M. Kiprianou
was accompanied by H.E. Polys Modinos, Head of the Mission of Cyprus to the
European Communities. "The discussion between M. Kiprianou and M. Rey
took place in a very friendly atmosphere and enabled an examination to be
made of the position of Cyprus both in the context of relations berween the
Community and the Mediterranean countries and with the prospect of the
Communiry being enlarged, especially as regards United Kingdom membership,"
stated the communiqud published at the end of this conversation.
lapan
Exploratory talks between the Community and Japan
81. On 23 March 7970 the Commission submitted to the Council a reporr
drawn up at the close of the talks in Tokyo from L6 to 2L February between
the Japanese Government and a delegation of senior Cominission officials
led by M. J.F. Deniau, member of the Commission, to explore the possibilities
of starting trade negotiations between the Community and lapan, as the Com-
mission was authorizeA to do by the Council Decision of 10 November 1969.1
The Commission's report shows the interest of the Communiry and Japan
in the normalization of their trade relations and the reinforcement of their
economic co-operation. It emphasizes the importance of these matters for
greater liberalization of world trade between the industrialized countries.
r Bulletin 4-70r-Pan Two, sec. 77.
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!(hile hoting that the points of view of the two parties will have to be brought
still closer together, the Commission recommended to the Council, in pursuance
of Article 113(3), that it be authorized to open trade negotiations with Japan.
The Community's participation in the Osaka'Exposition
82. On 25 March 1970, the anniversary of the signing of the Treaties of
Rome, a "Europe Day" was celebrated at the 1970 Vorld Exposition. The
European Community, which is participating in this E4rosition (its pavilion
was inaugurated on 15 March, the opening day of Expo t970), was represented
on this occagion by M. Pierre Harmel, President-in-office of the Council,
M. Jean Rey, President of the Commission, M. A.M. Donner, representative
of the President of the Court of Justice (of which he is a former President),
M. Albert Copp6 and M. Edoardo Martino, members of the Commission, and
M. Christian CalmBs, Secretary-General of the Council.
On 23 March, M. Harmel and M. Rey were received in audience by
His Imperial Majesty Emperor Hirohito. The members of the European Com-
munities delegation met M. Eisaku Sato, the Prime Minister. On the same
day, M. Rey, M. Coppd and M. Martino were received by M. K. Aichi, Minister
of Foreign Affairs of lapan. Lasdy, on ?J March, President Rey paid a visit
to the Depury Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Latin Amerioa
83. The Commission has submitted to the Council a report on the explora-
tory talks held with Argentina between November 1969 and January 7970
which dealt with Argentina's request for the opening of negotiations for a trade
agreement with the Community. The report contains a drak Council decision
concerning the opening of these negotiation's
84. The Commission has further submitted to the Council a memorandum
concerning a request from Uruguay also dealing with the opening of negotiations
to conclude a trade agreement with thdCommunity.
85. A delegation of the Caribbean Free Trade Association (CARIFTA) led
by M. L.F. Collymore, ministerial counsellor, acting chargd d'affaires of the
Jamaican Mission to the EEC, visited the Commission on 17 March 197-0.
In connection with the possibility of the United Kingdom becoming a member
of the Commlnify, the representatives of CARIFTA described various problems
which such membership.would entail for the exports of the countries of the
Association and were interested in the nature and working of certain association
agreements concluded by the Community and African States. The Commission's
representadives provided the CARIFTA delegation with all the relevant infor-
mation and explanations.
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GATT
Community agreements with Tunisia and Morocco
86. The GATT working pafty examining the agreements between the Com-
munity and Tunisia and Morocco has framed a report for the GATT Council,
setting out the different opinions expressed on the compatibility of the agree-
ments examined with the General Agreement, in particular Article XXIV
(4 and 5).
Thus, the signatories declared their political will to achieve the aim of
creating free trade areas, which is confirmed by the preamble to the,agreements
and by the provisions for their renewal on wider bases. They felt that the
agreements are "provisional,' within the ineaning of Article XXIV(S c), and
that their examination should be carried out on the basis of the following
considerations which characr,erize these agreements as regards Article XXIV:
the continuity of historical links, the need to harmonize these finks with the
achievement of freedom of movement within the Community, the objective of
"free trade areas" incorporating this continuity and harmonization, and the
special situation arising from the difference in respective levels of development
of the parties. \ -
Some members of the working parry supperted the above opinion; orhers
maintained that the agreements are outside the framework of paragraphs 4
to 9 of. Article XXIV, in particular in the absence of any plan or programme,
which makes it impossible to determine whether the provisional agreements are
likely to lead to the establishment of free trade areas reasonably soon. Other
members expressed doubts on the validity of the legal arguments of the parties to
the agreem6nti, but they felt that the Contracting Parties should take into
consideration tJre historical foundations of these two instruments.
The report setting out the different points of view expressed will be exa-
mined by the GATT Council at one of its forthcoming meetings.
L January t97O 
- 
31 December 7974.
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Establis brneu t and. i.mplernentation
t the eon nton oon n ercial pol,icy
Commercial agfeements: tacit renewal, prorogation or derogation
87 . At its session of ), and 3 March,1970, the Council, (cing on a Commission
proposal, authorized the Benelux countries to open negotiarions with a view
. to. concluding a long-term commercial, agreement with Hungary, for-the period
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Specifi,o oommere,inl pol,i.cy matters
Textiles
88 . On 20 Marc h 1,97lthe Council approved the exchange of letters concluding
an EEC/Pakistan agreement on trade in silk and cotton fabrics woven on
handlooms. Under this agreement, Pakistan can benefit from the nil-duty
tariff quotas established by the Community autonomously, erga omnes, and
totalling one million u.a. for each category of products. They will, however,
be able to benefit from these quotas only on presentation to the Community
customs authorities of a certi.ficate from the recognized instances of the country
of origin stating that the fabrics in question are haqd-woven.,
COMMODITIES AND WORLD AGREEMENTS
Cereal,s
89. At its session ot 16/78 March 1970,the Council formally agreed its deci-
sionl concluding the two conventions on wheat trade and food aid, which consti-
tute thb two aspects of the International Grains Arrangement, signed in 7967.
By virtue of a .Co-uncil decision of.24 O*ober 790, these two conventions were
signed by the six Member States and the Cominunity as such, subjdct to.a
subsequent conclusion (which has just been reached) once the constitutional
and institutional procedures indispensable for the ratification and acceptance
of the International Arrangement were completed.
As this Arrangement is to expire on 30 June 1971, the problem of its re-
newal will arise very shortly. The International Wheat Council intends to exa-
mine this problem at its session in June 1970, :ur.the light of unofficial consulta-
tions'between now and then in which the principal exporting and importing
countries (including EEC Member States) have been invited to participate.
Coff ee
90. The Conrmission took paft in the 16th session of the International Coffee
Council. This extraordinary session, convened from L0 to 18 March 1970
at the request of certain consumer countries, ended already on 14 March without
any decision having been taken on the main point on the agenda, examination
of the situation in the international coffee market.
1 Official gazeieL 66,23.3.1970.
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For the consumer countries, the reason for this special meeting was the
need for measures to ensrue that the market is sufficiently supplied with the
qualities desired and at fair prices, bearing in mind the'coniiderable, rapid
price rises over the last six months.
It was soon apparent, especially after a joint proposal by Brazil and
Columbia (the rwo most important exporting members) that a compromise
solution was very difficult to define. These countries wished to maintain
the present price level but also to combine the possible measures to be taken
for the end of the 7969/70 coffee year with those to govern the following yeat.
The participants had therefore to bow to the f.a* that the points of view of
the importing and exporting countries could not be approximated sufficiently
on these fwo essential problems.
The deep divergences noted in the appreciation of the situation on the
market are unlikely to make it easier to find a solution for the next coffee year
at the summer session of the International Coffee Council.
TTIE COMMI.'NITY AND THE DEVELOPING COI.JNTRIES
Prepmatory Comrmi,ttee for tbe Second, UN Deoelopnoent Decade
91,. The Preparatory Committee held its Sth session in New York from
Z4February to 13 March 1970underthe chairmanship of M. Chtourou (Tunisia).
frher 6. number of. ddmarches, the Committee invited the European Economic
Community by unanimous decision to take part immediately, and as a Commu-
nity, as an observer. This participation has been put on a permanent
basis.
The Committee met only a few days after the end of the 3rd part of the
9th session of the UN Trade and Development Board (UNCTAD). The inten-
tion of the Chairman of the Commiffee, basing himself particularly on the report
drawn up during this session and on the contributions of the Specialized Agencies
and the report of the Committee for Development Planning, ,was to finalize
a dratt report to the United Nations General Assembly. After very lively
discussions the Committee drew up a draft report which constitutes, as it
were, a preliminary plan of international development strategy for the
seventies.
This draft report, which must be definitely finalized at the Committee's
6th session (from 11 to 29 May in New York), would be presented at the 25th
session of the UN General Asserpblli after examination in the meanwhile by the
United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
5 - t970
Food, Aid.
92. In March several Community operations relating both to cereals and
milk products were the subject of Council decisions adopted on Commission
proposals.
As part of its programme of food aid (cereals) for 1969/70,the Community
will supply as gifts 10 000 tons of cereals to Sudan, the equivalent of 60 000 tons
of common wheat (in the form of flour) to Indonesia, 15 000 tons of unprocessed
cereals tb Niger (10 000 tons of common wheat and 3 311 tons of flour) and
the equivalent of 14 000 tons of common wheat (9 272 tons of flour) to Ceylon.
Decisions to this effect were take4 by the Council at its sessions ot2/3,1.6/18 and
20/27 March. It should be noted that Sudan was included in,the implementing
plan of the 1969/70 programme 
- 
drawn up by the Council in November 19691
- 
which thus provides for twelve Community cereals aid operations.
Three agreements have been concluded between the Community and the
International Committee of the Red Cross. The first two, which were signed
in Brussels on 25 March 1970 as a result of decisions by the Council at its
session ot 20 and2L March, provide for the supply of 3 000 tons of skim milk
powder and a quantiry of products equivalent to 4 500 tons of unprocessed
cereals for humanitarian operations on behalf of disaster-stricken peoples.
The third, which implements a decision by the Council on 20 January 1970,2
concerns the supply of 500 tons"of gruel aird 3 000 tons of soup to thc victims
of the Nigerian ionflict.
Lastly, under two agreementss approved by the Council on 6 March L970
and signed on !9 March, the Community has agreed to supply to the Vorld
Food Program \20 000 tons of skim milk powder and 35 000 tons of butter oil
as aid for developing countries.
As emerges from a repll to a written question from M. Dulin (France),
member of the European Parliament, the Commission is also studying "the
possibiliry of supplying as food aid further quantities of butter and skim milk
powder to developing countries". "The Communiry has received food aid
requests for these products to a total equivalent to 133 297 tons of butter and
36150 tons of skim milk powder. These requests are at present the subject
of a Commission study. Bearing in mind the factors which this study will
bring to light and the foreseeable development of the Community market
in the products in question, the Commission is drawing up a proposal to the
Council with a view to establishing a new Community food aid Programme
for these products."
Bulletin t-70,Part Two, sec. 85.
lbid.3:70, Part Two, sec. 80.
Official gazette L 59, 14.3.197 0.
tbid. c33,21.3.7970.
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THE COMMI.JNITY AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Interimational, Atomio Energlt Ageney
93. The Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty came into force on 5 March 1,970,
when the number of ratifications reached the figure stipulated in {,rticle IX
of the Trcaty to allow the latter ro come into foice. The 180-day time-limit
within which the negotiations on agreements for guarantees befween the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the states not armed with nuclear
weapons which filed their instruments of ratification before 5 March musr open
began on this same date.
DIPTOMATIC RELATIONS OF THE COMMI.JMTIES
94. On 5 March 1970 the President-in-office of the Council and the President
of the Commission received H.E. Polys Modinos (Cyprus) and, on 6 March1970,
H.E. Sean Kennan (Ireland), who presenred their letters of credence as Heads
of the Missions of their respecive countries to the European communiries.
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IV. ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTIONS
EUROPEAN PENTH.N,IE,NT
The Parliament met from 9 to 72 Marchl in Strasbourg. ffier electing
its officers and sening up its Committee it listened to statements by M. Rey,
President of the Commission, on the Third General Report on the Activities of
the Communities in 1969 and M. Levi Sandri, Vice-President of the Community,
on the developpent of the social siruadon in the Community in 1969. After
hearing M. Harmel, President-in-office of the Council, the Padiamgnt again
emphasized that, in the framework of its budgetary powers, it should be able
to vote on the whole o{ the Cominunities' budget. [t also defined its position
with regard to the common energy policy and, following an exchange of views
with the President-in-office of the Council, adopted a resolution on the common
transport pblicy. Discussions were also held on the results of the work of the
Parliameniary Conference of the Association and on several questions concerning
the OCT, tariff preferences for Spain and Israel, competition and agricultural
matters.2
Constituent session of the European Parliament (10 March)
Before the President of the Parfiament was elected, M. Cantalupo (Liberal,
Italy), the oldest member, made a speech on the.development of the European
Communities. He hoped that henceforth no individual or national interest
would impede the efforts on behalf of unity and close co-operation within
the Community which had entered upon a dynamic phase. After expressing his
pleasure at the positive development of relations between the Parliament,
the- Council and the Commission, M. Cantalupo hoped that the Community
would acquire a force of 'attractioh strong enough to draw new members to it.
The Parliament then proceeded to choose its officers. The following
were elected by acclamation:
President: M. Scelba (Christian Democrat, Italy)
Vice-Presidents: M. Be,hrendt (Socialist, Germany), M. Rossi (Liberal, France),
M. Terrenoire (UDE, France), M. Fwrler (Christian Democrat, Germany),
M. Corona (Socialist, Italy), M. Merchiers (Liberal, Belgium), M. Schuiit
( Christian D emocrat, Netherlands), M. W o b lf art (Sociahst, Luxembo.urg).
I The full texts of the resolutions adopted by the Parliament at this session are published in
olhcial gazette C 40, 3.4.L970.
a This summary record is taken mainly from oParlement europden 
- 
i#ormation", published
by the European Parliament,3-7970 (French text).
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The Italian Communist members did not participate in the election.
M. Scoccimarro (Communist, ltaly) protested against the discriminarion shown
towards these parliamentarians in electing the officers, despite the decisive
influence they had not only,in Italy but throughout Europe.
After his elecdon M. Mario Scelba thanked the Parliament for its confi-
dence and reialled that it wanted to be the controller of the executive organs
and the interpreter of thp public opinion of the Member Srates of the Communiry.
Mlle Flesch (Liberal, Luxembourg) was appointed general rapporreur on
the Third General Report on the Activities of the Communities in 1969.
The Parliament norninated the members of the parliamentary committees,
which then elected their officers.
Report on the Activities of the Communities in L969 (10 March)
M. Rry, President of the Commission, presented to the Parliament the
Third General Report on the Activities of the Communities in 1969. M. Rey
first drew the Par[ament's attention to the rich content of the Report, which
showed the increase in the Commission's responsibilities, ro the chapter on the
effects of the integration policy, to the economic and social situation of the
Community and the Member States, to the problems of regional policy and the
positive action of the Court of Justice with regard to the progress of Communirylaw. Concerning regional policy the Commission has wondered whether
"in our attempts to press forward integration we are not perhaps already
tempted to take too many executive decisions at the centre and whether some
of them could not be more often left either to the Member Srates or to rhe
regions."
M. Rey then made a few observations suggested by his reading of the
General Report; he stressed the growing importance which public opinion
anached to the effects of integration. "The question as to what kind of Europe
we are going to live in is being asked more and more'. Young people were
particularly sensitive to this problem. M. Rey also thoughr rhat, with the pros-
pect of enlargement, and bearing in mind the number of administrative tasks
which increasingly weigh on the Community, the institutional machinery
should be reviewed and streamlined. President Rey's third remark concerned
the decision-making procedures. After emphasizing that the unanimity requi-
rement was paralyang the Community's work in several fields, M. Rey said
it was impossible for us "to imagine intellectually, politically and reasonably
that in the day-to-day running of the Communiry 
- 
an enlarged Community
of ten 
- 
the unanimiry rule could be maintained." If we wanted to transpose
to a mechanism involving ten members "the un-fortunate Luxembourg a1ree-
ments on the taking of decisions unanimously, we can give up enlargement or
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give up the Community;'we have the choice between the two,'l continued the
President of the Comrnission. In conclusion, M. Rey hoped that the Parliamenr
would pay heed to these few considerations.
/
Report on the Development of the Social Situation in the Community in 7969
(11 March)
When M. Leui Sandri, Vice-President of the Commission, presented the
Commission's report to the Parliament he gave an overall picture of the social
policy results obtained in the Member States and in the Communiry in the
course of the last'twelve years. After quoting several figures relating in parric-
ular to the gross national product and hourly wages, M. Levi Sandri noted
the favourable trend of the siruation in the Communiry due to the action of
the Parliaments, the Governments and both sides of industry, as well as to the
stage-by-stage completion of the Common Market and to the specific social
operations initiated by the European institutions.
In the future, more resolute social action was required in order to cope
with the new and complex problems which the very success of the Common
Market had helped to create and to find a solution for the problems posed
by modern industrial society. "The achievement of greater coherence between
economic maffers and social matters becomes more and more urgent as we
proceed along the road to integration and internal and international competition
increases," stated M. Levi Sandri. After having emphasized respec for human
dignity and personality, M. Levi Sandri announced that the Commission was
drawing up a document which would endeavour to present for the next ten
years a set of social objectives concerning not only the world of labour but also
the living conditions of the individual.l
M. Mtiller (Christian Democrat, Germany) Chairman of the Comminee
on Social Affairs and Health Protection, hoped that, with regard ro furure
prospects, the Commission would take account of the suggestions made by the
Committee during its recent discussion with M. Levi Sandri at Val Duchesse.
Establishment of "own resources" and budgetary powers of the Parliamant
(11 March)
"'!7hen all is said and done, the budgetary law of which a glimpse may
be obtained through the Council's communiqu6s, could be considered provi-
sionally acceptable if the Parliament also had the power, which exists in all
the Member States, of rejeaing the budget in toto." Thus M. Spdnale (Socia-
1 See Part One, Ch. tr.
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list, France), Chairman of the Committee for Finance and Budgets, when he
presented his interim repor,t, which contained a proposal for a resolution adopted
by the Pzrl;t:'r. 
its budgetary powers the parliamenr observed that ..pro-
gress has been achieved in the Council," thanked the Commission for its support
and noted that the Council had opened the dialogue with the Parliament.
However, "the Parliament considers it indispensable that, in the definitive
period, it should have tlie right, at the end of the procedure and if there are
serious objections, to reject the draft budget as a whole in order to elicit new
budgetary proposals" (sec. 5 of the Resolution). Furthermore, '1the provisions
which will be adopted by the Council cannot be deemed to be sacrosanct, as
this first achievement only matks the beginning of. a period developing towards
the complete financial independence of the Communities and the widening of
the Parliament's powers." Thus, Article 201 of the EEC Treaty will have to
be amended one day in order to permit "by means of Community procedures,
the adaptation of the common resources to the needs of the common policies."
Lastly, the Parliament "reserves the right to adopt a definite attitude towards
the provisions laid down by the Council when it has full knowledge of the
legal texts submitted to the national parliaments for ratification."
During the debate, M. Harmel, Prdsident-in-office of the Council, des-
cribed the result of the Council's most recent work concerning the budgetary
powers of the Parliament.
In connection with the Padiament's request concerning its power to reject
the budget completely, M. Harmel emphasized the difficulties noted by the
Council: Should phases of discussion between the Parliament and the Council
be added at the risk of delaying the final adoption of the budget ? Vould
it not be better to devote the shuttling back and forth to efforts to reach mutual
agreement as a decisive debate was to take place between the Parliament
and the Council during the fourth and last phase ? Furthermore, a suggestion
made by M. Spdnale could stimulate this dialogue still more. It concerned the
possibility for the Parliament to propose reductions in appropriations in order
to elicit fuller informarion from the Council.
Concerning direct election to the Parliament, M. Harmel informed the
latter that the Council had agreed that its President-in-office would have to
make the desired contacts with the Parliament.
M. Westerterp (Christian Democrat, Netherlands) and M. Burger (Socia-
Iist, Netherlands) approved the above-mentioned resolution on behalf of their
political gtoups and hoped that a generally acceptable solution would be
found for the question of the final adoption of the budget. M. Habid Deloncle
(UDE, France) emphasized the efforts made by his group in order to reach
a unanimous agreement and said that they were satisfied with the decisions
taken by the Council. The right of the Parliament to vote on the whole of
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the budget must,not have the effect of stripping the Council of its powers.
The future development of the Parliament's powers must not be isolated from
the development of the Community at large and must therefore be studied in
the perspective of its wideniirg.' M. Tribowlet (France), Chairman of the
UDE G'roup, recalled the importange of the unanimity rule for Cornmuniry
decisions. The concessions which had enabled unanimity to be attained with
regard to the Parliament's budgetary powers were made because everyone was
convinced that this was the only means of getting Europe to make true progress.
Lastly, M. D'Angelosante (Communist, Italy) considered it unthinkable that
the powers given up by the national parfiaments should be transferred to the
Council. M. Bbrsani (Christian Democrat, Italy) emphasized for his part
that, in spite of some darker sides, it could be seen that the building of Europe
was continuing.
M. Coppd, member of the Commission, recalled that the latter had
always supported the Parliament in its efforts to obtain increased budgetary
powers. The solutions selected were not sacrosanct, as the financial indepen-
dence of the Communities was only at its beginning.
M, ITarmel, President,in-office of the Council, replied to the various
speakers and stressed the difficulties which would arise if the Parliament'hed
power to reject.the budget in its entirety.
Common energy policy (11 March)
In his report, presented on behalf of the Committee on Research, Energy
and Atomic Pioblems, M. Leemans (Christian Democrat, Belgium) examined
the present situation of the Community's energy industry in its interdependence
with the phenomena which occur outside, laid down the irnper4tive requirements
of the energy policy, and gave a new political interpretation of the Community's
tasks.
. In a resolurion the Parliament noted that during the Comrnunity's transi-
tional period it had not been possible to establish a common energy poliry.
Thanks to the existence of abundant supplies of energy, the absence of a common
policy had not had serious consequences. The Parliament gave warning against
the disintegrating effect resulting from isolated commercial policy actions
pursued by certain Member States in the energy se*or and recalled the aims
and principles of a common energy policy drawn up in L9A and still valid.
In thi pommission Memorandum on the First Guidelines for a Community
Energy Policy, the Parliament saw a first step and an appropriate framework
for implementing such a policy. The Parliament agreed that effect should
be given to the proposals contained in the chapter concerning the forecasts
necessary for implementing a poliry embracing all energy sectors. It would
only be possible to assess the real scope of. the suggestions in the other chapters
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when the Commission had presented concrere proposals. Furthermore, the
Parliament considered that a common economic policy would only be truly
implemented if the Council introduced a common energy poliry based on the
Commission's proposals. In this connection, it expressed satisfaction at
the recent steps taken by the CommissioF concerning the communication of
investment proiects of Community interest in the oil, natural gas and electricity
sectors and of the programmes for the import of oil and natural gas as well
as at the arrangements which have just been made for three years on the subject
of coal policy. Lastly, the Parliament welcomed the guidelines of the Hague
Conference and strongly insisted that effect should be given to them in the
energy policy field, which remained almost exclusively governed by national
measufes.
During the discussion which preceded the adciption of the resolution,
M. Nol (Italy), speaking on behalf of the Christian Democrat Group, referred
to the problem of oil and natural gas and hoped that encouragement in the form
of economic aids would be given to Community enterprises so that they might
be iirdependent of the non-member countries.
M. Radoux (Belgium), on behalJ of the Socialist Group, asked that the
Community should dovetail its action intci a general economic policy and
that it should go ahead. The decisions calculated to adapt the national policies
to European requirements must be t4ken; the notion of competition, on which
an energy policy must be based, taking into account the policy of the large oil
companies, must be defined; the co-ordination of national policies must be
gradually replaced by Community machinery for decision and acrion in the
true sense and, finally, all the necessary arrangements made to ensure the
Community's long-term raw materials supplies.
On behalf of the Liberal and allied Group,M. Hougardy (Belgium) empha-
sized that in Europe there was no monopoly of transport by oil pipeline and that
care should be taken not to disturb the balance of competition between the
various enterprises in the market. The introduction of tax incentives was
preferable to any other measure based on'purely asbitrary distinctions between
European and non-European companies. Initiative and competition were
the fundamental and irreplaceable factors of the Community's expansion.
The Commission's chief aim was to remove the obstacles to development
arising from the f.act that the customs, political and financial union has not
been totally completed.
In the opinion of M. Bousch (France), who spoke on behalf of the UDE
Group, the absence of a Community energy policy had impaired the heritage
represented by coal as a source'of energy which was deliberately being allowed
to decline. The maintenance of a certain nucleus of Community production
should make it possible to guarantee supplies and to negotiate with foreign
suppliers from a position of strength. While paying tribute to the Commission's
work, M. Bousch stressed the gaps in the energy policy memorandum. The
il
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supervisory role which the Commission takes upon itself in a market in which
competition would have a fundamental guiding function was regfettable,
just as was the absence of forecasts due to the maintenance of the disparity of
the systems in force as they result from the existence of the three
Treaties.
M. Leonardi (Communist, Italy), could not agree with a document which
provided no real contribution to the solution of a serious problem. National
interests were taking precedence over the Community interest. How could a
Community policy be achieved while the European market was dominated
by great foreign'groups which drew the maximum profit from the Common
Market ? The aims of a common energy policy must be based on both national
and Community public aids decided upon democratically. NI. Springorwm
(Socialist, Germany) asked the Commission tb define its coal policy, particularly
as regards coking coal. M. Rarnaehers (Socialist, Belgium), rapporteur of the
Economic.Affairs Committee, said he agreed with the broad lines of the aims
specified by the Commission, M. Adams (Socialst, Germany) emphasized
the human and social aspects of the energy problem. M. Oele (Socialist,
Netherlands) spoke of natural gas and considered that the problem it raised
should be dealt with more on a Community basis. M. Armengauf, (Liberal,
France) presented a counter-proposal for a resolution which was rejected by the
Parliament. He protested against the disparate policies it was i4tended to prr-
sue in the energy field.
Replying to the various speakers, M. Haferh,amp, member of the Com-
mission, stated with regard to the guarantee of supplies that a close dialogue
would have to be initiated between producers and industrialists to determine
the guidelines. As regards coal, long-term contracts could, in future, make
a contribution towards this guarantee. A dogmatic discussion on the problems
of competitive or controlled economy must not be launched. M. Haferkamp
went on ro say that the{mportant thing was to refer to the political achievements.
Furthermore, a distinction had to be made between the different markets.
After again emphasizing the safeguard of European supplies, M. Haferkimp
stressed that, with regard to European energy policy, genuine political deter-
mination was the essential need.
Bilateral agreements in the field of nuclear energy (11 March)
ln an oral question with debate (No. 16169), M. Berk'houer.,er (Netherlands),
Chairman of the Liberal and allied Group, asked the Commission to provide
Parliament-with information on the Anglo-German-Dutch Agreement concerning
the ultracentrifuging process, recently signed at Almelo, and in particular on the
points regarding which there might be conflict between this agreement and the
Euratom Treaty. The Liberal Group also asked the Commission whether the
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creation,-of ,a joint Franco-German committee to study projects common to the
two countries iri the atomii energy field might not be incompatible with the
Euratom Treaty. M, Martino, member of the Commission, affirmed that the
tripartite agreement of Alnelo was certainly consistent with the .Eqatom
Treaty and recalled the Commission's efforts to. -ensur'e that it would respect
that treaty. 
_ 
He stress-ed that the Almelo agreement would reaffirm technical
co-operation and would contribute towards the economic strengthening of
Europe with its enlargement in view. Concerning the Franco-German agree-
ment, M. Martino replied that the Commission had no knowledge of it but
would 'exercise the $reatest vigilance regarding Franco-German relations,
which appeared to be worrying M. Berkhouwer.
M. Springorurn (Germany), speaking on behalf of the Cfuistian Democrar
Grgup, emphasized that the triparrite agreemenr respected the Euratom Trcaty
rules and ttat criticisms were inevitable in a maner of this kind. M. Oele
(Netherlands), on behalf of the Socialists, approved the agreement and hoped
that in the interest of the states and, above all, of the consumers, the Commission
would asceftain the advantages of the fusion and ultracentrifuging
systems.
On 6ehalf of the UDE Group , M. Habi|i Deloncle,(France) noted rhar,
by expressing its opinion, as it was obliged to do, on the compatibility of the
Almelo agreement with the provisions of the Euratom Treaty, the commission
had committed itselJ.
M. Habib Deloncle set our the reasons why this agreement called for cer-
tain reservations of a legal and political nature; one was that the Member States
of the Communities not signatories to the agreement were not consulted. In
conclusion M. Habib Deloncle recalled the proposal made in The Hague by
trhe President of France, for setting up a European isotope separation plant.
M. Bousch (UDE, France) stressed that it was normal and necessary thar Europe
should produce enriched uranium herself; he was surprised that rhe services
of all the community countries were nor being called upon for the study of
other processes than that of gaseous diffusion 
- 
which was employed by
France at Pierrelatte.
M. Rorneo (Liberal, Italy) considered that the Commission should take
steps to fit the tripartite agreemenr into the Community framework so that the
various techniques employed by'the communiry states might be compared.
M. Memrnel (christian Democrar, Germany) emphasized that the agreement
under discussion would enable enriched uranit,m to be produced in the bommu-
niry. M. Nol (Christian Dernocrat, Italy) was worried at being faced by two
different techniques, whereas a common aim must be achieved, namely the
production of enriched uranium.
- No resolution *", propo*ed at the end of the {ebate.
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Common transport policy (12 March)
Pursuant to'the Council's recent decision to provide the flarliament with
all relevant information on its activities, the Pailiament heard a statement
!y 14. A. Bertrand, President-in-officii of the council, on what the laner was
doing in the common transport policy field and, in particular, on the results
of the council session of 26 and 27 January lg7o. 
-M. 
Bertrand referred to
the decisions taken and hoped that fresh progress would be madb at the forrh-
coming session.
on behalf of their political groups, M. Jozeau-Marignd (Liberal, France),M. Richarts (christian Democrat, Germany), M. seefeld lSocialist, Germanyi,M. Bousquet (uDE, France) and M.Eoercien;lchristian Democrar, Netherlandsi
pointed to the slowness and inadequacy of. the council's work on tr"n*port,
the council should meet more frequenily and bener co-operarion should be
established between council- and Parliament. M. Joieaw-Marigne dealt
with institutional problems and criticized the role it wai desired to fru" ro the
Permanent Representatives and rhe experts, which might slow down the pace
of the council's work considerably. -M. Richarts asked for u ..*orun-dr-
to be drafted on the common transporr policy. M. Seeleld emphasized the need
to_replace the various national political wills by a rrue Community political
*i11. M. Boqsquet referred to rhe fundamental points of a common transporr
lo]icy 
- 
io-frastructures, relations between the railways and the.GovernmJnts,
the social problem 
- 
while M. Boertien was concerned with the interpretation
g! t!" regulation on social harmonization. Lastly, M. posthumras (tsocialist,
Netherlands), chalrman of the Transport committee, referred to a certain
malaise in the Comnlittee, which was largely due to lack of in{ormation from
the Council
M. Bod.son, member of the commission, recalled the latter's efforts
. 1o achiele concrete results in the transport field. ,unfortunately, the Commis-
sion did not share the optimism of the President-in-office of the Council dnd did
not consider the Council's institutional procedure for the conclusion of. agree-
ments on transport to be'satisfactory. M. Bodson gave details of the Commis-
'si91's future work, which will have to be mainly cintred on the orgairization
of the markets and the conditions of competition.
M. Bertrand, President-in-office of the council, assured the parli4ment
and its Transport committee that the cbuncil wouli inform them morl fre-
quently of its work and decisions. He referred to'the Council,s diffiiulties
in the ffansport field, and stated that it was faced with the need for new com-'
munity policy choices.
At the end of the debate the Parliament adopted a resolution hoping
that relations between Council and Parliament wouid continue in a spirit oI
constructive co-operation.
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Mentioning the delays criticized during the debate, the Parliament invited
the Council to devise an adequate working programme giving a list of the
policy decisions to be taken following a detailed time-table.
Directives concerning motor vehicles (12 March)
On the basis of a repoft (Document 243) presented by M. Fellermaier
(Socialist, Germany) for the Transport Committee, the Parliament approved
two proposals for directives on the approximation of Member States' legislation
relating to the emission of noxious gases grom dpark-ignition engines and to the
acceptance of motor vehicles and trailers for such vehicles. The Parliament
and its rapporteu.r chiefly stressed the health aspect of the first directive, recom-
mending the Commission to continue its work in this field.
Results of the Parliamentary Conference of the Association (12 March)
On behalf of the Committee on Relations with the African States and
Madagascar, M. Armengaud (Liberal, France) presented a report to the Parlia-
ment on the results of the sixth meeting of the Parliamentary Conference of
the EEC-AASM Association, in Hamburg ftom 12 to L4 Jantary 1970.r
. 
The rapporteur laid particular stress on the maintenance of preferences
for AASM products. M. Bersani (Christian Democrat, Italy) pointed to the
positive results of the Hamburg meeting and stressed the importance and inte-
rest of the problem of AASM industriatzation. M. Briot (UDE, France) con-
centrated on the need to increase trade and cultural exchanges between the
EEC and the AASM and issued a warning against the harmful influences of
non-member countries in Africa. M. Glinne (Socialist, Belgium) explained
the attitude of the European parliamentarians on Nigeria and on recent events ,
in Rhodesia, which were Iikely to call into question European co-operation
in the construction of the Kabora-Bassa dam. M. Aigner (Christian Democrat,
Germany) emphasized the political nature of the Association with the African
States and Madagascar. Europeans must assume their responsibilities without
losing sight of developments.
M. Rochere*u, member of the Commission, showed that an undeniable
acceleration had occurred in the practical and concrete implementation of the
association policy thanks to the parliameptary institutions of the Association.
He mentioned the anxieties caused by the desire to reduce the common customs
tariff on certain tropical products, by the problem of generuhzed preferences
and the elimination from the Convention of everything which constituted price
suppoft. Financial and technical aid gave rise to no maior difficulty, but this
was not true of commercial problems. Machinery was incorporated in the
1 See Bulletin 3-7o,Part Two, sec. 55.
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nefr Convention to cope with serious situations. But it could not yet be said
how these problems would develop. M. Rochereau warned against making
a cure-all of industrialvatron but stressed that the latter was an obligation of
the Association and an indispensable development. In conclusion, he said
that because it was materially impossible, and because of the political'concern
to preserve and respect the independence of the States, it was out of the question
to consider exefting a direct in-fluence on the development of African companies.
At the close of the debate, the Parliament adopted a resolution concurring
with the cohclusions of the Parliamentary Conference of the Association and
urging that the new Convention of Association be quickly ratified by those
national parliaments which have not yet done so. The Parliament asked the
Council to adopt without delay the regulations laying down the system for
the import of agricultural products from the AASM and hoped that, under
the new Convention, the Member States would make greater efforts to open
their markets more widely to A{rican and Malagasy products and that the
AASM for their part would show greater determination in pushing their pro-
ducts. Lastly, the Par[ament' stressed the importance of the problems of
industrialization of the Associated States and of the means to accelerate it
and invited the Commission to define the policy to be promoted in this sector,
in close co-operation with the Association Council.
Association of the Overseas Countries and Territories with the EEC (L2 March)
As the Association of the OCT with the Community is similar in its broad
Iines to that of the African States and Madagascar, the Council waited for the
renew4l of the Yaound6 Convention before making a new decision concerning
the OCT Association, which expired in May 1969.
The Parliament w'as called upon to express its opinion on this decision
on the basis of the report prepared by M. Glinne (Socialist, Belgium) for the
Committee on .Relations with African States and Madagascar. This draft
Council decision contains provisions concerning trade (customs duties and
quantitative restrictions, commercial 'po[icy, safeguard clause), financial and
technical co-operation, freedom of establishment, services, payments and capital.
In a resolution approving the proposal for a Council decision, the Parlia-
ment expressed satisfaction that it contained more flexible means of action
intended in particular to facilitate EDF aid. The Parliament considered the
intention evinced by the Community to grant more favourable arrangements
for agricultural imports from the OCT to be a move in the right direction and
asked the Cotmcil to approve the Commission's proposals without delay.
M. Rochereau, member of the Commission, assured the Parliament that
the regulations concerning agricultural products would be adopted by the Coun-
cil after Easter at the latest.
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- Following a report by M. Westerterp (Christian Democrar, Netherlands),
presented on behalf of the Committee on External Trade Relations, the Parlia-
ment approved a proposal for a regulation cancelling two'Cour1cil regulations
on imports of citrus fruit from Spain and Israel. This acrion was necessary
because of the atritude of the GATT Contracting Parries, who,did nor accept
the planned tariff preference for citrus fruit imports from these two countries.
The Parliament maintained that these measures had been envisaged f ,
first step towards a comprehensive Community policy for the whole of the
Mediterranean basin. It considered retrograde that tariff preferences remain
for only three countries associated with the Community (Turkey, Tunisia,
Morocco); it regretted thaf the Council had not been able to rhake.up its mind
to transform the regional preference for citrup fruits from Israel and Spain
into a generalized preference and noted that the Commission had bowed to
this decision. An amendmenr by M. Bersani (Christian Democrat, Italy)
to delete this paragraph of the resolution was rejected. Lastly, the Parliament
hoped that the negotiations with these fwo countries for the conclusion of prefe-
rential trade agreements would make rapid progress, so that the harmful..trr."-
quences of the withdrawal of these preferences would not be felt for too long.
Common iompetition policy (10 March)
The Parliament examined the resolution returned to Committee after
the general discussion on M. Berhhoutuer's (Liberal, Netherlands) reporr in
February. The rapporteur presented a-complementary report (Document 242)
containing a resolution incorporating several amendments tabled at the February
session.
I7hen this resolution was examined in,plenary session a difficulty arose
oviing'to contradictoiy votes on the paragraphs concerning compulsory prior
notification of combinations. The Parliament again decided to send the reso-
lution back to the Committee.
Agricultural questions
Measures for the benefit of Luxembourg agriculture
(9 March)
. 
By virtue of a protocol annbxed to the EEC Treaty, the special arrange-
ments enioyed by Luxembourg agriculture were to be "maintained, amended
or abolished" at the end of the dransitional period. ln accordance with this
provision, the Commission propoqed the general abolition of quotas on agricul-
tural products irlported into Luxembourg, combined with a financial compen-
sation of 7.5 million u.c. and the tnaintenance of exemption from excise duties
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ron Luxembourg wines sold in the Benelux countries. In the report presented
by M. Baas (liberal, Netherlands), the Coinmittee. on Agriculture approved
these proposals subject to the exemption from excise duties remaining applicable
until excise duties on wines are harmonized in the Community. The Padiament
agreed with its competent Committee after M. Richarts (Christian Democrat,
Germany) and Mlle Lulling (Socialist, Luxembourg) had announced that their
groups also approved the proposals of the Committee on Agriculture. MIle Lul-
ling stressed the merits of the special p4otocol and justified the grant of a Com-
gnunity aid by the increased burdetr on Luxembourg farmers with the termina-
tion of the transitional period.
Subsidies for slaughtering cows and premiums for the non-
marketing of milk products (9 March)
The proposalfor a regulation, which is the subject of the repoft presented
by M. Kollwelter (Christian Democrat, Luxembourg) on behalf of the Committee'
on Agriculture, Iays down the implementing rules of the regulation establishing
these premiums, notably as regards the prevention and suppression of iregula-
rities and frauds. M. Kriedemann (Germany) said'that the Socialist Group
considered this system of premiums did not solve the problem of milk surpluses.
M.Lefibure (Liberal, Belgium) expressed the same opinion; whereasM. Richarts
(Christian Democrat, Germany) and M. Briot (UDE, France) thought that the
proposal should be regarded as an initial step towards solving the problem of
milk surpluses: on its own, a measure of this kind was inadequate.
The Parliament approved the proposed regulation, asked the Commission
for a report on the application of the system of premiums and on its effects
on the situation of the milk products and beef and veal markets and adopted
amendments tabled by M. Borocco (UDE, France) on behalf of the Committee
for Finance and Budgets and designed to increase the Commission's possibilities
of prevention and control.
Intra-Community trade in livestock (9 March)
On the basis of the report presented by Mlle Lwlli.ng (Socialist, Luxem-
bourg) on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, the Parliament approved
the extension ofSthe period during which the introduction of certain livestock
to the territory of the Member States may be authorized, notwithstanding
the rules 'on animal "health.
Processed f ruit and vegetable products (10 March)
The Parliament expressed its Opinion on i proposed regulation concerning
the standardizafron of 
_the import systems applied by each Member State with
regard to these products and aimed at liberalizing imports into the Community.
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In the repoft by M. Mauk (Uberal, Germany), presented by M. Leldbure
(Liberal, Belgium), the Committee on Agricultwe approved the proposal for a
regulation subject to certain amendments to avoid serious damage to Community
production. For its part, the Committee on External Trade Relations in an
opinion drafted by M. 'Westerterp (Christian Democrat, Netherlands) asked
for rejecrion of the proposal. As protection for the products referred to in the
regulation is adequate on the Community's frontiers, it was not desirable to
provide for other protective measures.
M. Vredeling (Netherlands) stated that while the Socia[st Group was in
favour of the Commission's text it would vote against the report by the Com-
mittee on Agriculture. M. Liogier (France) for the UDE Group and M. Richarts (
(Christian Democrat, Germany) approved the report. M, Liogier warned
against low-price imports from non-member countries. M. Mansholt, Yice-
President of the Commission, specified the amendments to which the Commis-
sion could give effect.
Marketing standards for egg products (10 March)
The Parliament approved a proposal for a regulation laying down certain
standards and, following the wish of its Committee on Agriculture in the report
presented by M. Driischer (Socialist, Germany), asked for rapid harmonization
of the national veterinary and foodstuffs laws protecting human and animal
health and prevehting adulteration and fraud. Lastly, the Parliament asked
the Commission to prepare a general directive concerning the use of additives
in foodstuffs. M. Mansbob, Yice-Presidenl of the Commission, assured the
Parliament that the Commission would do all in its power to comply with these
wishes. Several amendments tabled by M. Boersma (Christian Democrat,
Netherlands) on behalf of the Comminee on Social Affairs and Health Protection
were rejected.
The Parliament's accounts for 1969 (9 March)
On the basis of the interim report drawn up by M. Leemans (Christian
Democrat, Belgium) on behalf of the Commirtee for Finance and Budgets and
presented by M. Borocco (UDE), France, the Parliament noted the accounts
of its administrative expenditure and will express its opinion on the discharge
when these have been audited by the accounting authorities.
members
the Parliament endorsed the nominations of M. Bgrger
(Liberal) and M. Van Amelsuoorr (Christian Democrat), a
Nomination of new
On 9 March,
(Socialist), M. Baas t
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new member,,appointed on 11 February 1970 by the First Chamber of the States
General of the Netherlands
On LZ March the Parliament also endorsed, with effect from L3 March
1970, the nominations of M, Armengaud (Uberal), M. Berthoin (Liberal),
M. Blondelle (Liberal), M. Bousch (UDE), M. Brdgigire (Socialist), M. Carcas-
sonne (Socialist), M. Colin (Christian Democrat), M, Dulin (Liberal), M, Estiue
(1IDE), M. Houdet (Liberal), M. lozeau-Marignd (Liberal) and M. Poher
(Ct rirtir" Democrat), who were appointed by the French Senate on 18 December
1969.
, 
o*.u
The next ,"..ion of the Parliament will be held in Luxembourg on 9 and
10 April.
COI.iNCIL
The Council held four sessionsl in March L97O:- two on general mafters
and two on agriculture.
104th session (2 and 3 March 7970) 
- 
mainly Agriculture
The Council met'under the chairmanship of M. Charles Hdger, Belgian
Minister of Agriculture. The meeting was attended by M. S.L. Manshok,
Vice-President of the Commission. The Governments of the Member States
were represented by their Ministers of Agriculture.
In the agricultural sphere, the Council adopted the regulation laying
down general rules relating to the measures to increase the utilization of bwtter
by certain categories of consumers, the regulation fixing buying-in prices for
unrefi.ned beet su4d.r for the 1969n0 marketing year, the regulation on certain
uses for oranges which have been the subject of market intervention measures.
It also adopted two regulations with a view to ensuring Community participa-
tion in the international trade in eggs, and noted that the Commission was
considering taking a certain number of measures itself 
- 
and proposing others
to the Council at an early date 
- 
to promote rationalization of the apple
marhet. After an gxhaustive discussion on market equilibriurn and the fixing
of pri.ces for certain agricuhural products, the Council decided to retufn to the
matter in its coming sessions and instructed the Special Committee on Agricul-
ture to continue its work on supplementary rules for the common market
organization as regards liquid milh and the free movement of fresh milk within
the Community.
/ fh. different points examined at Council meetings are discussed in the appropriate chaPters
of this bulletin.
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. In the wine sectorrthe council considered a number of problems arising
ds regards the inaorporatioh into the form'of a regulati<in of the basic solutioni
adopted in its resolution of 6 February last. It then instructed the special
committee on Agricultr.ue to push ahead and to report back at the earliest
possible opportunity.
As regards the other items examined, the council adopted the regulation
temporarilly suspending rhe common custorns tariff duties on spirits of turpen-
tine of sub-heading 38.07 A (up to 3%) and'on rosins of sub-heading 38.08 A
(up to 3.5%). under the common commercial policy, it authorized the Benelux
countries to open joint negotiations with H4ngary with a view ro the conclusion
of a trade agreement for the period trom 1970 to 1974. It included food aid
of 10 000 tons of cereals for the sudan among the community operations sche-
duled for 1969/70.
, 
Acting under Article 101 of the Euratom Trcaty, the Council approved
directives enabling the Commission to negotiate with the British autfiorities
a fwo-year extension of the Euratorn/United Kingdom Co-opetation Agreement
on the peaceful uses of atomic energy, which expires on 3 February L971,. The
Commission is to report,to the Council on the outcome of these negotiations
so that the lamer may stat'e its opinion on this extension in good tirie, before
the expiry of the present agreemenr.
105th session 
- 
(6 March 197O) genetal maners
The council met under the chairmanship of M. Pierre Harmel, Belgian
Minister of Foreign Affairs. The meeting rias attended by M. Jean i.ey,
President, and the Vice-Presidents and certain members of the Commission.
The Governments bf the Member States were repiesented by their Ministers
of Foreign Affairs; Belgium also delegated its Minister of Financg and three
countries were represented by five State Secretaries and Deputy State Secretaries.
_ 
In preparation for the signing on Friday 20 March 7970 ot the Treaty
on the extension of the bwdgetary powers of tbe European parliament, the
council undertook the final drafting of the decisions of principle which had
previously been adopted on the matter, subject to the reservations of the Dutch
and Italian delegations.
Subject to the same reservations, it agreed to the texts on the financing
of the cornmon agricultural policy in its final stage.
Subject to a reservation from the Italian delegation, it agreed ro the texts
on the establishment of a common organization of the tobacio market.
' 
In ihe contexr of the preparatory work for the establishmenr of a ioint
basis for negotiations with the countries applying for rnembership,t$e council
arrived at common conclusions on the problems of the transitional period
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and had an exchange of views on the negotiation procedure and on the changes
to be made to the various Institutions as a consequence of enlargement. It
decided-to return to this matter at its next session.
The Council had a thorough discussion of the internal deuelopment of.
the Commt'nities on the basis of acommunication from its President, and noted
that the commission proposed to submit a memorandum on this quesrion.
The Council would take the maner up again at its June session. 
-Finally,
the Council agreed that its President should establish appropriate conracrs
with the European Parliament in 6rder to conrinue the srudy of the election of
tbe latter by direct universal suffrage.
'Wishing to identify the fupdamental options of the phased introducrion
of an economic and rnonetdry union of the Community, the Council decided
to ask the Chairmen of the Monetary Committee, the Committee of Central
Bank Governors, the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee, the Short-
term Economic Policy Committee and the Budget Policy Committe6, togerher
with a representative of the Commission, to mi.t under the chairmansf,ip of
M. Pierre Werner, President of the Luxembourg Government.
The Council heard a statement,from the President of the Commission
on the latter's concern about action to be taken on its proposals on the balance
of the agricubwre marhets, and decided to consider the whole maner again
in its forhcoming sessions. It also adopted the regulations supplementing
certain provisions on Communiry export refunds in the eggs sector.
As regards,s cientilic and. technological research,after noting the resolution
adopted by the Assembly on 3 February 1970, the eouncil mrde a number of
amendments to thb draft and finally adopted the research and investmenr
budget of the EAEC for the 1970 tinancial year. 
. 
At the Council meeting the
Member States took the necessary sreps to expedite implementation of the
co-operation in the field of scientific and technological research with nine
non-mernber countries proposed in October 1969. It was decided to set up
seven expert working parties with the participation'of the interested non-mem-
ber countries.
In the field of external relations, the Council adopted the regulation con-
cluding a l'rade agreement between the EEC and Yugoslavia, and adopted the
implementing provisi,ons thereto. Following the request by the Maltese Govern-
ment, the Council asked the Commission to initiate negotiations with that
country on its trading relations with the Community.
Finally, the Council adopted a decision concluding the agreement between
the EEC and the World Food, Aid Programme for the supply of 120 000 tons
of skim milk powder to developing countries, as a gjtt.
In addition to a decision in the field of approxi.mation of ligislation
- 
dealing with the classification, packing and labelling of dangerous substances
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the Council adopted a decision appointing the new members and alter-
nate members of the Aduisory Committee on Vocational Training, for the
period from 6 March 1970 to 5 March 1972, and decided to initiate the procbdure
for the re-appointment of the Economic and Social Committee for the period
from 17 May 7970 to 1.6 May 1974.
106th session (16 to 18 March 1970) 
- 
Agriculture
The Council met under the chairmanship of M. Charles Hdger, Belgian
Minister of Agriculture. The meeting was attended by M. Jean Rey, President,
and M. S.L. Mansholt, Vice-President of the Commission. The Governments
of the Member States were represented by their Ministers of Agriculture; two
countries also sent a State Secretary or Deputy State Secretary for Agriculture.
The Council again considered a proposed regulation layihg down addi-
tional provision relating to the common organization of the marh,et in uine
products and further discussed the Commission's memorandum on the balance
of agricuhural marh,ets and proposals on the fixing of prices for certain agri-
cultural pioducts.
On a proposal from the Commission, the Council adopted three regula-
tions amending or extending provisions of regulations 986/68 (aids for skim
milk and skim milk powder intended for animal feed), 130/66 (financing of
the common agriculrural policy) and 204/69 (application of Annex II to the
Treaty). After consulting the Associated-States, and on a Commission propo-
sal, the Council also adopted fiue regulations on the arrangements applicable
to certain agricultural or processed products originating in the AASM or the
OCT.
In contrast, the Council did not give effect to the German Government's
application for an amendment to Commission Regulation No 459170 of lL March
1970 on safeguard measures applicable to imporcs of apples.
As regards food aid, the Council adopted a decision concluding an a1tee-
ment between the EEC and the Republic of Indonesia on the supply of flour
of wheat other than durum as aid and adopted, on a Commission proposal,
the decision concluding the \7heat Trade Convention and the Food Aid Conven-
tion.
107th sessioh (20 and 2l M:arch 1970) 
- 
General matters
The Council met under the chairmanship of M. Pierre Harmel, Belgian
Minister of Foreign Affairs. The meeting was attended by M. Jean Rey,
President, and certain Vice-Presidents and members of the Commission. The
Governments of the Member States were represented by one or more of their
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Ministers of foreign affairs, agriculture and finance. Four countries were
also represented by State Secretaries or Deputy State Secretaries for foreign
affairs, agriculture or economic' affairs.
The Council took note of the progress made on applications for rnember-
ship and laid down its programme for the next sessions so as to be able to
complete preparatory work for the establishment of a common basis for nego-
tiations during its June session.
In the course of a thorough study of .outstanding problems regarding the
common organization of the market in uine prodwcts, the Council reached
agreement on a number of points relating to the proposed provisions concerning
price arrangements) intervention and protective measures at the common fron-
tier. It instructed the Special Committee on Agriculture to press ahead with
the examination of the other problems.
The Council again discussed the Commission's memorandum on the bal-
ahce of agricubural marbets. As regards prices of rnilh products and beef and
ueal,the Council agreed to extend the current marketing year to 1 August L970.
'Within the context of the objectives Iaid down by the Hague conference,
the French Minister of Foreign Affairs submitted a memorandum on the proce-
dures for strengthening European co-operation in the field of industrial and
scientific deueloprnent. The Council took note of this memorandum and
agreed to study its proposals in c<iniunction with the other documents and
suggestions on the internal development of the Communiry.
The Council approved a mandate enabling Member States to continue
negodations with a view to the conclusion of the AETR (European Agreement
on the work of the crews of vehicles engaged in international road transport).
It was agreed that this decision was not to prejudice the general question of
procedures for the conclusion of international agreements in the transport
field. The Council also asked the Commission to submit to it a proposal for
amending the Community's social regulation (543/69) so as to ensure its con-
cordance with the AETR.
As regards the elirnination ol techni.cal obstacles to trade, the Council
adopted three di-rectives on the approximati,on of Member States' laws on
motor vehicles (exhaust gases, fuel tanks and rear protective devices, rear
number-plates).
The Council adopted a decision concluding agreements on the supply
of food aid between the EEC and the Government of Ceylon, the Republic
of Niger and the International Committee of the Red Cross.
' Finally, the Council adopted the decision concluding an agreement between
the EEC and Pabistan ontrade in silk and cotton textiles woven on hand looms
and the regulation on the system applicable to rice and brokens from the AASM
or OCT.
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COMMISSION
Staff rnoaemtuts
M. lacques-Rend Rabi.er has been appointed Director-General for Infor-
mation. He replaces M. Karl-Heinz Narjes, who has left for a senior post
in Federal Germany. M. Rabier was born in Paris on L6 September 1919;
he has a degree in law, is a graduate of the Ecole des Sciences Politiques, and
holds a certificate of 
.advanced public law and economics studies. In turn,
he has been attachd in the Office of the Plan, Director of M. Jean Monnet's
private ofrice (1946), Deputy Secretary General in the Office of the Plan (1950).
He was appointed Chief Executive Assistant to the first President of the High
Authority; M. Jean Monnet (1953), then Director of the High Authoriry Infor-
mation Service (1955), of the Joint InfOrmation Service of the European Commu-
nities (1958) and Director in the Directorate-General for In-foYmation of the
single Commission $96n.
M. Siouhe.Jonher has replaced M. Alfred Mozer as Chief Execwive
Assistant to M. S.L. Mansholt, Vice-President of the Commission. The Com-
mission received M. Mozer, who had reachgd the compulsory retirement age,
when he left. The Commission decided to appoint M. Mozer Honorary Direc-
tor-General as a tribute to the distinguished services he had rendered.
M. Robert Cohen has been appointed Executive Assistant to M. Mansholt,
M. Jonker's previous post.
The Commission has also decided to appoint:
M. Daniele Verdiani to the post of head of the "Technical Obstacles"
Division in the Directorate-General for Industry, where he replaces M. Constan-
tin Fritz, who in November L969 became Directbr for Sectors and Industrial
Uses in the same Dirpctorate-General.
M. Gwy Simon to the fost of head of the Fairs and Exibitions Division
in the Directorate-General for Irrformation. His predecessor, M. Andrd Lamy,
had reached retirement age. M. Larrry had led this Division from 1,955 to L969,
a period marked by Community participation in the exhibitions of Paris (1955),
Brussels.(L958), Turin (1961), Seattle (1962), and Montreal (1968). IvL Lamy
has been made flonorary Director by the Commission
Court of Justice
Neut oases
Case 9/70 
- 
Franz Gred, Autotransporte v. Finanzamt Traunstein
.Ont6 March 1970the Munich Finanzgericht filed a request with the Court
of Justice for a preliminary ruling onthe interpretation of Article 4 of the Council
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decision of 13 May L965 concerning the harmonization of certain arrangements
affecting competition in rail, road and inland'waterway transport anJon the
interpretation o{ Arricles 80 and 92 oL the EEC Treary
,r
I
10/70 
- 
Commission official v. Commission
The object of this suit is the annulment of an administrative decisiim
taken by the Commission with regard to the plaintiff.
Jud,grnents
Case 7/69 
- 
Commission,v. Italian Republic
In this cpse, which concerned application of turnover tax to wool materials,
the court of Justice rejeced the plainriff's appeal in a judgment handed down
on 10 March L970.
The Italian Republic had amended its lggislation in the maner while the
suit was before the Court. However, since the plaintiff did not consider that
the new provisions were such as wodi pur an .rri to the infringement, the'pro-
ceedings had taken their course
In its judgment the Court held that the amendment to the Italian legislation
also resulted in a change in the subject of the litigation 
-. 
which in any case,
occurred by agreemenr between the parties. cons"equently,'before putting the
matter before the court, the Commission should have instituted a new proce-
dure in conformity with Article 769, first paragraph, of the EEC Treatf.
Case 33/69- Comrpission v. ttalian'Republic
Article 1 of Regulation No. 24, ?mended by Regularion No. 7Z/63/CEE
prescribed the establishment by the Member States of a viticultural land register
by not later than 31 December 1964.
since the Italian Government had failed to bring this register into opera-
tion, the commission filed a suit with the courr of Justice under ,Au;dcll rcg
of the EEC Treaty, on ?3 July 7969.
The Italian Government maimained that Regulation No. 24, by fixing
for the Member states a time limit for o'establshing" (in the Italian text: "isti-
tuire") the viticulrural land register, did not oblige rtrem to bring the regisrer
into actual operation within that time-limit, but only to create the legal and finan-
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cial bases for it, which the Italian Government considered it had done in Presi-
dential Decree No. L707 ol29 December L955 concerning the institution of the
viticultural land register.
The Courr of Justice, in a iudgment ol4 March 1,970, decided t[at, since
the Italian RepublJ had not established the viticultural land reeister provide(
for in Council Regulation No. 24, it had failed to carry out its obligations under
that provision.
Case 43/69 
- 
Brauerei A. Bilger Siihne GmbH v. Jehle
In accordance with Article. 777 of. the EEC Trcaty, the Karlsruhe Ober-
landesgerichr (Court of Appeal) had put the following questions to the Court
of Justice:
..1. 'Does an agreement for the supply of beer concluded between two enter-
prises in a Member State before 13 March L962 concetn import and expor_t
L.r*".., Member States within rhe meaning of Article 4(2) 1 of EEC
Council Regulation No. L7 of 6 February L962 when the exclusive dealing
clause iS w;rded as follows: rhe innkeeper undertakes to buy the beer
. 
necessary tor his establishment exclusively from the brewery-in question
, (established in the same Member State) ?
Must such an agreement be notified in accordance with Ardcle 5(1) and (2),
in conjunction with Article 4(21,7, of Regulation No. 17 ?
If relevant:
2. How should Arricle 85(2) of the EEC Treaty be construed for agreements
which do not have to be notified, bearing in mind the possible retroactive
eftecc of a decision of exemption taken by the Commission under Arti-
cle 85(3) of the EEC Treary and Article 6 of Regulation No' l-7 ?
Is an agreement which does not have to be notified provisionally valid ? "
By its iudgment of L8 March Lg7O, the Court of Justice answered these
questions as follows:
< 1. Re poi.nt
An agreement between a producer and an independent retailer, by which
the la-tter undertakes,to oLtain his supplies exclusively from the said pro-
ducer, established in the same Mem6er State, and whereby the goods
concein.d are not required to cross national frontiers, does not involve
import or export besween Member States within the meaning of Arti-
cl, qQ), t, oi Regulation No. 17 and is, in consequence, exempt from
notification;
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i2. Re point 2
An agreement exempt from nodfication, and which has not been notified,
takes full effect as long as it has not been ruled null and void."
I
- 
ECSC CONSI.'LTATIVE COMMITTEE 
i
The ECSC Consultative Committee held its 132nd session on 13 March
1970 in Luxembourg, with M. Van Berk (Germany) in the chair. The Commis'
sion was representid by two of its members: M. Colonna di Pa[ano and
M. Haferkamp. The session was mainly devoted to the traditional statement
bv the Commiision on matters covered by the ECSC Treaty, to the examination
oi the forward programmes for coal and steel for the second quarter of.1970,L
and to discussidn of a study submitted by thp Commission on the outlook for
the coal qrarket n 7Y70.2
In this statement, M. Colonna di Paliano announced the impending publi-
cation of the Commission's memorandum on industrial policy and the prepa-
fation of further general objectives for steel which might be submitted to the
Committee beforelhe summer. He also reviewed the main points of the Com-
mission's activities in matt€rs covered by the ECSC Treaty: definition of the
broad lines of a competition policy as regards structtues in the iton and steel
industry, the authoriiation oi a ntrmber of concentrations, the adoption of
-""r*o to reduce strains on the coal and steel market, the continuation of
financial aid to facilitate the retraining of workers. In the ensuing discussion,
emphasis was placed in particular on the scale of iron and steel investment
(esiecially f.or'tlat produas) and on the launching of the seventh wofkers'
housing programme.
M. Colonna fi Paliano also presented to the Committee the forward
programme for steel for the second quarter ot L970, indicating that steel con-
iumption in the Community was continuing to increase and that market
eq'rili[dum had still not been recovered. This want of equilibrium was par-
tiiularly appreciable in the coils, heavy-gauge plate and wire rod industry.
The Committee'members speaking in this discussion thought the time had
come to moderate certain over-optimistic trends shown by some steelmakers
concerning production objectives and investment; on the employment front,
care shouii Le taken that a slowdown in the business cycle did not have harmful
repercussions on workers.
Tlie forward programme for coal and the study of the coal market tor 1W0
were commented on by M. Haferkamp. He indicated that stocks would be
virnrally exhausted by the end of 1970 and that balance between supply and
Offidal gazfite C 39, 2. 4. 1970.
bid, c 45,18.4.1970.
1
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demand would become very precarious. The cost and employment situation
was not satisfactory and large subsidies would still be necessary. During the
debate which followed; attention was drawn ro the recenr steep increase of
heavy fuel pricds and to the wish of some American industrialists for a reduction
in coal exports to Europe. Moreover, no satisfactory solution had yet been
found to the problem of recruiting manpower. In view of these circumstances,
some members of the Committee requested a prudent application of national
plans'for cutting back coal production and fair arrangements for financing
stocking in this framework.
With regard to the steel industry's supply position, M. Haferkamp recom-
mended that the grace allowed by DecisionTl/L on aid for coking coal should
be used by coking coal producers and consumers ro normafize their long-term
relations in the matter of tonnages and prices. It would then be possible,
allowing also for the trend of consumption of electric power stations, to make
a more exact inventory of total coal requirements and, accorfingly, of the
production capacities to be maintained.
The next session of the Consultative Commitree will be on 1l June 1970
in Essen.
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Qfficial oisit by M, Berns to tbe Netberland.s
As pam of his official visits to European capitals, M. Mathias Berns,
Chairman of the Economic and Social Committee, was in the Netherlands
on 23 and 24 March. He was received in The Hague at rhe Economic and
Social Council by its President, M. J.'W. de Pous.
M. Berns attended a meeting of the group on International Economic
and Social Problems under the chairmanship of Professor Albrechts, which
was examining the dossier on "British Membership."
Fact-find,ing ,rip by M. Berns to lsrael
On the invitation of H.E. Moshd Alon, Ambassador Plenipotentiary
and Extraordina.ry at the Israel Mission to the European Communities,
M. Mathias Berns made a fact-finding trip in Israel from 7 to 75 March.
M. Berns was received in Jerusalem by the Minister for Foreign Mairs,
M. Abba Eban, the Minister for Trade and Industry, M. Joseph Sapir, and
the Minister for Finance, M. Pinhas Sapir.
il0 5 - 1970
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He met the President of the Parliament, M. Reuben Barkat, and the
Chairman of the Parliament's Economic Commitree, M. Avraham Shechterman.
He also had talks with the Governor of the Bank of Israel, M. David Horowitz,
the deputy Director General of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, M. Aviezer
Chelouche, and the Director for International Co-operation, M. Simon Amir.
During his visit M. Berns exchanged views with representatives of the
Farmers' Federation and of the Association of Industrialists. He visited indus-
trial aqd agricultural plants, in particular kibboutzim and moshavim.
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EI.JROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK
Loans granted,
Italy
On 13 March L970 theEutopean Investment Bank concluded two loan
agreements with the Istituto Mobilaire Itafiano (IMD, for financing the following
industrial projects:
Construction of a cement factory near Castrouillari (Cosenra). The
fixed investments are assessed at Lit. 10 800 million (17.3 million u.a.). The
Bank is contributing towards the financing granted by the IMI by means of a
loan equivalent to"Lit. 5 000 million (8 million u.a.) for a period of 15 years.
Construction of a plant producing liquid orcygen and nitrogen dt Caserta..
Fixed investments for this project amount to about Lit.2200 million (3.5 mil-
lion u.a.). The Bank is contributing towards the financing granted by the IMI
by means of a loan equivalent to Lit. 1 000 million (1.6 million u.a.) for a period
of. L2 years.
These two projects will make some 200 new jobs available in the Mezzo-
glorno.
On 77 March t970 the Bank also concluded its second loan agreement
with Autostrada dei Fiori S.p.A for financing the Ventimiglia-Savona motorway
("Autostrada dei Fiori" 
- 
"Motoiway of the Flowers"). The amount involved
is equivalent to Lit. 9 f,/J million (15 million g.a.).
ln 1968 the Bank helped to finance construction of the section of this
motorway connecting the Franco-Italian border with San Remo, by means
of a loan equivalent to Lit. 10 000 million (15 million u.a.). The present coqtri-
bution is intended for construction of the section of 45 km from San Remo to
Andora. This will Iink the two ends of the motorway, thus completing a scheme
which is of maior importance to the European road network. The total cost
of the secrion now being financed is estimated atl;t.102 000 million (163 mil-
Iion u.a.). The Bank's loan, granted for a period of 20 years, is guaranteed by
the Italian Republic in conformity with curent legislation.
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COMMI.]NITY BI.'DGETS AND FINANCING-ACTIYITIES
Operational bud,get
In view of the development of the Community's responsibilities in co-ope-
ration with the AASM and the OCT, and development aid in general, the Com-
mission, on 18 MarchL970, submitted to the Council an advance draft supple-
mentary budget No. 1 of the Eriropean Communities for the year 7970 to increase
the number o[ staff in the Development Aid Directorate General by 71 units.
Supplementary expenses and receipts (479 500 u.a.) were calculated for the
period 1 July-3l December 1970.
Euratom researob'bud,get
At its session of 6 March 1970 the Council drew up the final Euratom,
research and investment budget for the financial year 1970.t
This EAEC research budget f.or t970, which is practically the same as
that for L969, opens the following credits:
(i) Commitment credits 
- 
55 380 000 u.a.
(ii) Payment credits 
- 
63 642 000 u.a.
Following the resolution adopted by the European Parliament on 3 Feb-
ruary 1970 
- 
these credits include a total of 100 000 u.a. commitment and pay-
nrent credits to cover possible expenditure for restructuration studies, and
preliminary investigations into the use of the Joint Research Centre for non-
nuclear activities.
At its session of 9/12 March !970, the European Parliament, following
'a debate,z adopted a resolution i4 which it is stated that "progress has been
achieved in the Council concerning the establishment of resources of theii
own for the Communities and the budgetary powers of the Parliament," but
it also declared that "the provisions which will be adopted by the Council will
not be deemed to be sacrosanct, as this first step only marks the beginning of
a period of development towards the complete financial independence of the
Communities and the widening of the Parliament's powers."
,i.
':! 'X
1
2
Official guefte L 92, ?:7 . 4.1970,
See "European Parliament" (Part Two, Ch. M.
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Information
FROM DAY TO DAY
10 March, 1970
c Mr. F. Catherwood, Director-General of the National Economic Develop-
ment Office, stated in London that there were very strong economic arguments
for British entry into the Common Market. He added, however, that these
would be completely invalidated if the cost of accession were too high.
Mr. Catherwood again stressed the need for British capacity to withstand
competition from the industries of the Six and the importance_of stren$hening
political control over the Community. "For," he said, "we have to evaluate
lhe risk of entering a Community on which we. will gradually become econo-
mically dependent before it can be held together politically."
71 March 7970
o M. Baunsgaard, Danish Prime Minister, statad in an interview "that
it is possible bui not ceftain that European developments will lead to an enlar-
g.-"nt of the Community. Other forms of European co-operation, with
ihe participation of several European countries which do not have to become
full members of the Community, are conceivable."
o M. Hartling, Danish Minister of Foreign Affai.rs, felt that his country's
entry into the Community did not present much difficulty and added that,
in this opinion, the Community could be influenced from the inside for the better.
12 March 1970
r The President of the French Republic, M. Pompidou, rcterced during a
television discussion to the judgements passed by the Americans on the cons-
truction of Europe: "I believe that Afnerica is divided on this issue, and that
its leaders themselves are divided. I believe, if yort will, that to some extent
they want the Community to be a force, if only to free them from some obli-
gations and responsibilities. But on the economic side they are in fact beginning
io realize that ihe united Community is a rival, and this is a source of disquiet
ro them. But at all events I represented France in lV'ashington, not the Com-
muniry."
13 March l97O
o Mr. George Thomson, Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster and Minister
responsible for European Affairs, stated in Luxembourg that Great Britain
r
I
I
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' would negotiate with the common Market in a "communitarian" spirit for
a communitaian result.
o The Special Committee on Nuilear Problems of the Union of Industries
of the European community (uNlcE) reaffirmed in a motion that it atached
"considerable importance ro sreps to provide community industry with a ura-
nium eririchment plant." It trusted that "the European commission will
pursue the studies needed to clarify the economic, financial and profitability
aspects, so that the Council can take a decision on actually constructing an
enrichment unit in !972 at the latest."
14 March 7970
o The Rheinisch Westfiilische Elektrizitdtswerke, Essen, the largest elecriciry
company in the Federal Republic of Germany, is contemplating constructing
and operating in Germany a nuclear power plant equipped with aiodiurn-coolei
breeder. The Dutch NV Samenwerkende Elecuiliteits Productiebedrijven,
Arnheim, and the Belgian synakom sA, Brussels, would have a 15% interesi
in the scheme.
16 March 1970
o M. Lopez Brauo, Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, .rr"rri in a srate-
ment to the "vanguardia" newspaper of Barcelona that "the agreement with
the EEC leaves open the possibility of revision or renewal andtoes not rule
out replacement, when it lapses, by another agreemenr establishing much closer
Iinks with the Communiry." "But," M. L. Bravo added, "our position as an
old nation means that our approach to continental and world integration must
start from the idea of our native land."
o In a mernorandum addressed to the "four great European powers" (Ger-
many, France, Great Britain, [taly), count R. de coudenhoue-Kalergi sud
"Europe, no longer has the time to wait for,the common Market to be enlarged.
It must launch a common foreign policy without delay.'? The founding presi-
dent of the Pan-European union considered that this "quadruple al'iiance,'
would enable'Western Europe to present a united front to Eastein Europe in
the Helsinki conference. "orherwise," he said, "the future of l7estern Europe
would be seriously jeopardized ar this Conference.,,
77 March 7970
o ffi. J. Monnet, President of the Acion committee for the united states
of Europe, declared in a radio broadcast that public supporr for a United states
of Europe and a European Parliamerrt, as indicated by a public opinion poll,
I
i
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wAS sremarkable." He added that "public opinion should be heard and be
in direct contact with the Community instirutions."
o A delegation of Scotrish Nationalists, headed by Mr. G. Leslie, was
received by the commission's spokesman and other officials and handed over
a document stating that their movement would strongly oppose British entry
into the common Market. The scottish Nationalists invoked the !707 Act
of Union between England and Scotland.
o The- leading newspapers and magazines of the Communiry published the
results of an opinion poll organized in the Member States and Great Britain
by a group of representative newspapers and periodicals. Respondents were
asked whether they were for or against a development towards a United States
of Europe with all its implibations. The average percenrage of "don't knows"
was of the order of 18 to 30o/o 
- 
with up to 40o/o in Italy. There was a clear
rnajority of "yes" votes in the Member States and of 
-"noes" in the United
Kingdom.
For a United States of Europe (political union)
For Great Britain's entry in-to the Common Market
For election of the Eu:opean Parliament by direa universal
suffrage
For a responsible European Government
For (if the contingency arises) a European President sf a difie-
rent nadonality from that of the person questioned
60 - 75 o/o
57 -79 Yo
55 -77 yo
47-s7%
4s -69 %
I
?
o According to the Conlederation of British lndustries (CBI), 70oh of IJK
firms supported British entry into the Common Market provided the terms
were predictable.
o In 1969 rhe deficit on the Italian trade balance was Lit. 447 000 million
as against 43 500 million in 1968.
18 March 1970
o Lord Cbalfont, Minister of State at the Commonwealth Office, wound up
a two-day debate by the House of Lords on enrry into the Common Market by
stating that it would be a tragedy for Great Britain if it failed to seize one of
the biggest political chances of the century because of insular nationalisms,
xenophobic pressures and obsolete ideologies. Replying to some criticism of
the high price that Great Britain might be called on ro pay for membership,
the Minister stated that they would not join if the price were too high, but would
not know the price of their entry until negotiations had begun.
5 - r970 u9
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19 March 1970
o M. W. Brandt, Federal German Chancellor, and M. W. Stoph, GDR Prime
Minister; met at Erfurt in the GDR. This was the first meeting of its kind.
The talks were described as cordial, their purpose being to improve inter-
German relations. M. Brandt said that the most positive result was the decision
to hold a second meeting at Kassel in Federal Germany on27 May.
o A recent inquiry indicated that German farmers were dissatisfied with the
'EEC and considered that their interests were inadequately represented at Brus-
sels. More than half the farmers questioned would rather have a price rise
likely to increase their income than dire& state subsidies. 57o/o of those ques-
tioned were against a policy of establishing industrial farms.
o A letter addressed to the Commission's President by M. Ameye, Chairman
of the Standing Committee of the Glass Industries of the EEC, stressed the
beneficial implications for the Community glass industry of the US President's
decision on customs tariffs for US imports of window glass. This decision
would enable the Community glass industry to preserve the terms of competition
it had enjoyed in recent years and made the increase in customs duties called
for by American producers less likely. M. Ameye added that this decision had
been heavily influenced by the representations of the European Community.
c
23 March l97O ,
c Mr. l.R. Schaetzel, US representative to the European Communities,
declared in a speech at Washington before the Europe Subcommittee oI the
House Foreign Affairs Commirtee, that it was urgently necessary to formulate
new methods of fiscuSsion between the United States and the European Com-
,muniry. M. Schaetzel reviewed the first twelve years of Community integrationin very positive terms. The Ambassador stressed, in particular, the increased
inrerest showed by Community leaders in political co-operation and the drive
to provide the Community with industries capable of competing with the Ameri-
can giants. This policy was in line with the doctrine set out in Guam by
President Nixon that the United States would increasingly base its foreign policy
on the will and ability of other nations to take the initiative in matters .con-
' cerning their defence and growth.
.24 
March l97O
o M. Jean Rey, Commission President, declared in a Tokyo television
interview: 'oI am completely optimistic as to the EEC's negotiations with Japan
on increasing trade between the two parties by abolishing customs restric|ions."
\
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As regards the potential scale of trade between Japan and the Community,
M. Rey felt that "mutual endeavours will allow a reduction in transpoft costs
and other obstaclqs and a substantial increase in trade."
o The Robert Schurnan prize has been awarded this year to M. D. de Rouge-
mont, Director of the *Centre europden de la culture" in Geneva for his cofltri-
bution to spreading the European idea. The prize was also awarded to
M. S. Mangano, President of the Central Court of Bolzano, in recognition of
what he had done to help solve the Alto Adige diipute.
25 N,darch 1970
o M. Berns, Chairman of the Economic and Social Committee of the Com-
munities, declared at a press conference in The Hague "that some disquiet is
being engendered in Communiry capitals by the slow progress in building a
political and economic Community." He added that tlris'seriously harmed the
work of integration begun in the Community.
o Before leaving lapan, M. P. Harmel, President of the 'Council of the
Communities and Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs, confirmed to the local
press that Japan and the European Council of Ministers 'u/ere to negotiate a
bilateral commercial agreement. "This is the first time," said the Minister,
o'that the Community is negotiating as a coherent unit. It is for the Commu-
nity to show that this method will not merely lead to a cumulation of protec-
tionisms."
27 March 1970
o Speaking at the closing session of the sixth international symposium of
junior badres, M. A. Poher, President of the French Senate, stressed that "the
Community is more a political fact than a commercial necessity: the Common
Market is above all a means and not an end. '!7e have lost sight of the objective
of European construction. !7e no longer know why Europe is being built.
So let us stop talking about agricultural problems of the Common Market.
'We have just lost twelve years which were needed to build Europe."
o According to AFP, two German companies 
- 
Gesellschaft fiir Kern-
forschung Karlsruhe and Steinkohlenelektrizitiitsaktiengesellschaft (STEAG)
Essen 
- 
have signed a collaboration contract for the construction of a wraniwm
enricbment demonstration plant.
3L March 797O
o Mr. G, Thornsoz, Minister in charge of European Affairs, stated in a
television interview that Great Britain was impatient to join the Six not only
in order to reap the economic advantages but also to become part of a Europe
r
)
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speaking with a single voice and representing a real force in the world. They
wanted to be a full member of the Communities, the Minister added. They
wanted negotiations to begin soon and were deterrnined to bring them to a
successful conclusion on fair terms for all. Mr. Thomson stressed, finally,
that marrying the technologies of Britain and the Six would have historic conse-
quences.
o After a crisis which had lasted 51 days, the main members oi the new
Italian Gouernmenf, formed by a coalidon of the- four centre-left parties, are:
M. M. Rumor, Prime Minister
M. A. Moro, Foreign Affairs.
M. E. Colombo, Treasury 
- 
M. Colombo will represent Italy in meetings
on monetary and economic policy
M. L. Natali, Agricuhure
M. M. ?reti, Finance
M. M. Zagari,Foreign Trade
M. J. Viglianesi, Transport
M. C. Ripamonti, Scientific Research
2 Apnl 1970
o M. Schumann, French Minister of Foreign Affairs, declared before the
foreign Press Association in Paris "that France wished to resume her place
in the'!7EU Council." "I have had," he added, "specific talks with M. Harmel
on this point which are encouragrng". As regards the EEC, the Minister said:
"If we want the Community to suvive and advance, we must watch jealously
over preservation of its specific rules 
- 
otherwise it will be diluted into a vast
free trade atea".
o Speaking before the Netherlands section of the European Movement in
Amsterdam, M. J. Lwns, Foreign Minister, recalled that the Hague summit
c6nference of Heads of State and Government had opened up new prospecs
for European unification. However, '1it is now for the persons currently hol-
ding responsibilities in the EEC to consider that the momenrum reconquered
must not be lbst a3aifl." Failure here could have disastrous consequences
for the countries of Europe, M. Luns added. Turning to the issue of the enlar-
gement of the Communities, M. Luns said that in the negotiations between
the EEC and the would-be members, "we will have to keep to the main issues,
not details."
3 Aptil 797O
r The Bauernuerband, the German farmers' organization, published a
motion calling for abolition of the Communiry farm price system which it
deemed too rigid. Trade disturbances in the common agricultural market
I
1
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would be inevitable as_ long the common farm prices remained tied together by
the unit of account while the individual exchange rates of currenciesiould bL
changed. T."he Bauernverband proposed replacing the rigid sysrem of common
prices by a flexible system of variable prices till Membei Staie currencies were
closely bound rogether.
o The civic commimee for the defence of pisa proposed that the Europenn
Uniuersity be located in this city.
o 
- 
Inrebruary 7970, the Federal German balance of payments was in surplus
for the first time since revaluation of 'the DM in oeober 1,969. The surplus
was DM 771, million.
4 Apnl 7970
o Democrdten'66,.the young Netherlands paffy, held its annuar congress
in Rotterdam. The final resolurions gave prioriry ro the community. rn"
congress called for internal consofidation of the community and strengthening
its institutions, and stressed the need for a refurn to majority voting and enlrrl
gement.
6 Apnl 7970
o 
- 
Inris speech opening the parliamentary session, M. v. Kehonnen,Finnish
Head of State, said that his country misht conclude commercial agreements
with the common Market in accordance with its policy of neuualitylnd ope-
ning "in all directions."
7 Apnl 7970
-. 
Thq spokesman of the swedish Ministry of Foreign Affairs said that when
he paid his official visit to London, M. o. palme, swedish prime Minister,
y"uld ask unequivocally wherher Great Britain was contemplating putting
its plan to join the common Market into effect and, if rhe answer was yes,
whether it would do so with due allowance for the solidarity of the europlan
Free Trade Association and would negotiate some sorr of joint accession.
8 April 1970
M. w. scheel, Federal German Minister of Foreign Affairs, mer his
Italian counterpart at the Farnesina Palace. Community issues were discussed.
The- Ministers emphasized 'the ugent need" for a decisive step towards .,com-
pleting and deepening the European Community."
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o M. F. Nogueira, former Portuguese Minister of Foreign Affairs declared
before the PortugUese National Asembly that "the economic integration of
Europe is a myth iust as its political unity is a myth." He went on to attack
the tichnocrats placed by thi Prime Minister, M. Caetano, at the head of the
Portuguese Ecoriomic Ministries: "Certain Portuguese technocrats seem to be
hypno"tized by the European myth. They equate being European with being
*od..., and progressive, with thinking big and looking fat ahead- This is
political and intellectual pretentiousness."
9 Apnl 1970
. Mr. Harold 'Wilson, British Prime Minister, declared in the House of
Commons that in the forthcoming negotiations with the EEC'"we shall be
negotiating for Britain's entry into the Communities ourselves" and not as a
-Jrb., of gfte.
o A delegation from the Standing Committee of the Italian and French
left-wing unions (CGIL-CGT) described to the European Community its reser-
vations ,boot an economic and monetary union which, in its opinion, would
help certain large multinational companies or grouPs to extend their economic
and firrancial Jomination. This domination had always had very adverse
social consequences, and the measures contemplated at Community level called
into question the national sovereignty of the Member States and, above all,
the condirions in which the economic and social policy institutions of the Six
determined the objectives of economic poliry.
o In London the price of gold touched $35.45 per ounce, the highest level
since 2 December 1969.
10 April 1970
o Referring to community issues in 
" 
,p"..h at Yeovil, Lord chalfont,
Minister of State at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, stated that they
wanted to see Europe emerge as a community able to express its own point
of view and exercisJ its influence in world affairs, not only in the commercial
and etonomic fields but also in those of politics and defence. Otherwise, the
vital decisions concerning Europe would be taken in WashinSon or Moscow. 1l
1
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II. PIIBLISHED IN TI{E OMCIAL GAZETTE
(3 to 31 March 1970)
ETJROPEAN PARLIAMENT
'lTritten questions and replies
Question {crite 386169 de M. Poshumus I la Commission des Com-
munautds europiennes. Objet : Conversations bilatdrales sur les tarifs
des transports adriens (386169 by M. Posthumus to the Commission:
Bilateral talks on air transport rates)
Question 4,clite 392169 de M. Oele I la Commission des Com-
munautCs europdennes. Objet : Pr6paration d'une convention entre
I'Agence internationale de l'dnergie atomique I Vienne et Euratom
(392169 by M. Oele to the Commission: Preparation of a convention
between the lnternational Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, and
Euratom)
Question {crite 406169 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
munaut& europdennes. Objet : Ddcisions du Conseil prises I la
maiorit6 (406169 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Council
decisions taken by majority vote)
Question 6sdte 470169 de M. Oele ir Ia Commission des Com-
munaut6s europdennes. Objet : Projet du CERN de construction
d'un acc6l6rateur de particules de 300 GeV. (470169 by M. Oele
to the Commission: CERN project to corstruct a 300 GeV particule
accelerator)
Question €cite 399169 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
rnunautds europdennes. Objet : Ex6cution des dispositions arrStCes
daas le domaine des denrCes alimentaires (399 169 by M. Vredelingto the Q6mmissi6as Implementation of provisions adopted. in the
foodstuffs sphere)
Question 6cite 475 169 de M. VredelinB I la Commission des Com-
munaut& europdennes. Obiet : Union internationale des sciences
gCologiques (4tsl69 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Interha-
tional Union of Geological Sciences)
Question icrite 421169 de M. Vredeling I Ia Commission des Com-
munautds europdennes. Objet : Conservation des denrdes alimentaires
par irradiation (421169 by M. Vredeling to the Commission:
Conservation of foodstuffs by irradiation)
Question 6cite 433169 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
munaut& europdennes. Objet : Rapports entre lm dispositions du
droit communautaire et celles du droit national dans le domaine dela concurrence (433169 by M. Vredeling to the Commission:
Relations berween provisions of Community and municipal law io
the field.of competition)
Question 6aite 382169 de M. Girardin ) la Commission des Com-
munautes europdennes. Objet : Situation du secteur du sucre en Italie
(382169 by M. Girardin to the Commission: State of the sugat sector
in Italy)
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Question 6rr:ite 408169 de M. Klinker ) la Commission dqs Com-
munautds europdennes. Objet : Extension et ddveloppement des pdpi-
nilres forestidres en Italie (408169 by M. Klinker to-the Commissi6n:
Extension and development of forestry nurseries in ltaly)
Question Acite 435 169 de M. Oele I la Commission des Com-
TuqaltS europdenncs._ Obiet r Etude des problBmes et des possibilit&de d6velgppeg.ent de- la rdgion frontaliArd Udge - r imbouig belge -
Maastricht - AixJa-Chapelle (435 169 by M. Oele to the Coimisslon:
9p4y of .F_" dev.elop.ryeng pro-blen" and prospects of the LiBge/BelgianLimburg/Maastricht/Aachen frontier region) -
Question cr,rite 359 169 de M. Glinne au Conseil des Communautds
europdennes. Objet : Organisarion de marchC concemanr les bananes
(359 169.by M. Glinne to the Council: Market orgrnizarion for
bananas)
Question (cite 363169 de MM. Vredeline er Oele i la Com-
mission des Communaut& europienne.s. Obiei: Difficultds rencontrdes
aux Pays-Bas en ce qui .conceme le consortium o Verenigde Machine
Fabrieke_n/Stork/Werkspoor,, (363169 by M. Vredeling -and U. Oeleto the Commission: Difficulties encounrered in the NJtherlands with
reggd 1o the "Verenigde Machine Fabrieken/Stork/lferkspoor; con-
sonium)
Questio! dcrite 388169 de M. Vredeling l la Commission des Com-
munautds e_urop6ennes. Objet : Conu6le des ddpensbs du Fondsggolteq 
--d'orien?tion er de garanrie agricol6 e1gl6g byM. Vredeling to_the,Commission: Supervision of expenditurd of thl
European Agricultural Guid4nce and -Guarantee fund)
Quetion 6cite 402169 de M. Cousd ri la Commissioa des Com-
munaut6s ruropdenr.res. Objet : Prdfdrences tarifaires g6ndralisdes pour
les produits srorltfacur& et semi-manufactutrds etr-pfov.ornce- de,pays en voie de ddveloppement (402169 by M. Cous?d to the Com-
rnission: Qsaeralizgd tariff preferences for manufactured and semi-
manufacnrred products from -the developing counrries)
Question $cnte 416169 de M. Vredeling ) Ia Commissioa des Com-
pl{eut6s-.europ69nnS. Obiet : 
_Cartel du -ciment gt6l69 byM. Vredeling to the Commission: Cement cartel)
Questio! 6cite 419 169 de M. VredeLing I la Commission des Com-
munautds europdennes. Obiet : Harmonisation des dispositions enyiguelr dans la Communautd en matiere de sdcuritd du -travail dansI'agrrculture (479 169 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Uarmoniza-tioq oJ the provisions in force in ttre Commlnity on iob security in
agriculture)
Questio! 6crite 434169 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Gom-
munautds e'tropeennes. Objet : Relations co-merciales entre Ia Com-
r-nunautd et les pays de I'Europe de l'Est (434t69 by M. Vredeline to
the Commission: Commercial relations between thd Community -and
the eastem European couatries)
Question €cite 36t169 de M. Vredeling l Ia Commission des Com-
munaut6s.europdennes. Objet :-Ddcisions des reprdsentants des gouver_
nements des Etats membres rdunis au sein du Conseil B6L"l69 *M. Vredeliog_to the Commission: Decisions of the represent"dro ot
the Member State Governments meedng in the Councii)
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Question Ecite 376169 de M. Vredeling i la Commission des Com-
munaut6s europdennes. Objet : lnterdiction d,importer des tomites
nderlandaises en Italie (376169 by M. Vredeling io the Commission:
Ban on imponing Dutch tomatoes into ltaly)
Question 6cite 383169 de M. Bading A Ia Commission des Com-
rnunautds europiennes. Objet : Effets -de Ia rddvaluation du DM surle commerce extCrieur (383169 by M. Bading to the Commission:
Effecs of revaluation of the German mark on Jxtemal rade)
Querstion 6cnte 389 169 de M. Vredeling I Ia Commission des Com-
munautds europ6ennes, Objet : Crdation d'un centre de recherche et dede ddveloppement en Eqrope (389 169 by M. Vredeling to theCommission: Creation of a research and - development lentre in
Europe)
Question 9rite 400169 de M. Apel i la Commission des Com-
m!.autds europdennes. Objet : DifficultCs Iors des formalit6s doua-
niEres concernant Ie trafic international de marchandises avec l,Italie(400169 by M. Apel to the Commission: Difficulties when cusroms
fornalities are being completed in international goods traffic with
ft"ly)
Question 6,cite 40t169 de M. Marrk I la Commission des Com-
munautds europdennes. Obiet : Contr6le de qualiti des fruitg et
ICgumes l+Otle9 _\y M. Mauk to the Commission: Qualiry conrrol,
of fruit and vegetabl&)
Question Ecite 405169 de M. Cointat ) la Commission des Com-
Funautds europ6ennes. Objet : Sucres excddentaires italiens (405169by M. Cointat to the Commission: Italian surplus sugar)
Question '6cite 407 169 de M. Vredeling au Conseil des Com-
munaut6 europdennes. Objet : D6cisions du Conseil prises I Ia maio-rit6 
.(407 l69.by M.. Vredeling to the Council: Council decisionstaken by maronfy vote)
Question Ecrite 409169 de M. Spinale I la Commission des Com-
mnnautds-europfennes. Objet : Fiscalt6 sur les tabacs $09169 .byM. Sp6nale to the Commission:Tobacco taxation)
Question 6cite 471169 de M. Dulin I la Commission des Com-
munautds europ6ennes. Objet : Aide alimentaire de la Communaut6(4tll69 by M. D"lin to the Commission: Communiry food aid)
Question 6,crite 417 169 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
munautes europdennes. Objet : Concentration dans I'industrie de
fabrlc_ati9_n d'emballages en fer-blanc et en marilre plastique (417 16gby.M. V:edeling. to.the Commission: Concentrarion in'the tin-piate
and plastic container manufacnrring industry)
Question {c''jite 41,8169 de M. Vredeling i la Commission des Com-
py!?g!6s. europdennes.- Objet :- Accord entre la CEE et l,Espagne(!18L6!_ by-M. Vredeling to the Commission: Agreement behvEen
the EEC and Spain)
Question 4,cfite 436169 de M. Gerlach I la Commisson des Com-
muaaut& europdennes. Obiet : R6mundrations des agene des Com-
munaut& europdennes dont le lieu d'affectation est -situ6 en France(!361_69 by M. Gerlach.to the Commission: Payment of employees of
the European Communities working in Francei
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Question 6eite 378169 de M. Vredeling I Ia Commission des Com-
munautds europ6ennes. Objet : Relations entre la CEE et la Rorrmanie(378169 by M. Vredeling to the Commission: Relations berween the
EEC and Rumania)
Question 6uite 403169 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
lnunautds europCennes. Obfet : Politique strucrurelle agricole de laCommutraus{ $03169 by M. Vredeling 1s.thg Q6mmission: Agricul-
tual structure policy of the Community)
Question 4:crite 425 169 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission des Com-
mt'naut6s europdennes. Objet : Boycottage amdricain I l'6gard de
9uba (425 169 by M. Vredeling to rhe Commission: Americao
boycott of Cuba)
Question 6cite MLl69 de M. 'Westerterp I la Commission des Com-
EunaUt& europdennes. Objet : Importation en France de mar&andises
en provenance de Guinde (M1,169 by M. Westerterp to the Com-
mission: Import into France of goods fgsm Qrring4)
Question Ecrrte 444169 de M. Vredeling I la Commission des Com-
Tunautds europdenres. Objet : lndemnitds accorddes pour des pro-
duits agricoles dans la Rdpublique fCddrale i la suite de Ia r6dvaluation
du Deutsche Mark (444169 by M. Vredeling to the Commission:
Com-pensation on agricultural products in Germany following the
revaluation of the German mark)
Question Ecite 450/69 de M. Vredeling i la Commission des Com-
munautds-eruopdennes. Objet : Politique conjoncurelle (450169 by
M. Vredeliog 1s thg Qsmmission: Short-term economic policy)
Preliminary acts
Renvoi aux avis 6mis par le Parlement europden durant ses sCances del&i9r 1970 
- 
(Recapinrlatory list of- opinions rendered by the European
Parliement during its sittiogs of February 1970)
Notice of open competitive examination
Prorogation de la validitd de la liste de r6serve de recrurement dtablieI la suite du concours gdndral PElzlB 
- 
Assistant au serrice de la
bibliothtque 
- 
publi6 au Joumal official C 34, du 74 mars 1969(Extension of validity of the recruihenr reserve Iist arising from
open competitive examinarion PEl2lB 
- 
Assistant librarian 
-published in official gazette C34, 74 March 7969)
c34,24.3.1970
c34,24.3.7970
c34,243.t970
c34,243.7970
c34,243.7970
c34,24.3.1970
c32519.3.1970
c32,79.3.7970
L49, 33.1970
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COI.JNCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
!.Eglem._ent (CEE) 388/70 de la Commission, du 2 mars 1970, frxalr-lbs pr6lEvements 
-applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruauxet semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation-(EEC)
388170 of 2 March 1970 fixlulLg the levies on cereals an-d on whiat oi
rye flouf,, groats and meal)
t28
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RBglement (CEE) 389/70 de la Commission, du 2 mars 1970, ftxant
les primes s'ajoutant aux pr6lEvements poru les cdr6ales er le malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) 389 l7O 6f 2 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be added to tbe levies on cereals and malt)
Rtglement (CEE) 390170 de la Commission, du 2 marc !970, modifiant
le correctif applicable ) la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commi5siea
Regulation (EEC) 390170 oL 2 March 1970 modifying the correcrive
faaor applicable to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 391170 de la Commission, du 2 mars 1970, ltxart
les pr6lBvements I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et Ie sucre brut(Commission Regulatioa (EEC) 391170 of. 2 March 7970 lixjng the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
REglement (CEE) 392170 de la Commission, du 2 mars 1970, relati[) la date de mise en application de Ia ddfinition de la carcasse bovine(Commission Regulation (EEC) 392170 ol 2 March 1970 ot the
date of introduction of the definition of beef or veal carcasses)
Rtglement (CEE) 393170 de la Commission, du 2 mars l970,-modffiant
Ie rlglement (CEE) 318/70 en ce qui conceme Ia restitution applicablei certains produis du secteur de la viande bovine (Commission
Regnlation (EEC) 393170 of 2 March 1970 amendrng Regulation
(EEC) 318/70 in respect of the refund on certain products in the beef
and veal sector)
Rlglement (CEE) 394170 de la Commission, du 2 mars 1970, concer-
nant les modalitds d'application de I'octroi des resdrudons ) I'expor-
tation de sucre (Commission Regulation (EECI 394170 of 2 March
7970 on implementing procedures for granting refunds on exports
of sugar)
Rlglement (CEE) 395 170 de la Commission, du 3 mars 7970, lixant
les prdltvements applicables aux cdr€ales, aux farines et aru( gruaux
et semouled de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
395 170 of 3 March 1970 hxjng the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, goats and meal)
Rtglement (CEE) 396170 de la Commission, du 3 mars 7970, ftxant
Ies primes s'aioutant aux prdlEvements pour les cdrdales et le malt(Commissiea Regulation (EEC) 396170 of 3 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
REglement (CEE) 397 170 de Ia Commission, -du 3 mars 1970, aodr
fiant le correctif applicable A la restitution pour les cdr6ales (Com-
mission Regulation (EECI 397 170 of 3 March 1970 modifying the.
factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 398170 de Ia Commission, du 3 mars 7970, fixaat.
les prdltvements I I'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et, le sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC) 398170 of 3 March 1970 fifing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rlglement (CEEI 399 170 de la Commission, du 3 mars 7970, modr-
fiant le rBglement (CEE) 729 170 fixant les restitutions ) I'exportation
dans Ie secteur de Ia viande de porc pour Ia pdriode ddbutant le
7" f€viet 7970 (Commission Regulation (EEC) 399 170 of 3 March
1970 amending Regulation (EEC) 729 170 fixing the refunds on e)rports
in the pigmeat sector for the period beginning 1 February 1970)
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Rlglement (CEE) 400/70 de Ia Commission, du 3 mars L970, abrogeant
le. rAglbment (CEE) 337 170 porratrr applicaiion du droit du iarif joua-
nier. comm',n aux ihportations de certaines varidtds d'oranges douces
originai_res du Maroc (Commission Regulation (EEC) 400/70 of
3 March L97}-rcvol<tng Regulation (EEC) 3t7 l7O appiyin$ the commonqftgms. tariff duty to imporrs of certain varietiei of iweet oranges
originating in Morocco)
f.Aglement (CEE) 40L170 de Ia Commission, du 3 mars 1970, ftxant
les restitutions I I'exportation pour les oranges douces, Ies mandarines,
Ies citrons et les raisins de table' (Commission Regulation (EEC)
407170 of 3 
_March 7970 6ixng the refunds on exp'orts of sweei
oranges, mandarines, lemons and table grapes)
Rlglement (CEE) 402170 de la Commission, du 3 mars 1970, ftxant
les restitutions I I'exportation pour certains fruits A coques, en coques
gy_-ddc91uCu6g (Commission Regulation (EEC) 4O2liO of A Uirch
1970, lixjng the refunds on exports of certain nuts,' shelled or not)
Rlglement (CEE) 
.4031-70 du Conseil, du 3 mars 7970, portant suspen-
sion temporaire des droits. autonomes du tarif douanier common- sur
I'essence de tCrdbenttrine de Ia sous-position 38.07 A et sur les colo-
g!ra1e9 d-e la sous-position 38,08 A (Council Regulation (EEC)
4O3 170 of 3 March 7970 tempotarily suspendine the common cuitoms
tariff duties 9n spirits of turpendnl of sub-heiding 38.07 A and on
rosin of sub-heading 38.08 A)-
!.Bglemgnt (CEE) 404170 de Ia Commission, du 4 mars 1970, fixarr
Ies pr€lEvements_ applicables aux c6rdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de fromenr ou de seigle (Commission Regulation-(EEC)
4M170 
_of 4 March 1970 furing the Ievies on cereals and on wheai
or rye flour, groats and meal) -
REglement (CEE) 405/70 de la Commission, du 4 mars 7970, fixant
les primes s'aioutant aux pr6lEvements pour les c6r6ales et ie malt(Comrnission 
-Regularion (EEC) 405 170 of + March 1970 tixing thepremiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
REglement (CEE) 406170 de la Commission, du 4 mars 1970, modifiant
le co-rrectif applicable )r la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission
Regulation (FEC) 406170 of 4 Marclr- 7970 modityng the corrective
factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
RBglement (CEE) 407 l7O de Ia Commission, du 4 mars 7970, fixant
les prClEvements ) l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le suire brut(Commissiirn Regul_atign (EEC) 407 170 of 4 March 1970 lixing the
levies on impons of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rlglement (CEE) 408/70 de la Commission, du 4 mars 1970, tixant
le prdlBvement i I'importation pour la m6lasse (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 408170 ol 4 March 1970 finng the levy on import-s of
molasses)
Rtglement (CEE) 409 170 de la Commission, du 4 mars !970, lixant
Ies restitutions I l'exportation pour Ie sucre blanc et Ie sucre brut enl'itat 
- 
(C_ommission Regulation (EEC) 409 170 of 4 March 7970 tixng
the refunds on exports of white sugar and raw sugar in the narural
state)
RBglement (CEE) 47Ol7O de Ia Commission, du 4 mars L970, fixant
les restitutions ) l'exportation, en I'dtat, pour Ia m6lasse, les sirops et
c.gry{ns autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Regulition(EEC) 410170 of 4. March 7970 fixjng the refunds on exports in
the natural state of molasses, syrups ind certain other profucts in
the sugar sector)
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R8glement (CEE) 417170 de Ia Commission, du 4 mars 1970, modi-
fiant le rEglement (CEE) 1390169 relatif I la mise I disposition de
beurre ) pri:5 rdduit I certaines entreprises de transformation de Ia
Communautd (Commission Regulation (EEC) 411170 of 4 March
1970 amending Regulation (EEC) L390169 on the supply of butter at
reduced price to certain Community processing enterprises)
Rdglement (CEE) 472170 du Conseil,, du 3 mars 1970, concernant le
recours I certaines destinations pour les oranges ayarrt farit l'objet de
mesures d'intervention (Council Regulation (EEC) 4t2170 of 3 March
7970 on certain uses for oranges which have been the subject of
market intervention measures)
RBglement (CEEI 413170 du Conseil, du 3 mars 1970, frxant les prix
d'intervention pour le sucre de betterave brut pour Ia campagne
196911970 (Council Regulation (EEC) 4L3170 of 3 March 1970 f*ing
intervention prices for unrefined beet sugar for the 796917970 market-
ing year)
RAglement '(CEE) 414170 du Conseil, du 3 mars 1970, dtablissant les
rBgles gdndrales relatives au:K mesures destindes ) aug-gn1g1 I'utilisa-
tion du beurre par certaines catdgories de consommateurs (Council
Regulation (EEC) 4t4170 of 3 March 1970 layng down general rules
relating to the measures intended to increase the utilization of butter
by certaio categories of consumers)
RBglement (CEE) 415 170 de la Commission, du 5 mars t970, fixaat
les pr6ltvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et alrx gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
475170 of 5 March 7970 fixing the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye flour, groats and meal)
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RBglement (CEEI 476170 de la Commission, du 5 mars L970, ftxant
les primes s'iioutant aux prdltvements pour les cdr6ales et le malt
i (Commission Regulation (EEC) 476170 of 5 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be addqd to the levies on cereals aud malt)
j nedement (CEE) 4t7 l7O de la Commission, du 5 mars 1970, lixarr
Ie correctif applicable I Ia restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 477 170 of 5 March 1970 fix:u;.g the corrective factor
applicable to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 418/70 de la Commission, du 5 mars L970, hxantI les restitutions applicables aux cdrCales, aux farines et aux gruaux et) semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation @EC)
,- 478170 of 5 March 1970 fixing the refuuds on cereals and on wheat or
, rye flour, groats and meal)
' RAglement (CEE) 4l9l7o de la Commission, du 5 mars L970, lixant
les prdlEvements applicables au riz et aux brisure (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 479 170 of 5 March 1970 flixng the levies on riceI and broken rice)
REglement (CEE) 42Ol7O de Ia Commission, du 5 mars t970, lixant
, les primes s'ajoutant aux prdlEvements pour Ie riz et les brisures(Commission Regulation (EECI 420170 of 5 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on rice and broken rice)
REglement (CEE) 421170 de la Commissiqn, du S'mars 1970, fixant
Ies restitutions l I'exportatiotr pour le riz * Ies brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 42L170 of 5 March 7970 filx:rr,g the refunds on
exports of rice and broken rice)
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REglement (CEE) 422170 de la Commission, du 5 mars 7970, ttxant
le correctif applicable ) Ia restitution pour le riz et les brisures(Commissior Regulation (EEC) 422170 of 5 March 1970 fixing the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on rice and broken -rice)
RAglement (CEE) 423170 de la Commission, du 5 mars 7970, frxart
les pr€ltvements ir l'importatior pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC) 4?3170 of 5 March 1970 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rtglement (CEEI 424170 6. l2.Qemmission, du 5 mars 1970, fixaat
les prdlbvements ) I'importation de veau( er de gros bovins, ainsi
que de viandes bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commi55isa
Regul-ation (EEC) 424170 of 5 March 1970 fixing t-he levies on imports
of calves and mature catde and of beef and vlal other than frozen)
Rlglement (CEE) AS 170 de la Commission, du 5 mars L970, modifiant
Ies pr6lEvements applicables ) l'importation des produits transformds) base de cErdales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC) 425 l7O
of 5 March 7970 mod:Iyng the levies on importi of products processed
from cereals and rice)
Rlglement (CEEI 426170 de Ia Commission, du 6 mars 7970, fixant
Ies prdlEvements applicables aux c6rdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
426170 of 6 March 7970 hing the levies on cereals and on whear or
rye flour, groats and meal)
RBglement (Cx.,E) 427 170 de la Commission,,du 6 mars t970, lixant
Ies primes s'ajoutant ,aux pr6ltvements pour les cirdales et le malr(Commission Regulation (EECI 4/7 170 of 6 March 1970 fixing thepremi,,ms to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
RBglement (CEE) 428170 de la Commission, du 6 mars 1970, modi-
fiant le correctif applicable ) la restiturion pour les c6rdales (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 428170 of 6 March 1970 modifying the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 429170 de la Commission, du 6 mars t970, l:rlrarrt
les prdlBvemens I I'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC) 429170 of 6 March 1970 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
RBglement (Cx,El 430170 de Ia Commission, du'6 mars 7970, fixant
les prdlAvements dans Ie secreur de l'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 430170 of 6 March 1970 fixing the levies in the
olive oil sector)
RAglement (CEEI 431170 de la Commission, du 6 mars 1970, fixatt
Ie montant de I'aide dans le secteur des graines oldagineuses ' (Com-
qssign Regulation @Eq $1]0,of 6 March 1970 tiirng, the amount
of aid ln the oilseeds sector)
Rfulement (CEE) 432170 de la Commission, du 6 mars 7970, frxant
les conditions d'une adjudication pour la vente de graines de colza
et de naverte ddtenues par l'organisme d'intervention allemand (Com-
mission Regulation (EECI 432170 of 6 March t970 fixng the condi-
tions of a call for tender for colza and rapeseed held by the German
interyention agency)
REglement (CEE') 433170 de la Commission, du 6 mars 1970, modi-
fiant les rAglements (CEE) 7489 169 et L659169 relatifs I Ia vente pourIa transfomration de beurre de stock public (Commission- Regrrla-
tion (EEC) 433170 of 6 March 1970 amending Regularions @EC)
7489-169 ail t659169 oa the sale for processing of buter from public
stocks)
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$tglepenl Gl',E) 434170.de la Commission, 'du 6_ mars t970, rygli-.fiant le rEglement 473167 ICEE en ce qui concerne la dured de validitd
s certificats d'exportation pour certains produits transformds durtationt rtarns
mais (Commission Regulation (EEC) 4
E e l tion 473l67lCEE in resoeclT  p t of the period-of validity
i
34170 ot 6 March t970
of export licences for certain products processed from maize)
REglement (CEE) 435 170 de la Commission, du 6 mars 7970, reladtI une adiudicarion pour I'dcoulement de beurre de stock d6tenu par
l'organisme d'intervention allemand et destin6 A la conso-mation
directe dans la Communaut6 (Cgmmis5isn Regulation (EEC) 435170
of 6 March 7970 on a call for tender for butter from stocks held by
the German intervention agency and intended for direct consumption
in the Community) 
.
Rfulement (CEE| 436170 du Conseil, du 6 mars 1970, compldtant le
rEglement 722167 ICEE en ce qui concernb la fixation ) I'avance des
restitutions ) I'exportation dans le secteur des ceufs (Council Regula-
tion (EEC) 436170 of 6 March 1970 suppl'ementing Regulation
722l67lCEE in respect of the advance fixing of export refunds in the
eggs sector)
RBglemeut (CEE) 437 170 du Conseil, du 6 mars 1970, compldtant le
rAglement t75l67lCEE en ce qui concerne les rBgles gdndrales de la
fixation ) l'avance des restitutions ) I'exportation dans le secteur des
eufs (Council Regulation (EEC\ 437 170 of 6 March 1970 supplement-ing Regulation 775167 ICEE in respect of the general rules on the
advance fixing of ogort refunds in the eggs sector)
Rlglement (CEE) 438/70 de la Commission, du 9 mars 7970, fixant
les prdllvements applicables aux c6rdales, aux farines et arD( gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
438170 of 9 March 1970 hxtng the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye flour, groats and meal)
R&glement (CEE) 439170 de la Commission, du 9 mars t970, fixant
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlBvements pour les cdrdales et Ie malt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 439 170 of 9 March 1970 fixing the
the premiums to be added. to the levies on cereals and malt)
REglement (CEE) 440170 de la Commission, du 9 mars 1970, modi-
fiant le correctif applicable ) la restitution pour les c6rdales (Com-
' mission Regulation (EEC) M0170 of 9 March 1970 modifying the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
REglement (CEE) 441170 de Ia Commission, du 9 mars 1970, fixant
les prClEvements ) I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulatign (EEC) 44t170 of 9 March 1970 fixing the
levies on imForts of white sugar and raw sugar)
RAglement (CEE) 442170 de Ia Commission, du 9 mars 1970, ltablis-
sant les modalit6s d'application du systBme de compensation des frais
de stockage dans le secteur du sucre (Commissl6n Regulation (EEC)
44;2170 of 9 March 1970 establishing implementing procedures for
the system of compensation of storage costs in the sugar sector)
Rtglement (CEE) M3170 de la Commission, du 9 mars 7970, modi-
fiant le rtglement (Cf,,El 1660169 rclatil I certaines mesures I prendre
dans Ie secterr agricole i la suite de la ddvaluation du Iranc franEais
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 443170 of 9 March 1970 amendiog
Regulation (EEC) 7660169 on certain measures in the agricultural
sector following devaluation of the French franc)
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RBglement (CEE) 444170 de la Commission, du 9). certaines mesgres l. prendre. pour les contrats mars 1970, relatifconclus avant la
d6valuation du franc frangais dans les dchanges i(Commission Regulation (EEC) 444170 of 9 March 1970 on certain
measures for contracts concluded in inua-Community trade before
devaluation of the French franc)
RBglement (CEE) 445 l7O de Ia Commission, du 9 mars 1970, fixantle montant de base du prdlBvement i I'importatiori pour les sirops et
certains autres produits du secteur du sucre (Commission Regulation
@EC) 445 170 of 9 March 1970 fixng the basic amount of the levy
on imports of syrups and certain other products in the sugar sector)
Rgglement (CEE) M6170 de Ia Commission, du 10 mars 7970, fixant
Ies prdlBvements applicibles aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
446170 of 10 March 7970 fixng the levies on cereals and on whear
or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rlglement (CEE) M7 170 de la Commission, du 10 mars 7970, hxant
Ies primes s'ajoutant aux p#lAvements pour les c6rdales et le malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) 447 170- of 10 March 1970 fixing the
premirrms to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Riglement (CEE) 448170 de la Commission, du 10 mars 1970, modi-
fiant le correctif applicable i [a restiturion pour les cdrdales (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 448170 of 10 March 1970 modifying the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
REglement (CEE) 449 170 de la Commission, du 10 mars 1970, lixant
Ies prdllvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
9ommission Regulation (EEC) 449 170 of 10 March 1970 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar,and raw sugar)
REglement (CEE) 450i70 de la Commission, du 10 mars 1970, modi-
fiant le r&glement (CEE) 662169 relatif I la venre, par les organismes
d'intervention, de beurre dipassant un certain 6ge (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 450/70 of 10 March 1970 amending Regulation(EEC) 662169 on the sale by the intervention agencies of butter over
a certain age)
Rlglement (CEE) 451170 de Ia Commission, du 9 mars 1970, modi-
fiant le rdglement (CEE) 1,671,169 rclatit ) cenaines mesures i prendre
pour les marchandises relevant du r8glement (CEE) 1059169 t la
srrite de la ddvaluation du franc frangais (Commission Regulation(EEC) 457170 of 9 March 1970 amending Regulation (EEC) 7677169
on ceftain measures concerning goods to which Regulation (EEC)
7059169 applies following devaluation of the French franc)
RBglement (CEE) 452170 de Ia Commission, du 11 mars 1970, Iixant
les pr6llvements applicables.aux cdidales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
452170 of 11 March 1970 fixng the levies on cereals and on wheat
or ry_e flour, groats and meal)
Rtglement (CEE) 453170 de Ia Commission, du 11 mars t970, lixant
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlAvemenrs pour les cdr6ales et Ie malr(Commission Regulation (EEC) 453/70 of L1 March 1970 fixing rhe
premiums to be added ro tie levies on cereals and malt)
Rlglement (CEE) 454170 de la Commission, du 11 mars 1970, modi-
fiant le correctif applicable I la restitution pour les c6r6ales (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 454170 of 11 March 1970 modifying the
corrective factor applicable ro the refund on cereals)
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REglement (CEE) 455/70 de la Commission, du 11 mars 7970, frxant
les prdllvements I l'imponation pour le sucre blanc et Ie sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC) 455/70 of 11 March 1970 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and iaw sugar)
Rtglement (CEE) 456170-de la Commission, du 11 mars 1970, Ixant
Ie prdlAvement i l'importation pour la mdlasse (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 456170 of 11 March 7970 fi:xjng the levy on imports of
molasses)
RAglement (CEE) 457 l7O de la Commission, du 11 mars 1970, modi-
fiant les rBglements (CEE) 1285 169 et 1286169 relatifs ) des adiudi-
cations permanentes de lait 6cr6md en poudre (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 457 170 of 1L March 1970 amending Regulations (EEC)
1285 169 and 7286169 on permanent tendering of skim milk powder)
Rtglement (CEE) 458/70 de Ia Commission, du 11 mars 1970,-modi)
fiant I'annexe du rBglement 2ZS 167 ICEE en ce qui concerne les
coefficients d'6quivalence pour les graines de tournesol. '(Commission
Regulation (EEC) 458/70 of 11 March 1970 amending the annex of
Regulation 225l67lCEE in respect of the coefficients of equivalence
for sunflower seed)
Rlglement (CEE) 459 170 de la Commission, du 11 mars 7970, arrltant
les mesures de sauvegarde applicables ) I'importation des pommes detable (Commission Regulation (EEC) 459 170 ol 17 Nlau.ch 7970
adopting safeguard measures for imports of table apples)
Rbglement (CEE) 460170 du Conseil, du 6 mars 7970, ponant conclu-
sion d'un accord commercial entre Ia Communaut6 6conomique
europdenne et la rdpublique socialiste 
-fddCrative de Yougoslavie et
arr6tant des disposirions pour son application (Council Regulation(EEC) 460170 of 6 March 1970 concluding a trade agreement between
the EEC and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and adopt-
ing the implementing provisions thereto)
RAglement i1CEE) 461170 de la Commission, du !2 mars 1970, ttxant
les pr6llvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
467170 of t2 March 1970 fiixing the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, goats and meal)
Rlglement (CEE) 462170 de Ia Commission, du 12 mars 7970, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux pr6lBvements pour les cdr6ales er le malr(Commission Regulation (EEC) 462170 of 12 March 1970 flxiag the
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rtglement (CEE) 463170 de la Commission, du 1) mars L970, hxant
le correctif applicable I Ia restitution pour les cdr6ales (Commission
Regulation (EECI 463170 of 12 March 1970 ftxi4g the corrective
factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
Rlglement (CE} 4;64F0 de la Commission, du 12 mars 1970, fixant
les restitutions applicables aux cdrdaleg aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
464170 of 12 March 1970 lixjig the refunds on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rlglement (aEE) 465 170 de la Commission, du 12 mars. L970, fixant
les prdlEvements applicables an riz et aux brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 465170 of 12 March 1970 frxing the levies on rice
and broken rice)
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REglement (CEE) 466170 de Ia Commission, du 12 mars 7970, fixant
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlBvements pour le riz et les brisures(Commission Regulation (EEC) 466170 ol t2 March t970 frxing the
premiums to be added to the levies on rice and broken rice)
REglement (CEE) 467 170 de Ia Commission, du 12 mars 1970, tixant,
les restitutions ) I'exportation pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 467 170 ,6t 12 March 1970 fixng the refunds on
exports of rice and broken rice)
RBglement (CEEI 468170 de la Commission, du L2 mars 1970, frxant
le correctif applicable i la restitution pour le riz et Ies brisures
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 468170 of t2 Match 1970 fixing the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on rice and broken rice)
Rfulement (CEE) 469170 de Ia Commission, du 12 mars 7970, hxant
les prdltvements (CEE) 469 170 de la Commission, du 12 mars 7970,
fixant les prdlEvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucrebrut (Commission Regulation (EEC) 469 170 of 12 March 1970 hxjng
the levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
RAglement (CEE) 470170 de la Commission, du 12 mars 7970, ttxant
Ies prdltvements I I'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi
que de viandes bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 470170 of. 12 March 7970 hxng the levies on
imports of calves and mature cattle and of beef and veal other than
frozen)
R&glement (CEE) 47t170 de la Commission, du 13 mars 1970, ttxant
les prdlBvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
47t170 of 13 Mareh 7970 tixjng the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
Riglement (CEEI 472170 de la Commission, du 13 mars 7970, lxant
les primes s'aloutant aux prdlBvements pour les cdrdales et le malt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 472170 of 13 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt).
REglement (CEEI 473170 de Ia Commission, du 13 mars 7970, modi-
fiant Ie correcti-f applicable A la restitution pour les cdrdales (Com-
mission Regulation IEEC) 473170 of 13 March 1970 modifying the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
RAglement (CEE) 474170 de la Commission, du 13 mars 7970, fixant
les prdlEvements l I'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commtus16r, Regulation (EEC) 474170 of 13 March 1970 fu,ing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rtglement (CEEI 475170 de la Commission, du 13 mars 7970, frxant
les prdl0vements dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 475170 of 13 March 7970 hxng the levies in the
olive oil sector)
RBglement (CEEI 476170 de la Commission, du 13 mars 1970, trxant
le montant de I'aide dans le secteur des graines ol6agineuses (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 476170 of 13 March 7970 hing the amount
of aid in the oilseeds sector)
REglement (CEE) 477 170 de la Commission, du 12 mars 7970, fixant
les prdllvements ) l'importation dans le secteur du lait et des produits
laitiers (Commission Regulation (EEC) 4n 170 ot L2 ll4arch 7970fixing the levies on imports in the milk and milk products sector)
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RAglement (CEF) 478170.de la Co-mission, du 13 mars !970, fixatt
Ies restitutions dans le secteur du lait et des produits laitiers pour les
produits exportes en l'6tat (Commission Regularion (EEC) 4iBt7O ot
13 March 7970 hing the refunds in the milk and milk products secor
for produfts exported in tte natural state)
Rtglement (CEE) 479 170 de la Commission du L3 mars !970, ftxa*
les conditions pour I'attribution des opdrations de transformation des
oranges (Commission Regufation (EEC) 479/70 of 13 March 1970
fixing the conditions for awarding conrracs for processing oranges)
Rlglement (CEEI 480170 du Conseil, du 13 mars 1970, autorisant
les Etats 
_membres. ) appliquer des mesures particulitres'd,interven-tion sur le marchd des pommes (Council REgulation (EEC) 4SO|7O
of 13 March 1970 authorizing the Member Siates to apply special
intervention measlues on the apple market)
R&glement.(CEB) 481,170 de Ia Commission, du 13 mars 1970, compl|-
tant Ie rAglement 1,65 167 ICEE d! la Qsmmission concernart Ia
destination des produits dont les Etats membres ont assure l,achat
dans le cadre des interventions sur le marchd dans Ie secteur des fruits
et ldgumes (Commission Regulation (EECI 481170 of 13 March 1970
s.upplemenlnF 
.Co-Fission Regulation 765167 ICEE concerning ttredisposal of fruit and vegetables bought in by the Member Stales in
order to support the market)
Rtglement (CEEI 482170 de Ia Commission, du 16 mars 1970, fixant
les pr6llveme_nts- applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aur( gruaux
et semoules de froment oq de seigle (Commission Regulation-(EEC)
482170 of 16 March 1970 hxrng the levies on cereals an-d on wheat oi
rye flour, gtoats and meal)
RAgl"-errt (CEE) 483/70 de la Commission, du 16 mars 1970, lixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux pr6ltvements porrr les cdrdales et ie malt(Commissioa Regulation (EEC) 483/70 of 16 March 7970 hing the
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rtglelent (CEE) 484170 de la Commission, du 16 mars 1970, modr
fiant Ie correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cdr6ales (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 484170 of 16 March 1970 modifyine the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
Rtglemcnt (CEE) 485/70 de la, Commission, du 16 mars 1970, lixart
les prdllvements I I'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC) 485/70 of 16 March 1970 fixing the
levies on imports of white, sugar and raw sugar)
Rfulement (CEE) 486170 de la Commission, du 16 mars 1970, modi-
fiant certahes restitutions dans le secteur du lait et des produitslaitiers (Commission Regularion (EEC) 486170 of t6 lllarih l97O
modifying certain refunds in the milk and milk'products sector)
REglement (CEEI 487 170 de la Cop-ission, du 16 mars t970, abrc-geant le rEglement ICEE) 235170 poftanr application du droit du
tarif douanier commun aux importations de certaines vari6t& d'oran-
ges douces originaires d'Espagne (Commission Regulation (EEC)
497170 of 16 March 1970 revoking Regulation (EEC) ,35170 applying
the comm- on customs tariff duty to imports of certain'varie-dei o-f
sweet oranges from Spain)
Rtglement (CEE) 483/70 de la Co--ission, du 16 mars 1970, modi-
liant les prdlAvements applicables ir l'importation des produirs trans-
formds I base de cCrdales et de riz (Commission Regulation (EEC)
488170 oJ 16 March 1970 modifying the levies on imports of products
processed from cereals aud rice)
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Rdglement (CEE) 489 l7O du Conseil, du 17 mars 1970, modifiant
le rEglement (CEE) 204169 6tablissant, pour certains produits agri
coles exportes sous forme de marchandises ne relevant pas de I'an-
nexe II du trait6, les rlgles gdnCrales relatives i I'octroi des restitu-
tions tr I'exportation et les critBres de fixation de leur montant(Council Regulation (EEC) 489 170 ol 17 March 1970 amending
Regulation (EEC) 204169 laying down; for certain agricultural products
exported in the form of goods not listed in Annex II 
. 
of 
_the Treaty,
general rules relating to the granting of export, refunds and the
criteria for fixing their amount)
Rfulement (CEE) 490170 du Conseil, du 17 mars'1970, prolongeant
le d6lai fix6 par I'article 72 patagraphe 3 deuxitme alh6a du rtglement
130l66lCBB-relatif au financement de la politique agricole cgT-ule
(Co'uncil Regulation (EEC) 490170 of. t7 March 1970 extending the
period provided for in Article 12(3), second sub-patagraph, of Regula-
iion 73Ol66lCEE on the financing of the common agriculrural policy)
Rlglement (CEEI 49L170 du Conseil, du 17 mars. 1970, mo4ifiant le
rtgflement (CEE) 986i68 dtablissant les rAgles gdnfr{es relatives- }
I'o'ctroi des aides pour le lait Ccrdmd et le lait 6crdm6 en poudre
desrin6s l I'alimeniation des animaux (Council Regplation (EEC)
497170 of L7 March 1970 amending Regulation (EEC) 986/68 laying
down general rules for the granting of aid in respect of skim milk and
skim milk pirwder for animal feeding)
R0glement (CEE') 492170 de la Commission, du !7 mars 7970, fixax
les-pr6ltvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et, alrx gruarD(
et sEmoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
492170 of L7 Mrarch7970 llurirry the levies on cereals and on wheat or
rye flour, goats and meal) /
Rfulement (CEEI 493170 ds ls Qqmmission, du 77 m?rs 7970, fixant
Ies-primes s'aioutant' aux pr€llvements Pour les cdrdales et Ie mdt(Coirmission Regul"tioo (EEC\ 493170 of. tZ March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be idded to the levies on cereals and malt)
RAglement {CEEI 494t70 de la Commission, du 17 mars 7970, modi-
fiait le coriectif applicable l la restitution Poru les c6r6ales (Co4-
-ission Reeulation 
-(EEC) 494170 ol 77 March 1970 modifying the
correcdve fictor applicable to the refund on cereals)
Rfulement (CEE) 495 170 de la Commission, du, 17 mars-!970, fixatt
les-prdllvements I l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Coirmission Regulation (EECI 495 170 of 17 March 1970 fixing the
ievies on imponJ of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rfulement (CEEI 496170 de la CoTlissiort, .l,q LT.nars 7970,-Poftant
pre]oiAres dispoiitions sur Ie contrdle de qualitd de fruits et lfuirmes
laisant l'obief d'expoftations vers les pays tiers (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC)- 496170 of 17 March 1970 making initial provisions Ior
the quality control of fruit and vegetables for export to ngn-member
countries)
R&glement (Cf:El 497 170 ds la Qemmission, du 17 aats-1970-, portant
mo-dalit& diapplication des restitutions I I'exportation dans le secteur
des fruits et-ldgumes (Commission Regulation (EEQ a97 170 ot
17 March 1970-on implementing procedures for refunds on exports
in the fruit and vegetables sector)
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Rdglem..ent (CEE) 498.170.-de la Commission, du 1g mars 1970, fxant
les pr6ldv.ements.applicables aux cdr6ales, aux farines er aux gruaux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commissin Reeulation"GEc)
498170 of. 18 March 7970 fixjag the levies on cereals "rnd oo irn.ri
or rye flour, groats and meal) -
RAglement (CEEI 499 l7O de Ia_ Commission, du 1g mars L970, hxantl1 priues s'ajoutlnt aux prdlBvemenrs pour les cCrdales et ie malr(Commissiqn Regulation (J,EC) 499 l7O oi 1g March 1970 fixins thepremiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
RBglement (CE!'l 500/70. de.la, Commission, du 18 mars 1970, modi-fiant le correctif applicable I la restitution pour les cdrdales '(Com_
missio'r Regulation (EEC) 500/70 of t8 March 1970 modifvins rhe
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
Rlglem.e.nt (CEE).50U70 de la Commission, du 18 mars i970, lixaat
Ies pr6lEvements ) l'importation pour Ie sucre blanc et le suire brut(Commission Regulatio.n (EEC) 50U70 of 1g March 1970 fixing the
levies on imporrs of white sugar and raw sugar)
f.Aglement (CEE) _502170 de la Commission, du L8 mars 1970, fixattle prdlAvement_l fimportation pour Ia mClaise (Commissls, iteeula-tion (ECC) 502170 of 18 Marih 1970 firtng the' Ievy on impori of
molasses)
Rfulement.(CEF) 503i70 de la Commission, du 18 mars L9ZO, hxant
les 
_restirutions A l'exportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucie brut
en l'6tat (Commi55i611 Regulation (EEC) 503/70 of 78 March 7970fixing.the refuads on exports of white sugar'and raw sugar in the
natural state)
Rlglement (CEE) 504/70 de la Commission, du 18 mars 1970, tixart
des 1rontants suppldmentaires pour les eufs en coquille (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 504/70 of 18 March l97O l,x:rrrg ttre supplementary
alnonnts for eggs in shell)
f.tglement (CEE) 505/70 ds lx Q6mmission, du 18 mars !V70, fixa*le montant de I'aide dans Ie secteur des giaines oldagineuses - (Com-
qfsign- Regulatioa 
-(EEC) 505/70 of 18 March lgZO fiing the amountof aid in the oilseeds sector)
f.tglement (CEE) 506/70 de la Commission, du 18 mars 1970, modi-fiant Ia restitution A l'exportation pour' les gaines ol6agineuses(Commission Regulation (EEC) 506170 of 18 Mich 1970 m6difying
the refund on exporrs of oilseeds)
!.tglement (CEEI 507 170 de la Com-ission, du 19 mars 1970, hxantIes prdltveme-nts- rapplicables,aux c6rCales, aux farines et aux gnraux
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation-(EEC)
507 170 of 19 March t970 lixng the levies on cereals -and on wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
RAglement (CEE) 508/70 de la Commission, du 19 mars 1970, lixantlq primes s'ajoutant aux pr6ltvements pour les c€rCales et ie mdt(Commissioa'Regulation (EEC) 508/70 of 19 March 1970 fixine rhe
premirms to be added to ttre levies on cereals and malt)
-RBglement (CEE) 509/70 de la Commission, du 19 mars 1970, fixantle correctif applicable i la restitution potu les c6rdales (Commis5iss
Regularion (EEC) 509/70 of 19 March 7970 frxing the correitive
factor applicable to the'refund on cereals)
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RA-glement (CEE) 510/70 de la Commission, du 19 mars 1970, lixant
les-restitutions applicables aux c6r6ales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation P,r.C)
it}l7} of 19 March 1970 fxing-the refunds on cereals and oo wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
REslement (CEE) 511/70 dg l2 Qemmission, du 19 mars 1970, iixarlt
les"prdlBvements appilcables at iz et aux brisures 
-(Commission
Regiilation (EEC) i1U70 of 19 March 1970 hxng the levies on rice
and broken rice)
R&glement (CEEI |tZl7O de la Commission, du- 19 mars L970, tixent
les"primes's'aioutant aux prdlBvements Pour le riz et les brisures(Coimission lieeulation (Eic) 5L2l7o of 'D March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be idded to the Ievies on rice and broken rice)
Rtglement (CEE) 513/70 de la Commission,- du- 19 mars 7970, ttxarrt
les-restitutions i'l'exportation Pour le iz et les brisures- (CoPmission
Regulation (EEC) 5ft/70 ol i9 Mau.ch 1970 lixtng the refunds on
expors of rice and broken rice)
Rlelement (CEE) 514i70 de la Commission, du 19 mars 7970, fixarir'
Ie "correctif' applicable ) la restitution pour le riz et les. brisures(Commission il.ieutation (EEC) 514170 of 19 March 1970 fixing the
iorrective factor-applicabie to the refund on rice and broken rice)
Rdelement (CEE) 515/70 de la Commission, du 19 mars 7970, fixarrt
les-pr6lEvements A l'importation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Col'mission Regulatiori (EEc) 515/70 of 19 March 1970 fixing the
ievies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
RAelement rcEE\ 576t70 ds [a Q6mmission, du 19 mars 7970, tixant
les-prdllvements'i f importation de veaux- et de gr99 bovins, ainsi que
de viandes bovines autres que les viandes congeldes ' (Commission
Reculation (EEC) 516/70 o-f 19 March 7970 fir'ng the levies on
imfrorts of ialves' and'maure catde and of beef and veal other than
frozen)
RAelement rcEEl 517 l7O du Conseil, du 17 mars L970, relat:d au
r6o'i-e app[cabl6 aux'viandes bovines, originaires des Etats africains
et?aleailie associds ou des pays et territoires d'outre-mer (Council
Reeula"tion ,J,IEC\ 577 l7O of 17 March 1970 on the arrangemeots
apilicable td bdf and veal originating in the AASM or the OCT)
REelement (CEE) 518/70 du Conseil, du 17 mars 7970, relatit au
r6ol-e aopiicabie aui produits originaires des Etats africains et
mfhache'issocids ou deis pays et teiritoires d'outre-mer (Council
Reenflation GEO 518/70 ol 77 Match 1970 on the arrangements
apilicable to oliaginous products originating in the AASM or the
ocT)
Rfulement (CEE) 519/70 du Conseil, du 
. 
L7 mars 
.1970, rclatit au
r6o'i-e aoolicable aux broduits uansformCs ) base de fruits et l6gumes,
orleir,"ir;; des Etas africains s1 malgache associds ou des Pays et
terrltoires d'outre-mer (Council Regrrlition (EEC) 519 170 of 17 Mar*
1it70 ot the arrangements applicabG to processed fruit and vegetable
products orighating in the AASM or the OCT)
Rlelement rcEEl 52Ot7O du Conseil, du 17 mars 1970, fixant les
disiositions'particuli&r'es applicables ) I'importation des marchandises
..iir*t du ?fuhment (CIIE) 1059/69, originaires des Etats africains
"t .algoch" asioci6s ou'des'pays 
et territoires d'outre-mer 
- 
(Council
n""ot#o" ffilBc\ 52Ol7O ot-Li March 1970 lavrne down the special
prolvisions ipptcable 'to imports of goods falling under Regulation
iEtc) rosslBl and originating in the AASM or the oCT)
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Rlglement (CEE) 527170 du Conseil, du 17 mars 1970, pftvoyant
des mesures ddrogatoires en ce qui corcerne les importations dans les
ddpartemens flangais d'outre-mer de certains produits agricoles ori-
,ginaires des Etats africains et malgache associ6s ou des pays et
territoires d'outre-mer (Council llegulation (EEC) 521170 o1. 17 March
1970 providing for derogations as regards imports into the French
Overseas DepartmentC sf 6s6ain agricultural products origiaating in
the AASM or the OCT)
RAglement (CEE) 522170 du Conseil, du 17 mars 1970, rclatirt at
rdgime applicable aux produits transformds I base de cdrdales et de
riz, originaires des Etats africains et malgache associds ou des pays
et ferritoires d'outre-mer (Council Regulation (EEC) 5?2170 ot
77 March L970 on tle arrangements applicable to products processed
from cereals or rice and originating in the AASM or the OCT)
RAglement (CEE) 523/70 de la Commission, du 20 mars 1970, ffxant
les pr6lEvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruaux et
semoules de froment ou de. seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
523170 of 20 March 1970 hxng the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rtglement (CEE) 524170 ds la Qommission, du 20 mars D70, frxart
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlBvements pour les c6rdales et Ie malt
(Commission Regulatioo (EEC) 524170 of 20 March 7970 fixjag
the premir'-s to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
RBglement (CEEI 5ZS 170 de la Co-mission, du 20 mars 7970, aodi-
fiant Ie correctif applicable ) Ia restitution pour les c6r6ales (Com-
mission,Regulation (EEC) 525/70 of 20 Marc.h 1970 modifying the
corrective faaor applicable to the refund on cereals)
Rtglement (CF,E) 526170 de la Commission, du 20 mars 7970, Iixanrt
les pr6lEvemens I I'importation'pour le sucre blanc et Ie sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 526170 of 20 March 7970 fixing the
Ievies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rlglement (CEEI 527 170 de la Commission, du 20 mars 1970, fixattles prdlAvements dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commis5iqr
Regulation (EEC) 527 170 of 20 March 1970 frxlr,g tfie levies in the
olive oil sector)
REglement (CEE) 528/70 de la Commission, du 20 mars 1970, fixaat
le montant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines oldagineuses (Com-
mission Regulation (EECI 528170 of 20 March 7970 tixjng the amount
of aid in the oilseeds sector)
Rtglement (CEEI 529170 de la Commission, du 20 mars 1970, fixaat
les restitutions I I'exportation dans Ie secteur de la viaode bovine
pour la pdriode dCbutant le L"' avdl 7970 (Commissioa Regulation
(EECI 5?9 170 of 20 March 1970 hxrng the refunds oD exports in the
beef and veal sector for the period beginning 1 April 1970)
REglement (CEE) 530/70 de la Commission, du 20 mars L970, reladlI la suspeosioo partielle de certains prdlEveme"ts fixds dr"s le secteur
de Ia viande de porc (Gommission Regulation (EEC) 530/70 of
20 March 19170 ot the panial suspension of cenain levies fixed in
the pigmeat sector)
Rtglement (CEE) 53U70 de la Commission, du 20 mars !970, ponant
fixation du montant de la restitution pour I'huile d'olive (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 53U70 of 20 March 1970 hrtng the amount
of the refund on olive oil)
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RBglement (CEEI 532170 de la Commission, du 23 mars 7970, fixant
les pr6lAvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et anx gruanx
et sbmoules de froment ou de seigle (Commissioo Regulation (EEC)
532170 ot 23 Match 1970 hx.ng the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
REglement (CEb) 533/70 de la Co--ission, du 23 mars 7970, fixatt
les primes s'ajoutant aux pr6lBvements pour les cdrdales et le Ealt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 533/70 of 23 March 1970 fixing rhe
preminms to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
Rtglement (CEE) 534/70 de la Commission, du 23 mars 1970, modi-
, fiant le correctif applicable A la restitution poru les cCrdales (Com-
mission Regulation @EC) 534170 of 23 March 1970 modifying the
corrective facor applicable to the refund on cereals)
Rtglement (CEE) 535/70 de la Commirrioo, dr, 23 mars 1970, fixant
Ies prdl8vements I I'importation pour le sucre blang et Ie sucre brut
(Commisslell Regulation (EEC) 535/70 of 23 March 1970 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
REglement (CEE) 536170 de la Com-ission, du 23 mars 7970, frxant
les prdl0vements I f importation de viandes bovines congeldes (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 536/70 oI 23 Match t970 fix:lng the levies
on imports of frozen beef and veal)
REglement (CEE) 537 l7O ds ta Qqmmission, du 23 mats 7970, alutolJ.-
sant les Etats membres A prendre des mesures d6rogatoires I certains
critlres des normes de qualitd applicables aru( exportations vers les
pays tiers des bulbes, oignons et tubercules ) fleurs (Commission
Regulation (EBCI 537 170 of 23 March 1970 atthoizing the Member
States to adopt measures derogating from certain criteria of the
qualitf standards applicable to eq)orts to noa-member countries of
flower bulbs and tubers)
RAglement (CEE) 538/70 de la Commission, du 23 mars 7970, potart
modification du rBglement (CEE) 315/68 en ce qui cooceme Ie calibre
de l'andmone coronaria (Commission Regulation (EEC) 538/70 of
23 March 1970 amending Regulation (EEC) 315/68 in respect of the
size of anemone coronaria)
REglement (CEE) 539/70 de la Commission, du 23 mars 7970, fixant
les restitutions I I'orportation pour les po--es (Commission Regu-
lation (EEC) 539 170 of 23 March 1970 fixhg, the refunds on oq,orts
of apples)
Rtglement (CEE) 540/70 du Conseil, du 20 mars 1970, rclaai au
rdgime applicable aux riz et brisures de riz originaires des Etats
#ricains et malgache associ& ou des pays et territoires d'outre-mer(Council Regulation (EEC) 540/70 of 20 March 1970 on the system
applicable to rice and brokens originating in the AASM or in the OCT)
Rtglement (CEE) 541170 du Conseil, du 20 mars 7970, rclatif. I
I'agriculture du grand-duchd de Luxembourg (Council Regulation(EEC) 541170 of 20 March 1970 oa agriculture in ttre Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg)
RAglement (CEEI 542170 de la Commission, du 24 mars 1970, frxatt
les prdlBvemens applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aru( gruau:x
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
542170 ot 24 ,Mxch L97A fixtng the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
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REglement (CEE) 543/70 de la Commission, du 24 mars 7970, fixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdllvements poru les c6r6ales et le malt
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 543/70 ol 24 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
RBglement (CEE) 5#,170 de la Co-*ission, du 24 mars 1970, modi-
fiant Ie correctif applicable ) la restitution pour les cdrdales (Com-
mission Reguladon (EEC) 544170 ol 24 March 1970 modifying the
corrective factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
R0glement (CEE) 545/70 de la Co-mission, du 24 marc t970, fixant
les prdl0vements I l'lmportation pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut(Commission Regulation (EEC) 545/70 of. 24 Mxch 1970 fixing the
levies on imports of white sugar and raw sugar)
RAglembnt (CEE) 546170 de la Commission, du 24 mars 1970, rclatllI Ia vente I prix rdduit de beurre pour I'exportation de certains
m6langes de graisses (Commission Regulation (EEQ 5a6170 of
24 March 7970 on the sale at reduced price of butter for the export
of certain fat mixtures)
R0glement (CEE) 547 170 de Ia Commission, du 24 mars L970, modi-
fiant le rEglement (CEEI 7665 169 rclatjt I certaines mesures A prendre
dans Ie secteur.de Ia viande de porc I Ia suite de la ddvaluadon du
franc frangais (Commission Regulation (EEC) 547 170 of. 24 March
1970 amending Regulation (EEC) 1,665/69 on cerrain measures in the
pigmear sector following devaluation of the French franc)
Rlglement (CEE) 548170 de la Commission, du 24 marc 1970, fixaat
le montant de l'aide dans le secteur des graines oldagineuses (Com-
mission Regulation (EEC) 548170 of 24 March 7970 hxng the amounr
of aid iu the oilseeds sector)
REglement (CEE) 549170 de Ia Commission, du 25 mars 7970, ltxarlt
les prdlAvements applicables aux cdrdales, aux farines et aux gruarD(
et semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regularion-(EEC)
549 170 of 25 Mareh t970 fir,ng the levies on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, goats and meal)
REglement (CEE) 550/70 de la Commission, du 25 mars 7970, ftxant
les primes s'aioutant aux prdlBvements poru les c6rCales et le malt(Commission Regulation (EEC) 550/70 of 25 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on cereals and malt)
RAglement (CEE) 55U70 de la Co--ission, du 25 mars 7970, frxaat
le correctif applicable ) la restitution pour les cdrdales (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 551i70 of 25 March 7970 fixilLg the correcrive
factor applicable to the refund on cereals)
Rfulement (CEE) 552/70 de la Co-missioo, du 2i mars 1970, lixant
les restitutions applicables aux c6r6ales, aux fadnes et atu( gruau( et
semoules de froment ou de seigle (Commission Regulation (EEC)
552170 of 25 March 1970 lixjng the refunds on cereals and on wheat
or rye flour, groats and meal)
Rfulement (CEE) 553/70 de la Commission, du 25 mars 7970, fixaat
les pr6ldvements applicables au riz et aux brisures (Commission
Regnlation (EEC) 553/70 of 25 March 1970 lixng the levies on rice
and broken rice)
RBglement (CEE) 554/70 de la Commission, du 25 mars t970, tixant
les primes s'ajoutant aux prdllvements pour le iz et les brisures
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 554/70 of 25 March 1970 fixing the
premiums to be added to the levies on rice and broken rice)
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Rlglemnt (CEE) 555/70 de la Co--ission, du 2l mars 1970, frxant
les restitutions l l'exportation pour le riz et les brisures (Commission
Regulation (EEC) 555/70 of 25 March 7970 fixjng the refunds on
exports of rice and broken rice)
RAglement (CEE) 556/70 de Ia Commission, du 25 mars 7970, fixant
le correctif applicable I la restitution pour le iz et, Ies brisures
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 556/70 of 25 March 1970 fixing the
corective factor applicable to the refund oa rice and broken rice)
RAglement (CF,E) 557 170 de la Co--ission, du 25 mars t970, fixaat
les prdlEvements l I'imponadon pour le sucre blanc et le sucre brut
(Commission Regulation (EEC) 557 170 of 25 March 1970 fixing the
levies on impons of white sugar and raw sugar)
Rtsglement (CEE) 558/70 dg la Qommission, du 25 mars 1970, lixaat
les prdlAvements ) I'importation de veaux et de gros bovins, ainsi
que de viandes bovines autres que les viandes congeldes (Commisgien
Regulation (EEC) 558/70 of 2i March W0 fixjng the levies on
imports of calves and mature catde and of beef and veal other than
kozen)
Rtglement (CEE) 559/70 ds l2 Qommission, du 25 mars 1970, lixant
le prdllvement I I'importation poru la mdlasse. (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 559170 of 2l March 1970 fixl,g the lery on imports of
molasses)
Rdglement (CEE) 560/70 de la Commission, du 25 mars 7970, lixaat
les conditions de mise en vetrte de I'huile d'olive ddtenue par I'orga-
nisme d'intervention italien (Commission Regulation (EEC) 560/70
of 25 March 7970 fiing tle conditions for the sale of olive oil held
by the Italian intervention agency)
Rtglement (CEEI 56L170 de Ia Com-ission, du 25 mars 7970, rclatilI la constatation qu'il peut erre donn6 suite aux demaodes ddposdes
en vue de I'obtention des primes I la non-co--ercialisation du lait
et des produits laitiers (Commissl6a Regulation (FEC) 561170 of.
25 March 1970 noting that applications for prbmiums for the uon-
marketing of milk and milk produits can be acted on)
Rtglement (qH 562170 de la Commission, du 25 mars 7970, lixatt
les taux des restitutions applicables, ) compter du 1"' avril 1970, avx
ceufs et aux iaunes d'eufs er<portds sous forme de marchandiss ne
relevant pas de l'onnexe tr du traitd (Commi5siea Regulation (EEC)
562170 of 2l March 1970 fifir;g tte rates of the refuads applicable
from 1 April 1970 to eggs and egg yolls exported in the form of
goods not included in Annex tr of the Treaty)
Rlglement (CEE) 563/70 de la Commission, du 25 mars 7970, portant
fkation du montant de la restitution pour I'huile d'olive (Commis-
sion Regulation (EEC) 563170 of 25 March 1%0 frxrolg the amount
of the refund on olive oil)
Rtglement (CEEI 564170 de Ia Commission, du 25 mars 1970, potta*
fixation de la restitution I l'extrlortation pour les graines oldagineuses
(Commissioa Regulation (F.I.CI 564170 of 25 March 1970 fixing the
refunds on exlrorts of oilseeds)
Rfulement (CEE) 565/70 de la Commission, du 25 mars 1970, relatitI la gestion du systEme de titres d'importation des po--es de table
ss 66difiant le rtglement (CEEI 459 170 (Commission Regulation(EEC) 565/70 of system of import permis for table apples, am6ading
Regulation (EEC) 459/70)
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R&glement (CEE'1 566170 de la Commission, du 25 mars 1970, fixatt
Ie montant de base du pr6llvement I I'importation pour les sirops et
certains autres produits du sectzur du sucre (Commission Regulation
(EEC)-566170 of 25 March 1970 tixtng the basic amount of the levy
sa imForts of syrups and certain other products in the sugar sector)
RBglement (C,EE) 567 170 6. 1u Qsmmission, du 25 mars 1970, modi-
fiant les prdltvements applicables I l'importation des proCuits trans-
form€s l base de cdrdales et de riz (Commision Reeulition (EEC)
567 170 of 25 March 1970 modifying the levies on imports of products
processed from cereals and rice)
Rlglement (CEE) 568/70 de Ia Commission, du 26 mars 1970, mofi-
fiant Ie rlglement (CEE) 1084/68 en ce qui concerne le taux de
suspension du prdlEvement applicable I I'importation des viandes
bovines congeldes destindes ) la transformation (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 568170 of 26 March 1970 amending Regulation (EEC)
1084168 in respect of the t'ate of reduction of the levy on imports of
&ozen beef and veal for processing)
REglement (CEE) 569170 de la Commission, du 26 mars 7970, tixant
les restitutions dans le secteur des eufs pour Ia p6riode ddbutant lel'" avil 7970 (Commission Regulation (EEC') 569 170 of. 26 Marrh
1970 liing the refunds in the eggs sector for the period beginning
1 April 1970)
RAglement (CEEI 570170 de la Commission, du 26 mars 1970, €tablis-
sant des modalitds d'application pour la fixation ) l'avance des resti-
tutions I I'exportatiou dans Ie secteur des ceufs (Commission Regula-
tion (EEC) 570170 ol 26 March 1970 establishing the implementing
procedures for the advance fixing of refunds on exports in the eggs
sector)
R0glement (CEEI 571170 de la Commission, du 26 mats 1970, fitablis-
sant Ia liste des proiluits du secteur des eufs bdnCficiant du rdgime
de Ia fixation I I'avance des restitutions I I'exportation ainsi que leur
destination (Commission Regulation (EEC) 57t170 of 26 March 1970
establishing a list of products in the eggs sector to which the erange-
ments for the advance fixing of export refunds apply, and their use)
RAglement (CEEI 572170 de la Commission, du 26 mars 1970, niodi-
fiant le rAglement (CEE) 577 169 relatif aux certificats de prdfixationpour certains produits agricoles export6s sous forme de marchandises
ne relevant pas de l'anriexe II du trait6 (Commission Regulation
(EEC) 572170 of 26 March 1970 amending Regul4tion (EEC) 577169
on advance fixing certificates'for certain agdcultiual products exported
in the form of goods not included in Annex tr of the Treaty)
Rtglement (CEE) 573170 de la Commirriorr,'d,, 26 mars 7970, rclallI I'ouverture d'une adiudication pour la mobilisation de froment tendre
et de farine de froment tendre destin& l Ia rdpublique du Niger )
tiue d'aide (Commission Regulation (EECI 573170 of.26 March 1970
inviting tenders for mobilizing wheat other than durum and flout
thereof for aid to Niger)
Rfulement (CEE) 574170 de Ia Commission, du 26 marc 1970, mod.i-
fiant Ie rEglement (CEE) 2479169 de la Cbmmission fixant le coefficient
d'adaptatioo I appliquer au cours des oranges douces de la catdgorie II
en vue du calcul du prix d'entrde (Commi5siqn Regulation (EEC)
574170 ot. 26 March 1970 amending Commission Regulation (EEC)
2479169 fixing the adiustrnent coefficient applicable to the price of
Class II sweet oratrges for calculating the entry price)
5 - 1970
L69,263.1970
L69,26,3.1970
L70,27.3.1970 '
L70, n3.7970
L70,27.3.1970
L70, n3.1970
L70,27.3.1970
L70,27.3.1970
L70,273.1970
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Rtglement (CEE) 575i70 ds ls Qsmmission, du 25 mars 1970, fixant
les taux <ies restitutions applicables, I compter du 1u" avril 1970, L
certains produis laitiers exportds sous forme de marchandises tre
relevant qas de I'annexe II du uaitd (Commission Regulation (EEC)
5.75 170 of 25 March 7970 liing the rates of the reftrnds applicable
from 1 Apil 7970 to certain milk products exported in the -form of
goods not included in Annbx II of tht Treaty)
R8glement (CEE) 576170 de la Commission, du 25'mars 7970, fixarr-
Ies taux des restitutions applicables, I compter du 1"" avril 7970, au
sucre et ) la milasse exportds sous forme dE marchandises ne relevant
pas de I'annexe II du traitd (Commission Regularion (EEC) 576170
of 25 March 7970 fixjng the rates of the refunds applicable fiom
1 April- 1l7p to sugar and molasses exported in the lorm of goods
not included in Annex II of the Treaty) -
Rtglement (CEE) 5n 170 de la Commission, du 25 mars 1970, ttxant
Ies taux des restitutions applicables, I compter du 1"" avril 1g70, b,
cef,tains produia des seceurs des cdr6ales et du riz exportds sous
forme de marchandises ne relevant pas de I'annexe II- du traitd(Commission Regulation (EEC) 577 170 of 25 March 1970 fixing the
rates of the refunds applicable from 1 Apnl 1970 ro ceftain pro-ductsin the cereals and rice sectors exported in the form of gobds not
included in Annex II of the Treaty)
REglement (CEE) 578170 du Conseil, du 26 mars 7970, portant prolon-
gation de la campagne de commercialisation L96911970 dins le
secteur de Ia viande bovine (Council Regul4tion (EEC) 578/70 of
26 March 1970 prolonging the 7969 11970 marketing year in the beef
and veal sector)
RAglement (CEEI 579170 du Conseil, du 26 mars 1970, portant pro-
longation de la campagne laititsre 1969 17970 (Council- Regulalion(EEC) 579170 of 26 March 1970 prolonging the t96917970 milk yeafl
Rtglement (CEE) 580/70 du Conseil, du 26 mars 1970, modifiant
le r{gime de primes ) I'abattage des vaches (Council Regulation
@EC) 580/70 of 26 March 1970 amending the arrangements for
slaughtering premiums for cows)
Rlglement (CEE) 581/70 de la Commission, du 25 mars L970, dtter-
minant les montants des 6l6ments mobiles et les droits additionnels
L70,27.3.970
L70,27.3.1970
L70,27.3.1970
L70,27.3.7970
L70,27.3.7970
L70, n3.1970
L77,31.3.1970
L68, ?53.1970
c34,24.3.1970
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applicables, pendant le deuxilme rrimesrre de I'annde 7970, L I'impor-
tation dans Ia Communaut6 des marchandises relevant du rtglement8gle(CEE) 1059 169 du Conseil , (Commis5i6nis5i6n Regulation (EEC) 58U70
of 25 March 1970 determining the amoutrts o-f the variable compo-
nents and the additional dutiei applicable during the second quaiter
of 1970 to imports into the Communiry of goods to which Cbuncil
Regulation (EEC) 1059169 applies)
Modifications apportdes au:K annexes 3 et 5 du rEglement 4 du Conseil
par I'autoritd compdtente luxembourgeoise (Amendment to Annex 3
and 5 of Council Regulation 4 by the comperenr Luxembourg
authority)
Delegations and Missions
Missions de.pays tiers (Chypre et Irlande) (Missions of non-member
countries 
- 
Cyprus and Ireland)
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THE COUNCIL
Directives. and Decisions
70l176lCEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 3 mars t970, portant conclusion d'un accord
avec l'Australie qdgoci6 au ritre de I'article XXVIII paragraphe 5 duGATI [Council Decision of 3 March 1970 concluding an igreement
with Australia under GATT Article XXVI[(S)]
70lt77lcEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 3 mars 7970, portant conclusion d'un accord
avec Ie Canada ndgoci€ au titre de I'article XXUII paragraphe 5
du GATT [Council Decision of 3 March 1970 concluding an
agreement with Canada under GATT Article XXMtr(S)l
70lt78lcEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 3 mars 7970, portant conclusion d'un accord
avec le Chili ndgocid au titre de I'arricle XXVIII du GATT(Council Decision of 3 March 1970 concluding an agreement wirh
Chile under GATT Article XXVIII)
701779ICEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 3 mars 7970, ponant conclusion d'un accord
avec le Canada ndgocid au titre de l'anicle [I paragraphe 5 du GATT
[Council Decision of 3 March 1970 concluding an agreement with
Canada under GATT Article II(5)l
70ll8elcEE:
Directive du Conseil, du 6 mars 1970, modfiiant Ies directives du
27 i:urun 7967 et du 13 mars 1969 concemant le rapprochement des
dispositions lCgislatives, rdglementaires et ad-inistratives relatives l Ia
classification, l'emballage et I'dtiquetage des substances dangereuses(Council Directive of 6 March 1970 amending the Directives of
27 ltne 7967 and 13 March 7969 on the approximation of laws and
regulations relative to the classification, packing and labelling of
dangerous substances)
Tolt9olcEE:
Ddcision du Conseil, du 6 mars L970, portant conclusion de I'accord
entre Ia Communautd dconomique europdenne et Ie Programme ali-
mentaire mondial pour la fourniture de lait Ccrdmd en poudre I des
pays en voie de ddveloppement (Council Decision of. 6 March 1970
concluding an agreement between the European Economic Community
and the World Food Aid Programme for ttre supply of skim milk
powder to developing countries)
7Ol7ellCEE, '
Ddcision du Conseil, du 6 mars 1970, portant conclusion de I'accord
entre Ia Communaut6 dconomique europ6enne et le Programme ali-
mentaire mondial pour Ia fourniture de matiEres grasses du lait I des
pays en voie de ddveloppement (Council Decision oI 6 March 7970
concluding an agreement between the European Economic Community
and the World Food Aid Program-e for the supply of milk- fats to
developing countries)
5 - 1970
L54,9.3.7970
L54, 93.1970
L54,9.3.7970
L54,9.3.7970
L59,14.3.1970
L59, 14.3.1970
L 59, 74.3.t970
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70lt9zlCE.Et
Ddcision du Conseil, du 6 mars 1970, relaive ) la procCdu:e en
matitre de coopdration dconomiqu-e et mondtaire (Council Decision
of 6 March 1970 on procedure conceming economic and monetary
co-operation)
70 I t83 I CECA, CEE, Euratom :
Budget des Comqunautds europ6ennes poru l'exercice'l97O (Budget
of the European Comm,nides for 1970:)
A. Recettes (4. Receipts)
B. Ddpenses @. Expenditure)
Section I : Assemblde (Section Ii Assembly)
Section II : Conseil (Secrion II: 
.Council)
Annexe I : Comit6 dconomique et social {Annex I:
Economic and Social Q6mmi66Q
Anaexe II : Commi$sion de contr6le des Commu-
nautds europdennes (fuinex tr: Audit
Committee of the European Com-
munitie$)
Annexe trI : Com-;$saire aux comptes de la CECA
(Annex III: ECSC auditor)
Section III : Commissioa (Seaiog III: Commission)
Annexe : Office des publications officielles des Com-
munautCs europdennes (Annex: Official
Publications. Office of the European Com-
--\ munities)
Section fV : Cour de iustice (Section fV: Court of Justice)
C. Effectifs (C. Statr)
701207lcEE i
Ddcsion du Conseil, du 17 mars 1970, portatt conclusion d'un accord
entre la Co--unaut6 dconomique eufopdenne et la rdpublique d'Indo-
n6siq relatif I la fournirure de farine de froment tendre ) tiue d'aide
alimentaire (Council Decision of 17 March 1970 concluding an
agreerDent between the European Economic Q666rrnity and the
Republic of Indonesia on the supply of flour of wheat other than
durun as food aid)
701208lcEE
Ddcision du Conseil, du 17 mars 7970, portant conclusion de Ia
convention relative au commerce du bl6 et de Ia convention relative ,I I'aide alimentaire (Council Decision of 77 Mag:ch 1970 conduding -
the \[heat Trade Conveotioo and the Food Aid Convention)
Annexe (Annex)
Prdambule (Preamble)
Convention relative au co-merce du blC (Vheat Trade Convention)
Convention relative I l'aide alimentaire 
.(Food Aid Convention)
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5 - 1970
Consultations and Opinions of the Economic and Social Committee
ii
Consultation et Avis du Comit6 dconomique et social sur une propo-
pgqi$on de directive du Conseil concernanr Ie rapprochement des
l6gislations des Etats membres relatives aux compieurs de liquides
autres que I'eau (Consultation and Opiirion of ihe Economii and
S.ocial 
-Cgmmlttee on a proposed Council directive on the approxima-tion of Member States' Iegislarion on merers for liquids other than
water)
Consultation et Avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une propo-
sition de directive du Conseil concernant Ie rapprochement des l6gis-
lations des Etats membres relatives aux insmrments de o"rrn"- I
fonctionnement non automatique (Consultation and Opinon oi dhe
Economic and Social Comminee on a proposed Council directive on
the approximation of Member States'-legislation on non-auromatic
weighing instruments)
Consultation et Avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur I'avis de la
Commission au Conseil sur la rdforme du Fonds social europden(Consultation and Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
on the Commission's Opinion to the Council on the reform of the
European Social Fund)
Consultation et Avis du ComitC 6conomique et social sur une propo-
sition de directive du Conseil concernant la r6alisation de Ia libert6
d'dtablissement et de la libre prestation de services pour les activitds
non, salari6es de production de films (Consultari-on and Opinion
of ttre Economic and Social Comminee on a proposed Council diiective
on the achievement of freedom of estabftshment and freedom to
provide services in respect of self-employed activities in film produc-
tion)
Consultation et Avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur une propo-
sition de r8glement du Conseil porranr ftation des conditioni e&C-
'-ales d'application des tarifs pr6vus par Ie rAglement (CEE) 71i4168du Conseil, du 30 fuillet 7968, relatif. h I'instauration d'un sysrBme de
tarifs I fourchettes applicables aux transports de marchandises par
route entre les Etats'membres (Consuliation and Opinion of 'the
Economic and Social Committee on a proposed regulation fixing
the general condirions for the application-of -the rateilaid down in
Council Regulation 7774168 of 30 July 1968 on the introduction of a
system of bracket rates applicabli to road haulage between Member
States)
Consultation du Comit6 dconomique et social sur les propositions de
sept directives et d'ure recommandation du Conseil fiiani les moda-
litds de Ia rdalisation de Ia Iibertd d'Ctablissement et de la libre pres-
tation de services pour certaines activitds non salari6es du domaine
pharmaceutique (Consultation of the Economic and Social Committee
on proposals for seven Council directives and one Council recom-
mendation laying down the procedures for achieying freedom of
establishment and freedom to supply services in respect of certain
self-employed activities in the pharmaceutical sector) |
Avis du Comitd 6conomique et social : (Opinions of the Economic
and Social Q6mmi6gg3)
I. Proposition de directive du Conseil concernant la rdalisation de la
libert6 d'dtablissement et de la libre prestation de services pour les
activitds non salarides relevant de Ia fabrication des mddico-ents(I. Proposed Council directive on t'he achievement of freedom of
establishment and freedom to supply services in respect of 
.selJ-
employed activities in drug maoufaffure)
5 - 1970
L26, 4.3.1970
L26, 43.1970
L26, 4.3.1970
c28, 9.3.1970
c28, 9.3.7970
c36,28.3.1970
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II. Proposition de direcrive du Conseil visant I la coordinaiioa ds5
dispositions l6gislatives, rdglementair,es et administratives concernant
les activitds non salarides relevant de la fabrication des mddicaments(II. Proposed Council dirdctive for co-ordinating the laws and regula-
tions conceming self-employed activities in drug manufacture)
III. Proposition de directive du Conseil cotrcernant la rdalisation de
Ia libertd d'dtablissement et de la libre.prestation de services pour les
activit6s non salarides du commerce de gros des mificaments et des
intermddiaires du commerce et de I'industrie dans le domaine des
rtr6dicaments (Itr. Proposed Council directive on the achieyement of
freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services in respect of
self-employed activities in the wholesale drugs uade and of interme-
diaries in the drugs trade and industry)
IV. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la coordination des
dispositions lCgislatives, rCglementaires et administratives pour les
activitds non salarides : (Proposed Council directive fss 6s-sldinating
the laws and regulations in respect of self-employed activities:)
- 
du co--erce de gos des mddicaments, ( (a) in the wholesale
drugs tradg)
- 
des intermddiaires du commerce et de I'indusuie qui disposent
pour leurs activitCs d'un d6p6t de mddicaments ( (b) of intermediaries
in trade and industry having a drugs warehouse for the purpose of
their activities)
V. Proposition de directive du Conseil yisant I la coordination des
dispositions l6gislatives, rdglementaires et administratives concernant
les activitCs non salarides relevant de Ia vente au ddtail des mddicaments
(Proposed Council directive for co-ordinating the laws and regulations
concerning self-employed activities in the retail drugs trade)
VI. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I Ia reconnaissance
mutuelle des dipl6mes, certificats et autres titres de pharmacien
(Proposed Council directive for the mutual recognition of diplomas,
certificates and other quali:fications of pharmacists)
MI. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la coordination des
dispositions ldgislatives, r6glementaires et administratives concernant
les activitCs non salarides du pharmacien (VII. Proposed Council
directive for co-ordinating the laws and regulations concerning self-
employed activities of pharmacists)
Consultation du Comit6 dconomique et social sur les propositions de
six directives et de deux reco--andations du Conseil fixant les
modalitds de la rdalisation de Ia libert6 d'dtablissement et de la libre
prestation des services pour les activitds non salarides du mddecin
et du praticien de I'art dentaire (Consultation of the Economic and
Social Committee on proposals for six Council directives and two
Council reco--endations laying down the procedures for achieving
freedom of establish-ent and freedom to supply services in respect
of self-employed activities of doctors and of dentists)
Avis du Comit6 dconomique et social : (Opinion of the Economic
and Social Committee:)
I. Proposition de directive du Conseil concernant la rdalisation de Ia
libert6 d'dtablissement et de la libre prestation de services pour les
activitds non salarides du mCdecin (I. Proposed Council directive on
the achievement of freedom of establishment and freedom to supply
services in self-employed activities of doctors)
r50
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II. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la reconnaissance
mutuelle des dipl6mes, cerrificats et aurres tires de mddecin (Proposed
Council directive on the mutual recognirion of diplomas, cerrificates
and other qualifications of doctors)
III. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant A la coordination des
dispositions l6gisladves, r6glementaires et administratives concernant
les activitds non salarides du mddecin (IIL Proposed Council direcrive
on the co-ordination of laws and regulationi. concerning the self-
employed acrivities of doctors)
IV. Proposition de directive du Conseil concernanr la r6alisation de
Ia Iibertd d'dtablissement et de la libre prestation de services pour les
activitds non salarides du praticien de l'art dentaire (Proposed
Council directive on freedom of establishment and freedom ro
supply services for the self-employed activiries of dentists)
V. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant ) Ia reconnaissance
mutuelle des dipl6mes, certifiqats et aurres titres du praticien de l,art
dentai-re (V. Proposed Council directive on the mirrud recognition
of diplomas, certificates and other qualifications of dentists)
M. Proposition de directive du Conseil visant I la coordination des
dispositions ldgislatives, r6glementaires et administratives conceinant
les activit& non salarides,du praticien de l'art dentaire (VI. Proposed
Council directive on the co-ordinarion of laws and regulitions
conceming the self-employed activities of dentists)
Consultation et Avis du Comitd dconomique et social sur la propo-
sition de directive du Conseil concernant le rapproche-.rrt tet
ldgislations des Etats membres relatives aux dmissionJ de gaz polluans
en 
-provenance des moteurs I allumage commandd dquipants les
v6hicules I moteur et sur la proposirion modi(iie de dirEctive du
Conseil concernant Ie rapprochement des ldgislations. des Etats mem-
bres relatives I la r6ception des vdhicules I moteur et leurs remorques(Consultation and Opinion of the Economic aad Social Commi665i ep
the proposed directive on the approximation of the Member States'
legislation relating to the emission bf noxious gases from.spark-ignition
elgfne!_ fitted in motor vehicles and on the imended proposal=for a
Council direcdve on the approximation of Member Statest legislation
relating to the acceptance of motor vehicles and trailers for such
vehicles)
Consultation et Avis du Comiti 6conomique et social sur une DroDo-
sition de rlglement du Conseil concernanr I'introducrion d'un aipaieil
mdcanique de contrdle dans IE domaine des transports par route(Consultation and Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on
a proposed Council regulation on the introduction of a mechanical
monitoring device in the field of road transpoft)
Consultation et Avis du Comitd 6conomique et social sur une propo-
sition de directive du Conseil concemant les modalitds de rdalisation
de la libre prestation de services pour certaines activit6s de I'avocat(Consultation and Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee on
a proposed Council direcrive on procedures for achieving freedom to
supply services for certain activities of lawyers)
c36,28.3.1970
c36,28.3.7970
c36,283.1970
c26, 4.3.7970
t5t
Memoranda
Remplacement d'un membre tinrlaire du comit€ du Fonds social
guropden (Replacement of a sining member of the European Social
Fund Committee)
5 - 1970
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lnformation
Infotmatiou relative I l'entr6e en vigueur de I'accord commercial
CEE-Yougoslavie (lnformation on the entry isto force of ttre EEC-
Yugoslavia Trade Agreement)
TI{E COMMISSION
Directives and Decisions (
70l76e lcF.E:
D€cision de Ia Commission, du 13 fdvrier 1970, rclative I Ia fixation
du prix 6i11i6rrrn du beurre pour la vingitme adjudication parti-
culiBre effecnrde dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanente visde au
rtglement (CEE) 1659169 (Commission Decision of 13 February 1970
fixing the minimum price of butter. for the twentieth individual call
for tender under the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation
(B,E:c) 76sel6e)
701770lcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 20 f$vrier L970, relative ) Ia fixation
du prix minimrm du beurre pour la vingt et unitme adjudication
particuliBre effectude daos le cadre de l'adjudication permanente
visde au rAglement (CEE) 1659 169 (Commision Decision of20 February 7970 lixing the minimlm price of butter for the
twenty-first individual call for tender under the permanent tendering
conditions in Regulation (EECI 1659169)
T0ltTLlcEE
Ddcision de la Commission, du 20 fdvrier 1970, rclarive l la fixation
du prix minimum du beurre pour Ia dix-septiBme adjudication parti-
culilre effectuCe dans Ie cadre de l'adjudication permahente vis€e au
r&glement (CEE) 787L169 (Commission Decison of.20 Februry 1970
fixing the minimum price of butter for the seventeenth individual
call for tender under the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation
(EEC) t87tl69)
70l772lCEE:',
DCcision de la Commission, du 20 f|vier-!97l, rclative ) la fixation
du prix minimum du beurre d6tenu par loorganis6s d'interveution
allemand pour l'adjudication visde au rlglement (Cf.E) 94170 (Com-
mission Decision of 20 February 7970 fixjag the minimum price of
butter held by the German intervention agency for the cdl for tender
in Regulation (EEC) 94170l.
70lt73lcFB.z
DCcision de Ia Commission, du 20 f€vfiet 1970, rcladve I la fixation
du prix minlmum du lait CcrCm6 en poudie pour la trentilme adiudi-
cation particulilre effecnrde conformdment au rfulement (CFEI 7286169
(Commission Decision of 20 February 1970 fir.ng &s minimun price
of skim milk powder for the thirtieth individual call for tender in
accofdance with Regulation (EEC) 7286169)
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70lt74lcEE:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 23 t|vrier 1970, autorisant Ia Rdpubli-
que franEaise ) admettre, iusqu'au 30 avril 1970, la commercialisation
des semences d'une varidtC de bld dur et d'une vari6t6 d'orge brassicole
serrrnisss I des exigences rCduites (Commission Decision of
Febr 0 atthoizins France to allow the marketinE untilg ti g lu u.tnor,zfit fra f E
f seeds of a durum wheat variety and a mdting
barley variery under relaxed controls)
701!7s lc:EB.:
Ddcision de la Co--ission, du 25 fdvrier 1970, relative I la fixation
du montant maximum de la restinrtion pour Ia dix-septiAme adiudi-
cation partielle de sucre blanc effecnrde dans le cadre de l'adiudication
peflnanente visde au rlglement (CEE') 7965 169 (Commission Decisioo
of 2l February 7970 fixiug the maxim'm amount of the refund for
the seventeenth panial call for tender for white sugar under the
pennanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EEC) t965 169')
70lt80lcT,E:
DCcision de la Commission, du 25 f|vrier 1970, rclaave I la fixation
du montant 62.15isrrm de Ia restitutiotr pour la deuxi0me adjudication
partielle de sucre brut de betterave effecar6e dans le cadre de I'adiudi-
cation permanente visde au rBglement (CEE) 224170 (Commission
Decision of 25 February 7970 fiing the maximum ,-ount of ttre
refund for the second partial call for tender for raw beet sugar under
the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EECI 224170)
70ll8tlcEE
DCcision de la Commission, du 13 fdvrier !970, constatant que les
conditions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind A
une action nationale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission
Decision of 13 February 1970 noting that the conditions specified for
Fobilizilg wheat other than durum for a national food aid operation
have been met)
70l182lC,F,E:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 4 mars 1970, rclative I Ia fixation
du montant maxim,,m de la restitutiori poru la dix-huitiAme adjudi-
cation partielle de sucre blanc effecftde dans Ie cadre de I'adjudica-
tion permanente visde au rlglement (CEEI 1965 169 (Commission
Decision of 4 March 1970 fiyine the ma:rimum amo rnt of the refund
for the eighteenth panial call 'fir tender for white su[ar under the
permanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EEC) 1965 169)
70lt84lCx,E:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 16 f|vrjLer i970, relaive au rembour-
sement par Ie FEOGA, section orientation, I Ia RCpubliqug irali6nns
des frais entraiues par les enqu8tes sur le cheptel porcin effectudes en
avril et aotrt 7969 (Commission Decision of 16 February 1970 on
the repayment by the EAGGF Guidance Sectioo to Itdy of e4renditure
incurred iu suweys on the pig population in April and August 1969)
5 - 1970
L57, 5.3.7970
L51, 53.1970
L5t, 5.3.1970
L53, 73.7970
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L55, 103.1970
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70l78slcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 4 mars L970, rclaave I la fixation du
montaat 6xli6rrm de la restitution pour Ia troisi0me adfudication
particulitsre de sucre brut de betterave effecnr6e dans le cadre de
l'adjudication permanente vis€e 4u rlglement (CEE) n4170 (Com-
mission Decision of 4 March 1970 fixng ths saximnm amount of the
refund for the third individual call for tender for raw beet sugar
under the.pennanent tendering condirions in Regulation (EEC) n4|0l
70lL86lCEE:
D6cision de Ia Commission, du 11 mars !970, rclative I I'ouvernrre
d'une adjudication pour I'exportation de 50 000 tonnes d'orge d6tenues
par I'organisme d'intervention frangais (Commission Decision of
11 March !970 on the invitation to tender for the export of 50 000 tons
of barley held by the French intervention agency) . )
701787ICEE z
. Ddcision de la Commission, du 11 mats 7970, rclative I la fixation
du montant maximum de la restitution pour la dix-neuvilme adjudi-
cation partielle de sucre blanc effecnrde dans le cadre de I'adjudication
peflnanente visde au rfolement (CEE) 7965 169 (Commission Decision
of 11 March 1970 fixJ.ng, the maximum ,mrount of the refund for the
nineteenth partial call for tender for white sugar under the permanent
tendering confitions in Regulation (EEC) 7965 169l
70l188/CEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 11 mars 7970, rcladve l la fixation
du montant maximum de Ia restitution pour la quatriEme adjudication
particulilre de sucre brut de betterave effectude dans le cadre de
I'adjudication pennanente vis6e au rlglement (CEE) 224170 (Com-
missiqn Decision of 11 March 1970 fixing the maximr* ,-ount of
the refund for the fourth individual call for tender for raw beet
sugar under the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EEC)
224170)
701793lCEE:
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 27 tfvrier 7970, relative I la fixation
du prix minimum du beurre pour la vingt-deuxiBme adjudication
paniculilre effecnrde dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanente visde
au rtglement (CEE) 7659169 (Commission Decision ol Tl February 7970
fixing the minimum price of butter for dre twenry-second individual
call for tender under the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation
(EEC) t6se169l
70l794lCEEz
DCcision de la Commission, du 27 f|vrjLer 1970, relative I la fixation
du prix minimum du beurre pour Ia dix-huititme adjudication pari-
culiBre effecnrde dans le cadre de I'adjudication pennanente vis6e au
rlglement (CEE) t87tl69 (Commission Decision ol 27 February 7970
fixing the 6ini6,m price of butter for the eighteenth individual
call for tender under the permanent tendering conditions in Regpla-
tion (EEC) 1S7Ll69l
t54
L 55, 103.1970
L57,723.1970
I
J
L58,133.1970
L58,73.3.1970
L61,173.1970
L6l,173.1970
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T0lleslQEE
Ddcision de la Commission, du 27 tdvrier 7970, relative I la fixation
du prix irrinimrrm du lait Ccrdm6 en poudre pouf la trente.et uniAme
adjudic-ation particulitre effectude cofuormiment au rAglement (CEE)DPql69 (Commission Decision of 27 Feruxy U70 fixing th;
minim-un price of skim milk powder fdr the ttirry-first inAiiauA
call for tender in accordance with Regulation (EEC) 1286169)
70l7e6lcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 4 mars 1970, autorisant la RCpublique
italienne I exclure du traitement communautaire les tissus de soie'ou
de bourre de soie (schappe), de Ia posirion 50.09 du tarif douanier
corrmun, originaires de la r6publique populaire de Chine et de Ia
Corde du Nord et mis en libre pratique fairs les auues Etas membres(Commission Decision of 4 March 1970 authorizine Italv ro excludefre6 Qemmrnity treatment woven fabrics of silk-or of waste'silk
other than noil of CCT headine 50.09. orisinarine in rhe peoole's
!9nu!lic of China and North Koria and-circriiating -freely in the 6ttrerMember States)
701200lCEEz
D6cision de la Commission, du, 4 mars !970, constatant que les
conditions pr6vues pour la mobitsation de froment tendre deitin6 I
une_ action 
-nationale, d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commis$ionDecision of 4 March 7970 r.io{ng that the con&tions ipecified for
Fobiljzing wheat other than durui for a national food aif operation
have been met)
701207lcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 4 mars !970, constatatt que les condi-
tions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destind I une
action nationale d'aide elimenraire sont remplies (Commisslol
Decision of 4 March 1970 notit g that the conditions ipecified for
.ofilizing wheat other than durum for a national food aid operadon
have been met)
70l2a4CE,E:
DCcision de la Commission, du 6 mars 7970, rclative I la fixafion dupdx minimum du beurre ddtenu par I'organisme d'intervention alle-
ryng polr l'adjudication visde au rEglement (CEE) 317 l7O (Com-
mission Decision of 6 March ]J70 -lixjag the minimum price of
butter held by the German intervenrion ageicy for the call fo'r tender
in Regulatioo (EEC) 377170) -
701203lcEE-
Ddcision ds la Qommission, du 10 mars 1970, autorisant la Rdpublique
italienne I exclure du traitement communautaire les prdparations-et
cotrseryes de poissons (I l'exclusion du saumon en bolie et du caviar
et ses succddan6s), de la position ex t6.M du tarif douanier commun,
odginaires du Japon et mises en libre pratique dans les auffes Etats
membres (Commission Decision of 10 March l97O authoizine
[ta,ly to exclude from Commuoity treatment prepared or preserveiifish (orcluding tinned salmes and caviar and- caviar substitutes) of
QCf, leading e-x 76,M, originating in Japan and circulating freely iathe other Member States)
5 - t970
L61,77.3.1970
L67, 773.1970
L63, t9.3.7970
L63,19.3.7970
L63,79.3.1970
L63,193.1970
t55
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701204lcEE:
Ddcision ds t2 Qemmission, du 11 mars 1970, autorisant Ia Rdpublique
italienne I exclure du traitement communautaire les fils de soie, de la
position 50.04 du tarif douanier commun, originaires de Cor€e du Sud
et mis en libre,pratique dans les autres Etas membres (Commissiea
Decision of 11 March 1970 atthoizing Italy to exclude from Com-
munity treamegt silk yarn of CCT heading 50.04 originating in
South Korea and circulating freely in the other Member States)
70l20slCx,E:
D6cision de la Commission, dtr 18 mars 7970, rclative I la fixation
du montant 641i6rrm de la restitution pour la vingiEme adiudication
partielle de sucre blanc effectude dans le cadre de I'adiudication per-
manente visde au rtglement (CEE) 1965169 (Commission Decision
of 18 March 7970 hxng if,s 625si6rrm amount of the refund for the
trnentieth partial call for tender for white sugar under the permanent
tendering conditions in Regulation FEC'I 7965 169)
701206lcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 18 mars 7970, rclaive I la fixation
du montant maximum de la restitution pour la cinquiBme adiudication
panielle de sucre brut de betterave effecnr6e dans le cadre de I'adju-
dication peflnanente visde au rlglement (CEE') 224170 (Commission
Decision of 18 March 7970 fiixng the maximr- amount of the
refund for the fifth partial call for tender for raw beet sugar under
the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EEC) 2241701
701209lcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 13 mars 7970, rclative I la fixation
du prix mini6rrm du beurre pour la vinS-troisigme adjudication
particuliAre effecrude dans le cadre de l'adjudication permanente visCe
au reglemetrt (CEEI 1659 169 (Commission Decision of t3 Match 1970
fixing the minim,m price of butter for the twenty-third individual
call for tender under the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation(EEC) 16s9169)
701270lcEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 13 mars 7970, rclative ) la fixation
du prix minimrrm du beurre pour la dix-neuviBme adjudication parti-
culitsre effectude dans le cadre de I'adjudication permanente vis6e au
rAglement $EE) 187t169 (Commission Decision of 73 March 1970
fixing the minimum price of butter for the nineteenth individual call
for iender under the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation(Ftc) 787716e)
7012771Cf.E:
D6cision de la Commission, du 13 mars 7970, rclative ) la fixadon
du prix minislrrm du lait 6crdm6 en poudre pour la trente-deuxieme
adjudication particuliBre effecnree conJormdment au rAglement (CEE)
7286169 (Commission Decision of 13 March 1970 fixing the
6i1i1a,m price of skim milk powder for ttre thirty-second individual
call for tender in accordance with Regulation (EEC) 7286169)
t56
L63,19.3.1970
L64,203.1970
L64,20.3.7970
L68, L5.3.1970
L68, ?53.1970
L68, L53.1970
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70l212lCEE t
Ddcision de la Commission, drl 16 mars 1970, constatant que les
conditions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre festin6I une action nationale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission
Decision of 76 March 7970 aoting that the conditions specified for
mobilizing whear other than durum for a narional food aif operation
have been met)
70l213lCEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 15 mars 1970, constatant que les condi-
tions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destin6 l une
action'nationale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission Deci-
sion of 16 March 1970 noting that the conditions specified for mobiliz-
lng wheat other than durum for a narional.food-aid operation have
been met)
701274lCEE:
Ddcision de la Commission, du 16 mars 1970, constatant que les
conditions prdvues pour la mobilisation de froment tendre destin6 ).
une action nationale d'aide alimentaire sont remplies (Commission
Decision of 16 March 1970 notttg that the conditions ipeci.fied for
Fobilizing wheat other than duruni for a national food aid operarion
have been met)
701215lCEEt
Ddcision de la Commission, du 19 !.ars 1970, autorisant la i:6publiquefCddrale d'Allemagne I exclure du traitement corlmunautaire ies
prdparations et conserves de pommes des positions ex 20.05 et
ex 20.06 du tarif douanier conrmun, originaires de la rdpublique
populaire de Chine et mises en libre pritique dans les pays fuBenelux (Commission Decision of 19 Mirch 1970 auih6izne
Germany-to exclude from Community treatment prepared or p.o.r".i
lpples of CCT headings ex 20.05 and ex 20.06 brighating in rhePeople's Republic of China and circulating freely in the-Benelux
countries)
70l2L6lCEE:
DCcision de la Commission, du 25 mars 1970, telative I la fixarion du
montant 62xi6rrm de la resritution pour la vingt et uni}me adju-
dication partielle de sucre blanc effecruie dans le iadre de I'adjudiia-
tion permanente visde au rlglement (CEE) 1965 169 (CommissionDecision of 25 March 7970 fixing the maximum ,mount of the
refund 
-for the twenty-first parrial 
-call for tender for white sugar
under the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EEC) 1965l69)
701217|CEE z
Ddcision de Ia Commission, du 25 mars 1970, rclative A la fixation
du montant maximum de Ia restitution porr la sixiEme adiudication
partielle de sucre brut de betreraves effecru6e dans le cadre fe I'adju-
dication peflnanente visCe au rlglemeng (CEE) 224170 (Commissisll
Decision of 2l March 1970 ltxing the maximum amount of the
r_efund for the sixth partial call for-tender for raw beet sugar under
the permanent tendering conditions in Regulation (EEC) Z24l7O)
5 - 1970
L68,25.3.1970
L68,25.3.7970
L68,253.1970
L68,25.3.7970
L69,26.3.7970
L59, 26,3.7970
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701278lCE,Et
Bilan de Ia viande bovine dgstinde I I'industrie de transformatiou
pour la pdriode du 1u" avril au 30 luin 1970 (Balance-sheet of beef and
veal for the processing industry foi the period 1 April to 30 June 1970)
Recommendations and Opinions
70lt97lCEEz
Avis de la Commission, du 25 ft|viet 1970, adressd au gouvernement
du grand-duchd de Luxembourg au sujet du proiet de rBglemegt
grand-ducal concernant I'ex€cution du rBglement (CEE) 1'L97169 &r
eonseil, du 26 juin 969, rclat:t i I'action des Etas membres en
matilre d'obligations inhdrentes I la notion de service public dans Ie
domaine des transports par chemin de fer, Par route et par voie
navigable (Commission Opinioo of 25 February 1970 addressed to
the Luxembourg Government on the draft grand-ducal regulation on
ttre implementation of Council Regulation (F.FC) 119U69 of 26 Jwe
1J,69 ot action by the Member States with regard to obligatio-ns
inherent in the concept of public service in the field of transport by
rail, road and inland waterway)
70l19lICF.Ez
Avis de la Commission, du 25 l5vrier 1970, I adresser au gouverne-
ment luxembourgeois au sujet du projet de rEglement gand-ducal
poftart exdcutiotr du rlglement (CEE) 543169 du Conseil, du 5 mars
i969, rclatil I I'harmonisation de certaines dispositions en matilre
sociale dans le domai.e des uanbports Par route (Commission
Opinion of 25 February 1970 addressed to the Luxembourg Govern-
mint on the draft frand-ducal regulation itnPlementing Council
Regulation (F.f,,:C) 543169 of 25 March 7969 on die harmonization of
certain social provisions in the field of road transport)
701799lG.Ez
Avis de la CommissioL du 26 ft€vrier l9T), adres# au gouvemement
du gand-duchd de Luremborug au sulet du proiet -de rEglemegt
gran-d-ducal concemant I'ex€cution du rAglement (CEE) Ll92l69 dv
eonseil, du 26 iuin 1969, rclatif. aux rdgles comm,nnqs po'tr la nqrPa-
Iisation des comptes des entreprises de chemin de fer (Commission
Opinion of 26 february 1970 addressed to the Luxembourg Govern-
nient on the draft grahd-ducal regulation on the implementation of
Council Regulation (FJ:C) 1192169 of 26 June L969 on co--on rules
for standardizing. railways accourts)
L70,273.1970
L63,193.1970
L63, D3.7970
L63,193.,l,70
c3t,143.1970
5 - 1970
Commission proposals to the Council
Proposition de rdglement (CEE) du Conseil modifiant le rlglement(CEE) 804/68 portant organisation commune des marc.h6s dans le
iecteur du'lait et des protluits laitiers en ce qui concernr! I'octroi de
restitutions I I'exponation (Proposed Council Regulation F.EC)
amending Regulation (EEC) 804/68 setting up a coglmon orgeniz4liss
of the gant of refunds otr exporrc)
r58
Proposition de rEglement (CEE) du Conseil relatif I des problAmes de
police sanitaire en matiEre d'dchanges intracommunautaires de viandes
fraiches. 
. 
(Proposed Council Regularion (EEC) on health policy
matters in intra-Community trade in fresh meat)
Proposition de rAglement 1C,!n1 du Conseil relatif l I'dtablissement de
rtgles communes pour les services de aavette effecar& par autocars
entre les Etats membres (Proposed Council Regulation (EEC) on
the establishment of common rules for coach senrices between the
Member States)
European Development Fund
Information relative aux raux de paritd retetrus pour les op6rations
du FED (Exchange rates used for EDF operations)
{vis-d'app_91 d'offres 884, par.cons,rlradon publique, d9 la rdpubliquedu Furundi pour un projit financd par lJ CEE - FED @dt ior
tender 884 by Burundi for a project finzrnced by the EEC - EDF)
Approbation 4p p-j.tr er de progrr-mmes financds par .le Fonds
europden 
-de d6veloppement ({pproval of, proiects anii progra--esfinanced by the European Developmenr Fund)
Rectificatif I I'avis d'appel ilottres 876 (Comigendum to call for
tender 876)
Avis d'appel d'offres 885, par ionsultarion publiqug de la R6publique
c€ntrafricaine 
- 
(MinistBre ilEtat chary| de -l'agriculture, de f'dlevagq
des-eaux et fordts,,chasses, du touriime et des transports), pour inp'fiet financi par le CEE - FED (Call for tender iB5 6y Centrd
African Republic (Minister of State for Agriculture, livesro;k, water
1nd_f9rests, lruntiog tourism and rransponffor a project financed by
the EEC - EDF)
R6sultat d'appel d'offres 833 (Result of call for tender 833)
Rdsultats d'appels d'o6fres (600, 763, 773, 778, 783, 784,788, 8OS,
808, 816, 840, 846, 849, 857 et 856) (Results of calls for tender
600,763, 773, n8, 783, 794, 7gg, 905, g0g, 916, 940, 946, g4g, 957
and 856)
RCsultats {'ap-pelq d'offres (673, 757, 773, 775, 8!7, 826 et 84,41(Results of calls for tender 673,757,773,775, 877, 826 ad 8a,4)
DeuxiBme rectificatif I I'appel d'otfres 852 (Second corrigendum to
call for tender 852)
Rectificatif ) I'appel d'offres 882 (Corrigendum to call for tender 882)
Avis d'-appel d'offres 886,, par consultation publiqug de la rdpubliquedu MaIi (seryicg du crCdii agricole et de -l'Cquipement ruril de-la
P*qo9 de d6veloppement,du MaIi 
- 
SCAER, pouf, rrn progr4mme
financd partiellement par le CEE - FED (Call- for tender -ggtr by
Mali (SCAER) for a programme financed iu pa"t by tie EEC - EDFI
{viq--d'appei- d'gffres 887, par consultation publiqug- lancd par lesAntilles n6erlandaises pour un projet financi6 pa; la CEE - fEp(pall f9r- tender 887 by_ the Netherlands Antille for a pdect
financed by the EEC - EDD
5 - 1970
I
c3t,143.1970
c33,27.3.L970
c26, 43.7970
c2:7, 5.3.7970
c28, 93.1970
c28, 93.1970
c30,133.1970
c30,133.1970
c3t, u3i97T
c34,243.1970
c34,24.3.7970
c34,243.1970
c37,28.3.1970
c37,283.L970
t50
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Memoranda
Communication concernanf I'appel d'offres restreint envisagC pour
le transport d'6l6ments de combustible irradids de Petten {Pays-Bas)
I Mol (Belgique) [Memorandum on the resricted call for tender
envisaged for-the transport of irradiated fuel elements from Petten
(Netherlands) to Mol @elgium)l
Modification de l'annexe I de I'accord du 26 juillet 1957 entre le
gouvernement f6d6ral autrichien, d'une part, et les gouvernements des
Etats membres de la CECA et la Haute Autorit6 de la CECA, d'autre
parg relatif I l'dtablissement de tarifs directs internationaux ferro'
viaires pour les transports de charbon et d'acier en transit par le
territoire de la Rdpubfique autrichienne (Amendment to Annex I of
the Agreement of 26 jtly 1957 between the Government of the
Austrian Federal Republic, of the one parg and the Governments of
the ECSC Member States and the ECSC High Authority, on the other
parg on the inaoduction of international rail through rates for coal
and steel carried in transit across Austrian soil)
Communication faite conformdment i I'article 19 paragraphe 3 du
'. rBglement 17 concernant ;;ne notification (lY 12991 Memoraod"r't in
aciordance widr Article 19(3) of Regulation 17 concerning a notifica-
tion 
- 
(lY 1299) :
, Information
Modification des avis d'une adiudication permanente Pour I'expor-
tation de sucre blarrc 211969 (Amendment to the calls for permanent
tendering for the export of white sugar 211969)
Modification des avis d'une adiudication permanente Pour la d6ter-
mination de la restitution I l'exportation de sucre brut de betterave
ll197O (Amendment to the calls for permanent tendering for
'dbtermining the refund on exports of raw beet sugar Lll970)
Adjudication du 10 mars 7970 de I'" Einfuhr- und Vorratsstelle ftir
Fette,, en vue de la vente d'environ 119 tonnes {e graines de^ colza
et de navette provenant des interventions de Ia campagne, t9691t970(Calf for tendir of 10 March 7970 by the EVF for approximately
119 tons of. colza and rapeseed bought in during the 796917970
marketing year)
Avis d'adjudication pour la vente de beurre Provenant des stocks de
l'o Einfuhr- und Voriatsstelle ftr Fere " (Call for tender for butterfrom EVF stocks)
Aides des Etas (anicles 92 d 94 du traitd instituant la CEE) 
- 
Com-
munication faite conform6ment I I'article 93 paragraphe 2 premiBre
phrase du trait6, aux intdress6s autres qxe 
.les Etats, membres, et
ielative du versement complimentaire d'aides I I'orge de brasserie en
fonction des quantit6s vendues au cours de la campagne 196917970
par les producteurs, en Allemagne (State aids (EEC Treaty Aricles 92
io 941 
- 
Memorand,m in accordance with Article 93(2), fust
paragraph, of the Treaty to interested parties other than the Member
States. on the additional payment of aid for malting barley according
to the quantities sold during thet96911970 marketing yezrby producers,'
in Germany)
t60
cr, 5.3.1970
c30,13.3.1970
c32, 19.3.t970
c26, 4,3.1970
c26, 4.3.1970
c29, 10.3.t970
c29,10.3.7970
c30, L3.3.1970
5 - 1970
{
^l
Octroi du concours de la section orientation du F.E.O.G.A. pour
I'annde 1969, deuxiEme,tranche (Grant of aid by the EAGGF Gui-
dance Section f.or 7969, second instalnent) r 
,
Office de I'Etat pour les interventiohs sur le marchC agricole 
- 
Avis
aux transformhteurs pour les opdrations de transformation des oranges
dCtenues par I'AIMA au sens du r8glement (CEE) 412170 du Conseil(Call for tender by the AIMA for processing oranges held by the
AIMA in accordance with Council Regulation (EEC) 412170)
Avip d'adjudication pour Ie chargement et le transport iusqu'l I'indus-trie de transformation, de froment tendre provenant des stocks de
o Die' 'Einfuhr- und , Vorratsstelle ftir Getreide und Fuaermittel
(EVSI-G) >, la transformation et Ia mise en caf port africain de
ddbarquement de la farine de fromi:nt tendrg ainsi que pour le char-
gement et la mise en. caf port alrircair^ de ddbarquement de froment
tbndre en application du rAglement (CEE) 573170 de Ia Commission,
dn 26 qarc 1970 (Call for tender for the loading and transport to
the processing lactory of wheat other than durum from EVSI-G stocks,
the processing"and delivery cif African port of unloading of flour of
wheat other than drlrum, ani the loading 'and delivery cif African
pdft of unloading of wheat other than durum in accordance with
Commission Regulation (EEC) 573170 o126 Mxch 197!)
c31,74.3.7970
c32,19.3.1970
c35,27.3.L970
c37,.28.3.7970
c37,28.3.7970
c37,143.7970
c37,14.3.197Q
t6t
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COURT OF JUSTICE
- 
New cases, ,
{ffaire 6-70 : Recqurs inuoduit le 27 tdvlrer ,t970 pat MM. Gilberto
Borromeo Arese, Cado Borromeo, Maria Ludovica Favia Del Core
Borromeo, Vittorio Emanuele Borromeo contre la Commission des
Co-munautCs europdennes (Case 6-70: Suit filed on 27 February,1970
by M. Gtlberto Borromeo fuese, M. Carlo Borromeo, Mme Maria
Ludovica Favia Del Core Boromeo and M. Vittorio Emanuele
Borrorneo against the Commission of the European Communities)
Affahe 7-70 : Recours introduit le 2 mars 7970 par M. Andrd Ren6
contre Ia Commission des Commurautds eirropiennes (Case 7-702
Suit filed on 2 March 797Q by M. Ren6 Andr6 against the Commission
of the European Communities)
ECOI{OMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Information
Remplacement de deux membres du Comit€ dconomique et social
(Replacement of two members of the Economic and Socid Committee)
Pour consultations et avis du Comitd Economique 
-et Social voir
sous Conseil (For-consultations and opinions of-the-Economic an-d
Social Commiftee see under "The Council")
5. 1970
I
Y
I
EcSC CoNSI]LTATryE co[aiwrrrgn
lnformation
Remplacement-d'un membre du Comid consuladf (Replacemeat of
a member of the Coasultative Conmittee)
/
c3t,143,w0
I
5 - 1970-rltz
>M. RECENT PUBLICATIONS OF TT{E COMMIJNrIIES
4001
Index to the 1968 Bulletin of the Europe2r Qes6nnili6s
1969,75 pp. (f,4 r, n, e). 2s6d; $30; Bfrs. $
8299
Randbemerkingen bii een topoverleg
Toespraak van P-ro! pr, Albert Copp6, Lid van ds Qsmmissig der Europese Gemeenschappen,
v66r de 
" 
Virtschaftsbeirat der Union E.V. D ,
Mtnchen, 29 jarlittari 7970
(Marginal iomments on a summit conference
Address by Prof. Dr. Albert Coppd, member of the Commission of the European Communities,
to the "Virtschaftsbeirat der Union E.V."
Munich, 29 January 1970)
1970,78 pp. (n). Free
Social affairs
8269
La libre circulation de la main-d'euvre et les marchds d-u t avail dans la CEE 
- 
1g69(The free moveme[t of manpower and the labour markets in the EEC, t96g)
!970,33 pp. * Annexes (d, f, i,,n). Limited distribution
Agriculture
Newsletter on the co--on agricultural policy
No.3-1970 (4 f, i, n, e). Iimfusd distribution
8t9t
CEE loformations. Marchds agricoles. Prix(EECrl(6ssation. Agriculturalmarkets. Prices)
Annnal products: No. III-1970; Vegetable producrs: No. 2-1970
Fortnigbtly. (dlflil nl. I.imited distribudon
81f/2
CEE Informations. Marchds agricoles. Echanges commerciaux(EECInformation. Agriculturalmarkets. Trade)
Fortnightly. l-March 7970 (dlf.lilr). Limited disrribudon
Stodies 
- 
lnternal information on agriculture
No 32 .- Volr-e et degrC de l'emploi dans la pdche maririme'(No, 32 
- 
Vol"!.9 and degree.of gmployment in ttre seaJishing industry)
t968, var. pag. (d, f). I imisgd distribution
N'46 
- 
La consommation du vln et les facteurs ilui la ddrerminenr
R.F. d'Allemagne
(No. 46 
- 
Tte consumption of wine and the factors determining it
Germany)
1969, 177 pp. * Annex (d fl. Limired distribution
Note : The abbreviations afur each ritle indicate the languages in whi& the documen6 bave been published :( 
- 
Fren&, d : German, i : Italim, n 
- 
Dutch, e 
- 
EnglieE,
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N" 53 
- 
Incidences Cconomiques de certains rypes d'investissements qtructurels en agriculture
- 
Remembrement
- 
Irrigation
(No. 53 
- 
Economic effects of certain types of structural investment in agriculture
- 
Consolidation of holdings
- 
Irrigation)
7969, 136 pp. (l; d.: in prepardtion). Limited distribution
Developrnent aid
8152
Fonds europ6en de d6veloppement 
- 
L"' FED
Situation semestrielle des projets en exdcution
Date de mise ) iour t 37 d€cembrc 1969
(European Development Fund 
- 
1st EDF
Half-yearly situation.of projects in hand at 31 December 1969)(f). Limited distribution
8160
Fonds europden de d6veloppement 
- 
2" EED
Situation trimesuielle des projets en exdcution
Date de mise I jour : 31 ddcembre 1969
(European Development Fund 
- 
2nd EDF
Quarttrly situation of projects in hand at 31 December 1969)(f). Umited distribution
Economic and financial aff airs
4002
Graphs and notes on the economic siruation in the Community
Mondrly. No. 3-1970. Three bilingual editions: tli, dln, ell
Price per issue: 5s.; $0.60; Bfrs. 30
Annual subscription: f"2,L0.0; $6.00; Bfrs. 300
Statistics
General statistics
Mon*rly. No. 1/3-1970 (dlflilnle)
Price per issue: 8s.; $1.00; Bfrs. 50
Annual subscription: [5.8.0; $11.00; Bfrs. 550
National accounts 1958-1968
7969,273 pp. (dltlilnle). [1.5.0; $3.00; Bfrs.150
Commerce extdrieur : statistique mensuelle
(Foreign trade: Monthly statistics)
Monthly. Nos 2 and 3-1970 (dlf)
Price per issue: 8s.; $1.00; Bfrs.50
Annual subscription: [43.01 $10.00; Bfrs. 500
Statistiques sociales
(Social statistics)
Nos 7 and 8-1969 (dltliln)
Price per issue: 16s.6d.; $2.00; Bfrs. 100
Annual subscription: [3.6.6; $8.00; Bfrs.400
Statistique agricole
(Agricultural statistics)
Nos 3, 4 and 5-7969 (dlf)
Price per issue: 12s.6d.; $1.50; Bfrs. 75
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S ci entif i c_ do c ume nt ation
Research and technology. !?eekly information bulletin
Nos 48, 49 and 50-1970 (d, f, i, n, e). Free
EUR 4012
Stabilititsuntersuchungen fiir Siedewasserreaktoren
Abschlussberichq von E. Schiineberg (.AEG)
Abko-men iiber Zusammenarbeit EURATOM / USA
EUMEC-Bericht Nr. 2092 abgelaBt von AEG-Kernenergieanlagen
Allgemeine Elektrizitiitsgesellschaft 
- 
Frankfun/VIain' (Deutschland)
Euratom-VenrIge Nr. 020-64-4 TEED und Nf. 085-66-1 TEED
(Stabiliry investigations on boiling water reactors
Final report by E. Schiinberg (AEG)
Euratom/US Agreement for Cooperation 
.,
EUMEC report No. 2092 preparcd by AEG-Kernenergieanlagen
Allgemeine ElektrizitAtsgesellschaft 
- 
Frankfurt/Main, Gerqany
Euratom Contracts No. 020-64-4 TEED and No. 085-66-1 TEED)
1970,296 pp. * 124 fie. @) f3.2.6; $7.50; Bfrs. 375
EUR 4013
Placage inorydable d'aciers de fortes 6paisseurs
Rapport final
Aceord de coop6ration EURATOM/USA
Rapport.EURAEC t' 2093 dtabli par SOUDOMETAL S.A, Bruxelles (Belgique) 
.en, collabo-'
ration avec N.V. NERATOOM, La Haye (Pays-Bas) et le Laboratoire de MCtallurgie Et
M6tallographie de I'Universitd de Gand (Belgique)
Contrat Euratom n" 008-63-12 TEEB
(Stainless plating o( heavy-gauge stdel plate
Final Report
Euratom/US. Agreement for Cooperation
EURAEC repoirr No. 2093 pr€parcd by SOUDOMETAL S.A., Brussels, Belgru-q in colla.
boration with N.V. NERATOOM, The Hague, Netherlands, and the Metallurgy and
Metallography Laboratory of the University of Gheng Belgium
Euratom Contract No. 008-63-12 TEED)
797.0,64 pp. * 77 fie. (f) 14s.; $1.70; Bfrs. 85
EUR 4136
Studies on dre ternary system UO.U"O"-PuO,
by U. Benedict and C. Sari
Joint Research Centre 
- 
Karlsruhe Establishnient, Germany 
- 
European Institute for
Transuranium Elements
7970,38 pp. * 14 fig. (e) 10s.; $1.20; Bfrs. 60
EUR 4268
PlaTla Phy.sics
by J.c. Linhan
Euratom/CNEN Association 
- 
Frascati, Ronie, ltaly
1969,332 pp. (e) {2.18.0; $7.00; Bfrs.350
EUR 4292
Etude des aspects radiologiques li6s I la fabrication et )
radioactifs
par J. Delhove (Conuolatom)
Rapport dtabli par Controletom a,s.b.l. (Association pour le
I'6nergie atomique 
- 
tsruxelles 
- 
Belgique)
Contrat Euratom n" 035-67-7 PSTB
5-1970 l
l'utilisaLion de paratonnerres
contr6le des'applications' de
(
t
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(Study of 'tte radiological aspects of manufacturing and using radioactive lighming
conductors
by J. Delhove (Coutolatom)
-Rgpon prepared by Controlatom a.s.b.l. (Association pour Ie contr6le des applicatious del'6nergie atomique 
- 
Brussels 
- 
Belgium)
Euratom Contract No. 035-67-7 PSTB)
1970,76 pp. + 47 fig. (f) 16s.6d.; $2.00; Bfts. 100
EL]R 4395
Centrale nucldaire des Ardennes 
- 
Rapport annuel 1968
Rapport dtabli par Ia Soci6td d'Energie Nucl6aire Franco-Belge des Ardennes (SENA)
Contrat de participation n" 001-62-7 REPC
(SENA nuclear power plant 
- 
Annual reporr 1968
Report prepared by the Socidtd d'Energie Nqcldaire Franco-Belge des fudennes (SENA)
Participation Contracr No. 001-62-7 REPC)
7970,28 pp. + 4 fig. (f) 8s.; $1.00; Bfrs.50
EI,JR 4407
pis Eilsaemiiglichkeiten von Kernkraftwerken in der Elektrizitdswirtschaft der Bundesrepublik
Deutschland bis 1985 
- 
unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der regionalen ErzeuguagsLedin-
gungen ftir Elektrizitiit 
- 
Schlussbericht
Bericht abgetaBr vom Deutschen Institut fiir Wirschaftsforschung 
- 
Berlin (Deutschland)
Euratom-Vertrag Nr. 034-66-10 ECID
(The possibilities of installing nuclear power plants in the electric power system of Germarry
up to 1985 
- 
with special reference to regional electric powei production requirements 
-final report
Report prepared by the Deutsches Institut fiir Wirtschaftsforschung 
- 
Berln, Germauy
Euratom Contract No. 03,1-66-10 ECID)
1969,138 pp. * 74 fig. (d) [1.10.6; $3.70; Bfrs. 185
EUR 4410
Costanua BBI( 
- 
d qas-dimgasional dynamic code for high temperature gasz cooled reactors
by K. Friedrich (BBK), L. Massimo and E. Vincenti @uratom) , -
Association: European Atomic Energy Communiry Euratom/Brown Boveri,/Krupp
Reaktorbau GmbH 
- 
BBK/Kemforschungsanlage Jiilich des L,andes Nordrhein-\tresdalen
e.V. 
- 
KFA
rrirn gs
Report prepared at BBK (Brown Boveri/Krupp Reaktorbau GmbH 
- 
Mannheim 
-Germany)
Association No. 003-63-1 RGAD
7970,68 pp. + 7 fig. (e) 16s.6d.; 92.00; Bfrsr 100
Et R ,1413
Ceramography of americium oxides
by C. Sari, V. Tebaldi and I. Della Pietta
Joint Research 
_ 
Centre 
- 
Karlsruhe Establishment, Germany 
- 
Europeau Institute for
fgansglanitrm Elements
7970,76 pp. * 10 fig. (e) 7s.; $0.80; Bfrs. 40
EUR 2t418
Rdsultats des mesures de la radioactivit6 ambiante dans les pays de la Communaut6 en 7968
- 
Air 
- 
Retomb6es 
- 
Eaux
(Results of measuring ambieot radioactivity in the Community countries 'n 1968 
- 
Air 
-Fallout 
- 
Water)
1970,68 pp. + 6 fie. @ltlila) 76s.6d; $2.00; Bfrs. 100
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Euratom Contact No.065-66-10 BION
7970,28 pp. + 7 fig. (e) 8s.; $1.00; Bfrs. 50
DocuEentatioD
Articles s6lectionnds
(Selected artides)
Fortnighdy. No. 5-1970 (dltliln). Limited distribution
5. 1970
r
EUR ,1452
Second symposium on microdosimetry 
- 
Proceedings
Stresa, Italy, 20-24 October t969
by H.G. Eberg Directorate-General at the Joint Research Centre 
- 
Biology Division
1970,867 pp. (d/f/e) [6.13.0; $15.00; Bfrs.800
EUR 4454
Station de traitement des effluents liquides radio-actifs du CCR Ispra 
- 
Bilan d'activitCs
7963-1968
par R. LopAs Cardozo, j.Yaccarczza et S. Vanuzzi
tenue c6--un de recherche nucl6aire 
- 
Etablissement d'Ispra (Italie) 
- 
Ddpartement
chimie 
- 
Chimie organique et d6contaminadon
(Treatment centre for radioactive Iiquid waste at the Ispra Joint Research Centre 
- 
Report
of activities 7963-1968
by R. Lopes Cardozo, J.Yaxarezza and S. Vanuzzi
Joint Research Centre 
- 
Ispra Establishmeng Italy 
- 
Chemistry Department 
- 
Organic
chemistry and decontamination)
1970,22 pp. + 7 fig. (f) 7s.; $0.80; Bfrs. 40
EUR ,{456
Data reduction programs for total ctoss-section experiments
by G. Nastri an?l uI schmid
Joint Research Centre 
- 
Geel Establishment, Belgium 
- 
Central Nuclear Measuements
Bureau (CNMB)
1970,62pp.+ 7 fie. (e) 14s.6d.; $1.70; Bfrs.85
EUR 4461
L'dvolution des tdl6com-unications et Ia retherche 
- 
Etude prospective
Horizon 1985
Rapport dtabli par la FITCE (Fdddration des ing6nieurs des tdldcommunications de la
Communautd europdenne 
- 
Bruxelles 
- 
Belgique)
Contrat FITCE/CCE du 20 ddcembre t968
(The development of telecommr.ications.and research 
- 
Forward study
. 
Horizon 19$5
Report prepared by the FITCE (Feddration des ingdnieurs des t6ldcommunications de Ia
Cbmmunautd europdenne 
- 
Brussels 
- 
Belgium)
FlTCE/Commission of the European Communities Contract of 20 Decembgr 7968)
'l-969,52 pp. + 4 fig.(4 f) 11s.6d.; $1.40; Bfrs.70
EUR 4463
Description of the Berulla installation
by P. Gollinelli, H. Holtbecker and M. Montagnani
Joint Research Centre 
- 
Ispra Establishment, Italy 
- 
Engineering Department 
-TechnologT
7970,44 pp. * 12 fig. (e)_10s.; $1.20; Bfrs. 60
EUR 4465
Measurements of absorbed doses due o(posure of organs of diffetent composition to fast
neutrons of different energies 
- 
Final report
by J.J. Broerse and G.W. Earendsen (TNb)
Report prepared by TNO Radiobiological Institute 
- 
Organizaion for Health Research,
Rijswiik 
- 
Netherlands
167
Catalogue syst6uatique des ouvrages 
- 
EURATOM
(Classified catalogue of works 
- 
EURATOM)
Vol. I: Science and Technology
Vol. II: General "
Suppl. No. Vlll-1970 (dllliln). Limitpd disuibution
Press and information
Uoiversity Srudies on European Integration 
- 
Tuition L969-1970
(European Community Institute for University Studies)
1970, 159 pp. (f/e). Limited distribution
The European Communiry promoting a common reiearch policy in Europe
1970,8 pp. (d, f, i, n, e). Free
Information bulletins
Publications by offices in capital cilies
London: European Community
Monthly. No.4-April 1970 (e). Free
Wdshington : European Community
Monthly. No. 132-Februxy 7970 (e). Free
Bonn: Europdische Gemeinschaft
Monthly. No.4-April 1970 (d)
Per issue: DM 1; Annual subscription: DM 9 ,
The Hague: Europese Gemeenschap
Monthly. No. 124-April 1970 (n). Free
Paris: Communautd europ6enne
Monthly. No. 141-April 1970 (l)
Per issue: FF 1.50; Annual subscription: FF 15
Rome: Comunitl europea
Monthly. No.3-March 1970 (i). Free
also Spanish edition: Comunidad europea
Monthly. No. S8-April 7970. Free
European Community in Greek
Bi-monthly. No.6-1970. Free
I
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IV. ABSTR,ACTS OF SELECTED PI.ELICATIONS
EUR 4408 
- 
Sora dynannics and control studies using mean-value neutron
kinetics equations, by R. fuhan
European Atomic Energy Community 
- 
EURATOM
Joint Nuclear Research Cehter 
- 
Ispra Establishment (Italy)
Reactor Physics Department 
- 
Research Reactors
7970,96 pp. * 32 figures (English). f1.1.0; $2.50; Bfrs. 125
The study described in this report deals with dynamics and control of the, pulsed
fast ieactor SORA. It is based on'a set of eqgations for mean-value neutrotr kinetics.
A simuladon of the complete set of equations, including tliermal reactivity feed-baclq is
performed. As results, the reacor responses tG pefturbations of reactivity, inlet coolant
iempeiature and coolant velocity are shown. Control rod malfunaions are investigated;
a start-up procedpre is proposed. A fast control system is synthesized.
EUR 4398 
- 
Coating of fissile particles by HF Inductive Plasma Spuaering, by
P. Beucherie and B. Block.
European Atonlic. Energy Community 
- 
EURATOM
Jdint Nuciear Research Center 
- 
Ispra Establishment (Italy)
Chemistry Department 
- 
High Temperature Chemistry
L969, 10 pp. + 6 fig. (French). 4s.; $0.50; Bfrs. 25
HF inductive plasma sputtering is shown to constitute an interesting new method for
coaring loosely packed pieces of small dimensions, such as small spherical particles of
fissile material wjth diameters of the order of 1 mm as used in certain types of nuclear
rea'ctors.
A descriptioo is given of the experimental rig and the working conditions used for
obtaining uniform surface coatings of such particles,
EUR 4385 
- 
Three-dimensional calculation of power densities and tempera-
tures in a gas-$aphite reactor. Final Report, by M. Pages,- J.L. Picou and
G. Veilhan (G.A.A.A.) Parts I,II and III.
European Atomic Energy Community 
- 
EURATOM
Repon prepared by GAAA
Groupement Atomique Alsacienne Atlantique 
- 
Le Plessis-Robinson (France)
Euratom Contract No. 100-66-9 TEGF
Luxembourg, November 1969 
-226 pages - 36 figures - Bfrs. 290
The flux values and the efficiencies of control rods pardy inserted in a gas-graphite
power reacror were determined analytically by a method derived from that of NORDHEIM-
SCelftten. The scheme adopred is that of a cylindrical homogeneous reactor, axially
bare, with two multiplier zones and a radial blanket, and the analysis is done by means of
an-expansion in axial harmonics. After determination of the reactivity of the individual
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compotre[ts, characterized by their extrapolation distances, the temperatures ate deduced
from the local thermal flux normalized to the total reactor porrer. Two codes(MUTIIER I and tr), differing essentially in approximations to ttre heterogeneity boundaries,
and the associated code (BARCEL) for calculating the extrapolation distances, were written
in FORTRAN IV ad perfected on the Ispra JRC's IBM 360/65 machine. A co.m parison
was made with the values measured on the Italian Latina pbwer reactor and French EDF-2
reactor, The differences between the theoretical and experimental values (a few per cent
on the gas heating values) show that codes give satisfactory results.
ELIR 4389 
- 
The preparation of UOz-PuOz powders by co-precipitation and
the manufacture of high-density pellets, by E. Zamorani, J. De Riilq G. Dhoop
and H. Schiinherr.
European Atomic Energy Qqmmunity 
- 
EUMTOM
Joint Nuclear itesearch Center 
- 
Karlsruhe Establishment (Germany)
European Transuranium lnstitute
1969,24 pp.+ 9 tie. $)7s.; $0.80; Bfrs.40
UO,/PuOa pellets with a densiry of over 90oh of. theoretical (t.d.) in solid solution
have been obtained with plutonium concentrations of less than 45olo. The influence of
a) the precipitation conditions and temperature, b) ttre calcination and reduction temperatures
aad c) the cbmpacting pressure on the final density of the sintered material has been examined
with the aim of applying this method to powders with a higher plutonium concentration.
The influence of the calcination/reduction teqperatue and compacting pressure on
the densiry before and after sintering has been 6tudied. According to the results of the
er<periments, the density after calcination is not significandy affected by these two variables
when the calcination/reduction temperafirre is over 500"C.
The cnrshing process [ecessary when the.precipitation is canied ouq even at'80"C,
was avoided by neuualizing the nitric acid solution of Pu'* and UOr'* at 95'C. The
precipitate was calcinated at 900'C in air and reduced at 600oC in NF8% tt
The same atmosphere is used for the sintering of pellets at a temperatrure of 1600"C.
This method has the advantage of pr6ducing 1) ao easily filtered precipiutq
2l a very fluid powder with a specific surface of 2'5tr1g, 3) high-dsasity pellets (90% of
cd.) with pluton-ium concentrations of between 5-97o/o, 4) a very good homogeneity at all
concentradons aCcording to X-autoradiographs and X-ray spectrometry.
EUR M72 
- 
Environpental radioactivity - Ispra 1968 by M. de Bortoli and
P. Gaglione.
European Atomic Energy Community 
- 
EURATOM
Joint Nuclear Research Center 
- 
Ispra Establishment (Italy)
Protectioo Service
1970,60 pp. * t2 figures (English). 10.ll.6; $1.40; Bfrs. 70
In this report are briefly described the measurements of enviro.mental radioactivity
performed during 1968 by the site surrey group of the Protection Service.
Data are given on the concentrations of strontium-90, cesium-l37 and other radio-
nuclides in falloug ar, soil, waters, herbagg,animal bones and foods.
I
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EUR 4477 
- 
(study of the changes in the consriruenrc of irradiated flour by
means of spectrophotometry, spectropolarimetry, and DTA)
By A.R. Deschreider (Ministtsre des Affaires Economiques - Brussels).
European Atomic Energy Communiry 
- 
EURATOM
Report prepared by the "MinistEre des Affaires Economiques"
Central Laboratory, Brussels (Belgium)
7970,22 pages * 15 figures (French). 7s.; $0.80; Bfrs.40
. 9r-Tu .rays induce physical and chemical changes in wheat flour, the narure andintensity of 
.which $epend. on the radiatio'_r dosage. Th=e author has investigated how thesi
.hTg.T, could.be detected ?nd measured by means of spectrophomeuig spiaropolarimetric
and differential thermal analysis (DTA) methods. The techniqries used are described and the
action of the gamma irradiation on the constituents of flour are'discussed.
. 
By means of DTA changes jan b9 detected 'only- fro- a dosage of 4 Mrad upwards,by means of spearophotometry from 1 Mrad upwards. Spectropllarimetric ana 'turtriaij
metric methods on the other hand are sensitive to doses of 0.025 Mrai.
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